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MIXED LOTS
1 A Collector's clearout in a well filled carton with
thematics in a stockbook, worldwide ranges on leaves, on
/ off paper, stockbooks, commercial mail, covers, United
Nations mint & used, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 48

2 A Collector's clearout in a well filled carton with
worldwide ranges on leaves, on / off paper, stockbooks,
commercial mail, covers, all periods mint and used, GB on
paper in a bags, small boxes, good sorter, 1000s. £ 48
3 A Collector's clearout in a well filled carton with
worldwide ranges on leaves, on / off paper in a tin,
stockbooks, commercial mail, covers, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 48
4 A WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint /
unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of
countries earlier to modern incl miniature sheets, thematics,
Africa, Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc,
also a few CTO used scattered around, a few in packets,
M/S, etc. 100s to sort through making an interesting lot.
£ 125
5 A WORLD MIXED Collector's clearout in a well filled
carton with worldwide ranges on leaves, on / off paper,
various in stockbooks, commercial mail, covers, all periods
mint and used, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 50
6 A worldwide range of interesting on various stockcards
including Canada perf earlies to 17c used, New Zealand
back of the book in a bag off paper, Grenada 1937
Coronation perfed specimen set 3, KUT P. Dues perf
Specimen (2) ovptd Specimen (4), Mafeking 1d on ½d
green used, GB incl 1965 Churchill 4d blk of 8 with large
ink smudge error, 1975 Sailing missing pink, USA Parcel
Post 9 vals to 25c used, NZ Chalons imperf 1d & 6d,
Rhodesia 1910 Double heads 10d mint, 4d & 10d used
(10d strange shades), Yemen with overprints inverted,
Portugal colour trials imperf bicolours (5), useful European

earlier varieties incl Italy, BLP CDS used on 15c grey 10c
brown, including many signed, Somalia 200f imperf trial,
France airs incl 1947 500f U/M (cat €50), 1949 10f (cat
€60), Fiume STC €1200+, Belgium STC €400+, Danzig
1924 Airs Cat €180, San Marino Trieste STC €500, etc,
etc, enormous cat value and retail, ideal for split down or
Ebayer.
£ 1250

7 Accumulation in a carton including some better old time
collections, Frank Godden album with USA, Argentina,
Netherlands, Egypt, Victoria, Palestine, Br. C/W in a small
stockbook, Ireland 1990s FDCs, Channel Islands from
1941 Arms issues, turn of the century postcards incl
Mullion, Bermuda & Malta QV onwards in stockbook,
100s.
£ 125
8 Accumulation in a carton with 1000s of worldwide on
and off paper in stockbooks, thematics on stockpages,
junior type albums, loose etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 50
9 Accumulation in a medium plastic crate with useful
throughout including Egypt in circulated club books (PTSA
£200+), Everest album with worldwide ranges incl some
China, French Zones incl covers (3 one censored), Bolivia
ranges on leaves, Brazil earlier, Costa Rica incl censor cvr
(poor), Honduras incl 2 P/S cards unused, Chile,
Argentina, Liberia + P/S card, some more useful in an old
binder with GB, etc, intr sorter. 100s.
£ 135
10 Accumulation of mainstream worldwide in various
small and large stockbooks, commercial mail, loose, on
and off paper, stockcards, leaves, stockpages, all sorts
here, 1000s.
£ 50
11 BALTIC STATES: 1918-1940 A superb mint and
used stock in two well filled stockbooks with many nice
fine used for Estonia perf & imperf, block and some large
blocks, 1923 Airs to middle values, 1931 Red Cross set
mint (Cat £67), 1933 Anti TB set m (Cat £59), 1936
Charity set m (Cat £45), 1937/8 Caritas set m plus M/S,
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1939 Parnau M/S, Latvia perf & imperf defins, 1921 Airs
m, 1925 Libau set m, 1928 Air sets m & u, 1928 Liberty
set m imperf (Cat £38), 1929 Meierovics set m, 1930
Rainis set m (Cat £118), 1930 Air set 2 m, 1931 surch set
10 m (Cat £129), 1931 Air surcharge set 3 m (Cat £66),
1932 Militia set m imperf (Cat £50), 1932 air set 3 m (Cat
£87), 1932 Air Pioneers set m (Cat £165), 1933 air 3-53s
U/M (Cat £60), 1933 Latvia-Afrika overprint airs first three
values mint (Cat £300 25s blue brownish gum), 1933 Air
Super Sportster set 4 imperf m (Cat £320, some brownish
gum), 1940 Incorporation set, etc, huge cat value in excess
of £1500.
£ 500

12 BOX Containing a worldwide accumulation mainly in
albums and stockbooks including with odd better incl M/S,
South & Central America, few loose etc, 1000s.
£ 48
13 BOX with a worldwide assortment all periods mint
and used in springback albums, stockbooks, leaves, loose,
in packets etc, noted GB & Channel Islands, plus much
more, 1000s.
£ 50

21 CARTON containing a worldwide accumulation noted
USA, Netherlands, loose, cards, albums and stockbooks,
1000s.
£ 50
22 CARTON - WORLD on and off paper sorted into
dozens of envelopes and packets by countries, GB FDCs
in cover binder, GB & Channel Islands mint on leaves,
world in a large black springback, world collection in a
New World 22 ring loose-leaf album etc, 100s, heavy lot.
£ 40
23 CLEAROUT in a well filled BOX incl GB duplicated
in tubs, small stockbooks, world commercial covers,
various in envelopes and loose, 1000s.
£ 40
24 CLEAROUT in a well filled BOX incl GB kiloware
on paper in a bag, stockpages, world commercial covers,
various in envelopes and loose, etc, 1000s.
£ 40
25 CLEAROUT in a well filled BOX incl GB off paper
in a carrier bag, stockpages, world commercial covers,
various in envelopes and loose, etc, 1000s.
£ 25

14 BOX with useful collections and ranges in 5 albums /
stockbooks / leaves including GB QV onwards GV
seahorses ranges to 10/-, 1938 to 10/-, odd better Spain set
m, West Germany 1970-77 U/M in Lindner hingeless
album, Niue country colln STC £100s 1953-94 U/M, Br.
Africa incl Swaziland 1938 set to 10/- mint, Basutoland
1938 set to 10/- m, S. Africa, SWA, world on leaves,
useful to split.
£ 400

26 CLEAROUT in a well filled BOX incl thematics on
stockpages, world commercial covers, various in envelopes
and loose, GB etc, 1000s.
£ 40

15 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton
including New Zealand FDCs in binder plus many stamps
loose in bags and packets, Canada QEII predecimal mint
colln, 1977 Silver Jubilee colln, British West Indies in a
large binder, etc, 100s to sort.
£ 60

28 Collector's clearout with a myriad of material from
different countries with nice single collections, mixed in
springback album with useful Germany issues from
different areas better cat up to £650 each, Indonesia in
album, Canada collection, Rumania in stockbook,
Netherlands, various on stockcards with some better sets,
covers and cards in carton, 100s.
£ 320

16 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH - Accumulation in a
carton of QV to modern in various stockbooks, albums,
leaves, packets and cards all sorts here, 100s.
£ 100

27 Collector's clearout in a well filled carton with
worldwide ranges on leaves, on / off paper, stockbooks,
commercial mail, covers, all periods mint and used, good
sorter, 1000s.
£ 48

29 Delegate Books: Four books containing mint sets and
ranges for Syria 1980s, Algeria 1980s, Tunisia 1989, India
17 British Commonwealth accumulation in binders,
1960-1965, mainly sound. (4).
£ 30
springback albums and loose including Hong Kong 1999
30 EXTENSIVE EUROPEAN COLLECTIONS - Heavy
defins presentation pack, Singapore, Burma, Br. Indian
Ocean Terr. incl FDCs, Sri Lanka incl M/S U/M,
box containing a useful assembly of mint and used from
Gibraltar, Malta, Australia, Br. Ant. Terr. FDCs, etc. 100s. early to modern in eight 22 ring binders, mostly good
£ 125
representation of defins and commems to 1970s including
nice Switzerland, Belgium many with sets incl 1861 1c
18 British Commonwealth in a BOX with 100s in binders,
green imperf unused, 1849-58 to 40c, many nice sets,
stockbooks, some country sections in stockbooks, mint
Spain, Netherlands & Colonies, Italy useful, France &
QEII ranges in a well filled binder with Hagner pages,
colonies, Austria fine used blks of 4, etc, 100s mainly all
New Zealand SG printed album mint and used, etc, 100s,
different, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 180
heavy sorter lot.
£ 75
31 FIRST DAY COVERS - Country sections in cover
19 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH overfull BOXFILE
albums for Montserrat 1976-1988 (c60), Falkland Islands
with 100s loose off paper in packets, on stockcards, album
1953-1991 (c60), Malta, Ascension (c52), Tuvalu (c87),
pages for a diverse range of some better throughout incl
etc, very colourful lot and good qty.
£ 130
Canada modern, NZ etc, so much to sort through, 100s.
£ 100
32 LARGE Accumulation in a carton with 1000s of
worldwide on and off paper in stockbooks, thematics on
20 BRITISH COMMONWEALTH smaller BOX with
stockpages, junior type albums, loose, commercial covers
100s loose off paper in packets, on stockcards, album
etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 50
pages for a diverse range of some better throughout incl
BWI, Br. Africa, Canada, New Zealand etc.
£ 120
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33 LARGE PLASTIC CRATE - A useful accumulation
of folders & yearbooks noted Germany 1992, 1997 & 1999
yearbooks, Slovenia 1995 yearbook, Hungary specimen
stamps and thematics in stockbook, French colonies on
manilla stockpages, Sweden 1992-1995 year pages with
U/M sets, New Zealand year books for 1986, 1987 &
1991, Australia yearbooks for 1988 & 1990, attractive
accumulation.
£ 85
34 Miniature sheets collection of circa 180 in a large
binder on US dealer pages mostly mint or unmounted mint,
some with faults including Portugal 1940 Rowland Hill,
1941 Women (creases), 1944 Avelar Brotero, 1945 Lisbon
Castle, Iceland 1938 Eiricssons Day, Romania 1939
Centenary, Japan 1957 Stamp Day sheetlet of 10, 1957/8
Sports sheetlet, USA, Croatia, San Marino, Belgium 1940
Winter Relief, Israel 1948 M/S used, Luxembourg,
Philippines 1943 imperf plus FDI, Egypt 1949 imperfs,
Albania, Lebanon incl 1949 UPU, Hungary 1938 fine used,
Korea, Venezuela, Germany 1936 Olympics pair, Monaco,
Poland 1937 Visit of King Carol set of 3 (Cat £93), 1938
Stratosphere (crease, cat £120), 1951 Stamp Day, 1956
Stamp Day, Bulgaria, Cuba, Jordan, Czechoslovakia,
France 1937 Museum set on special Louvre card etc,
useful lot with high cat value. (c180).
£ 675
35 Mint & Unmounted mint and used extensive world
accumulation of sets and singles from 1960s onwards in
small glassine packets hoarded in a shoebox, includes
many nice Middle East incl Syria, few Miniature sheets, S.
C Americas, Europe incl Switzerland, United Nations etc,
100s.
£ 200
36 MIXED Accumulation in a carton with 1000s of
worldwide on and off paper in stockbooks, thematics on
stockpages, junior type albums, loose etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 50
37 MIXED BOX - ACCUMULATION of worldwide
material, loose, in packets, in binders or albums,
stockbooks and covers, FDCs, etc, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
38 MIXED Collector's clearout in a well filled carton with
worldwide ranges on leaves, on / off paper, stockbooks,
commercial mail, covers, all periods mint and used, good
sorter, 1000s.
£ 48
39 SORTER Accumulation in a carton with 1000s of
worldwide on and off paper in stockbooks, thematics on
pages, junior type albums, loose etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 50
40 SORTER LOT - Collector's clearout in a well filled
carton with worldwide ranges on leaves, on / off paper,
stockbooks, commercial mail, covers, all periods mint and
used, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 48
41 Stockbooks accumulation of worldwide incl some
better country sections, areas all periods mint & used incl
United states, Italy, Israel, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Morocco,
Luxembourg, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Panama, Paraguay
thematics, Spain and colonies, Denmark, Hungary, S.
Americas etc, 100s to sort through.
£ 160

42 STRAND ALBUM - A worldwide collection middle
to modern including many different countries mint & used,
noted Spain Madrid French Anti-fascist labels (4), etc,
100s.
£ 35
43 WORLD Accumulation in a carton with 1000s of
worldwide on and off paper in stockbooks, thematics on
stockpages, junior type albums, loose, Channel Islands etc,
1000s to sort.
£ 50
44 WORLD Accumulation in a carton with 1000s of
worldwide on and off paper in stockbooks, thematics on
stockpages, junior type albums, loose, old Strand album,
Italy mint commems on stockpages etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 50
45 WORLD MIXED Collector's clearout in a well filled
carton with worldwide ranges on leaves, on / off paper,
stockbooks, commercial mail, covers, all periods mint and
used, good sorter, 1000s.
£ 50
EPHEMERA
46 MANCHESTER STEAM USER'S ASSOCIATION 1879 Engagement for Guarantee insurance document for a
steam boiler at the Parkside Asylum in Macclesfield
insuring for any explosion and damage to the boiler or
surroundings for the prevention of steam boiler explosions.
Interesting Steam thematic.
£ 20

47 United States 1831 (16 Nov) Postmaster Bond
document to appoint the postmaster at Lindleytown New
York to execute the enclosed bond, to take an oath of
office, the exhibit the bond on the premises to take charge
of the public property and duties of the post office. Signed
Albert Morgan. Framed in card mount, very fine. £ 25
LITERATURE
48 GB Stanley Gibbons Specialised Catalogue Vol 3 12th
Edition damaged cover. RRP £47.95.
£8

49 GB Stanley Gibbons Specialised Catalogue Vol 3 13th
Edition as new. RRP £47.95.
£ 15
OMNIBUS
50 1937 Coronation set of 202 stamps fine used on album
pages incl Newfoundland long set, Cat £260.
£ 65

51 Binder with a small range of mint and used for
different issues some in sets for 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1953
Coronation, 1946 Victory etc, mint and used.
£ 20
POSTAL HISTORY
52 1890-1953 Six covers from Central and South
America. Includes 1890 Buenos Aires 8c on cover to
Switzerland, 1951 Argentina cover from Ministry of
Communications with various stamps to England. Plus two
Chile, Costa Rica and Mexico 1950's covers.
£ 20

53 1913-31 Five Post Office Telegraphs from various
English south coast towns plus King George VI one
shilling on unused inland telegram.
£ 20
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54 1969-75 Fourteen space covers from various countries.
Includes 1969 USA first man on the moon cover, 1975
Apollo-Soyuz co-operation manned space flight and 1970
Apollo XIII.
£ 20
55 A selection of approx. 250 all world covers includes
a number of 1913 USA 2c postcards, 1947 Southern
R ho d e s i a r o y a l v i s i t f d c , 1 9 7 0 's F r a nc e f d c ,
Czechoslovakia 1940's covers and 1939 Canada royal visit
fdc. A lot to sort through.
£ 50
56 A world assembly of 19th century onwards with a
group of 22 covers, entires and wrappers incl Switzerland,
Austria, Peru, Canada, Mexico, front to Guatemala,
Russia, Sweden, Germany, etc, intr group.
£ 100
57 Austria: Small group of mainly prestamp mail from
different towns and areas incl 1875 Sechskaus, 9kr blue
imperf to Saxony, Austrian Italy PAD O VA 10s,
VENEZIA 5s red to Udine, 1859 KAPFENBERG, 1873
Teplitz, 1850 Vienna to Constantinople, 1870 LAA
THAYA 5kr P/S env, 1835 Vienna to London, Baden to
Vienna, 1875 5kr red, 1866 5k red Eagle etc, mixed but
interesting group. (16).
£ 80
58 British Commonwealth postal stationery cards &
wrappers mainly QV for different countries, mostly unused
includes Br. Guiana surch. & wrapper, St Lucia reply card
attached penny half-penny brown, N. Borneo 3c brown,
Leeward Is., India states Chamba, Faridkot, Patiala &
Gwalior envs, S. Leone, Ceylon 5c on 4c, St Vincent,
Barbados reply in lilac, etc, some tone spots otherwise intr
lot (c37).
£ 75
59 France: Small group of prestamp & post stamp mail
(23) from different towns and areas incl 1867 Bordeaux
diamond dotted CB (Cette Bordeaux), 1841 Marseille to
Lyon 6 chargemark, 1859 20c pair Sevres to Angers, 1847
Mussidan PP, 30c Ceres grey-brown pair part cover, 1854
CHERIBON FRANCEO large fancy oval in red, 1884 St
Nicolas Due Port 25c ochre, 1852 Reims to Paris, 1863
Marseille Train transport per 100kg with a long list of
worldwide destinations folded with triangles 1 1/6th
ROTTERDAM backstamp, 1856 80c carmine-red fine
large 3 margins tied diamond numeral from Toulouse with
APRES / DE /DEPART boxed in black alongside, 1831
LUNEL (Commune in France) to Montepellier with 1d. h/s
in red oval, 1864 Paris 22 dotted star cancel to Ypres, etc,
mixed but interesting group. (23).
£ 125
60 Italy: 1829-1849 Group of TORINO prestamp mail
(c30) each with two line TORINO and datestamp in black
mainly to Aoste being a correspondence to Monsieur
Delapierre etc, mixed but interesting group. (30). £ 150
61 Large album with approx. 125 covers, postmarks and
PHQ cards mostly from GB. Includes 1967 Monaco Grand
Prix cover, 1980 last journey of HMS Ark Royal and 1970
tall ships race Plymouth.
£ 45
62 Rare registered official cover from War Office Medals
department with Uxbridge faint cds year unknown, used
locally. With faint red hooded cds. Interesting item
£ 20

63 Switzerland: Small group of mainly prestamp mail
from different towns and areas incl 1839 9.8. 7BRF in red,
1866 10r blue from Bienne, 1839 receipt tobacco
manufacturer, 1838 5r Cant. Basel revenue h/s, etc, mixed
but interesting group. (8).
£ 48
64 United States: Small group of mainly prestamp mail
from different towns and areas incl 1852 New York 3c red
imperf, 1855 3c on hotel embossed cover, Fort Concho
Texas 3c green, 1838 Stockbridge via Curtisville 12½c,
Rochester 1838, NY 1805, Bellsville UNPAID 7 in blue
1864 to Toronto etc, mixed but interesting group. (7).
£ 65
POSTAL HISTORY - WRECK COVERS
65 1947 (Aug) Bahrain Persian Gulf: Boaca Flying Boat
which made a forced landing, cover with stamps floated off
from India to UK bearing DAMAGED BY SEA-WATER
single line boxed h/s in violet. Most of the mail was dried
out and forwarded.
£ 60
POSTCARDS
66 1908 Mine Fire Hampstead: Photo postcard with
panels showing the Men Entombed, Barnsley Detachment
Tankersley Brigade Rescue Party, Constructing Air
Passage, slightly dog eared but used from Birmingham to
Castle Douglas.
£ 20
THEMATICS
67 AVRO Bi-plane very early photo postcard of Avro
Passenger Biplane, Bournemouth Aerodrome in black and
white, mainly fine.
£ 20

68 Balloon Flights: 1858 Attractive album page sized
engraving from the Illustrated London News with
Newspaper 1d red imprint at the top depicting Band of
Hope Fete in Aston Park, Birmingham and two balloons in
mid flight. Very fine.
£ 25
69 Balloon Flights: 1882 Attractive album page sized
engraving depicting The Attempted balloon voyage across
the channel, crash landed and rescued by Calais Packet
steamer, extracted from the supplement to the London
illustrated news March 11, 1882 with full event description
on reverse. Very fine.
£ 25
70 Balloon Flights: 1883 Attractive album page sized
engraving depicting The Ascent of Leon Montgolfier from
the place de champs April 14 1883 and The Montgolfier
Centenary at Anoy Ardeche. Second panel with a statue of
The First Arronauts and Inventors of the Balloon. Very
fine.
£ 25
71 Balloon Flights: 1884 Attractive album page sized
engraving depicting Centenary Anniversary of first balloon
ascent in England at the Hon. Artillery Company's ground,
Finsbury, mainly fine.
£ 20
72 China: 1974 Gymnastics set of 6 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 2549/2554. Cat £90.
£ 35
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73 RAF Event covers from 1970s onwards in original
special ring binders in cover pages all fine includes
complete runs for TP1/40, HA1/40, HA (SP1)/SP10,
1972-75 No.1 (F) onwards to No.511 (c51), 1979-82 RAF
FF1A/FF40. All fine unsigned examples. Approx 180
different plus another 20 or so incl signed duplicated.
£ 100

ALBANIA
84 1947 Cover from Durres to New York 20 Nov 1947
with 10 x 3 leke SG 484 and 486 rare on cover from
Albania for this period.
£ 20

74 THE ROYAL AIRFORCE - 75th Anniversary special
covers collection in three large velvet albums with gold
embossing and a lovely collection of covers some signed
from 1969 to 1993 including 1st April Br. C/Wealth CDS
cancels for BIO T, Bahamas, Belize, Falkland Is.,
Bermuda, Fiji, Ascension Is., for different squadrons, high
original cost for 20 covers £50 alone. (88 signed plus
various unsigned).
£ 80

86 French: 1931 10f sage-green and red very fine used on
paper tied by full ANDORRA / ANDORRE / 23 JAN 32
CDS, SG F22 Cat £550.
£ 180

ANDORRA
85 French: 1931 10f sage-green and red mounted mint,
very fresh, SG F22 Cat £450.
£ 150

87 French: 1931 20f magenta and green mounted mint
with hinge mark and small gum thinning along the bottom,
very fresh, SG F23 Cat £600.
£ 150

ADEN
75 1937 Dhow Complete set of 12 very fine hinged mint,
lovely set, SG 1/12 Cat £1200.
£ 400

88 French: 1931 20f magenta and green very fine used on
paper tied by full ANDORRA / ANDORRE / 23 JAN 32
CDS, SG F23 Cat £650.
£ 225

76 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 30/1.
£ 20

89 French: 1931 3f deep mauve and carmine very fine
used corner CDS, SG F20 Cat £190.
£ 65

77 Collection in a springback album with useful mint &
used noted Hadhramaut 1951 surch set used (Cat £75) &
set mint, 1948 RSW, 1942 set (Cat £70), Seiyun similar
ranges, then Aden 1953 set (Cat £160), 1948 RSW, 1951
set, 1939 set (Cat £120), 1937 to 8a etc, useful lot,
includes many of the 1960s appendix issue as sets, Abu
Dhabi & S. Arabia good cat in excess of £760.
£ 150

90 French: 1931 5f deep blue and buff very fine used on
paper tied by full ANDORRA / ANDORRE / 23 JAN 32
CDS, SG F21 Cat £275.
£ 85

78 Mint & used duplicated collection on stockpages with
better pickings including 1937 Dhows mint to 8a, 1939 to
1r, 1951 to 2s on 2r, 1953 set of 25 (Cat £160) & more
vals to 10s (2), then used smaller ranges 1937 to 2r,
various States incl 1948 RSW set, etc, very mixed but
useful cat value & assembly.
£ 150
79 Shihr & Mukalla: 1942 Set of 11 to 5r hinged mint,
fine, SG 1/11. Cat £70.
£ 22
80 Stockcard with a mint & used selection from an old
time estate not seen the light of day in years! Noted 192129 Both watermarks range Wmk MCCA 2/6 mint, Wmk
MSCA values to 2/6 mint & used, (16), cat £95+.
£ 32
ADEN - STATES
81 Hadhramaut: 1955-63 sets unmounted mint for 195563 set of 12 and 1963 set of 12, fresh, SG 29/40, 41/52.
Cat £78.
£ 38

82 Seiyun: 1951-54 New Currency complete set of 8 &
1954 defin set of 10 all unmounted mint, fresh, SG 20/27,
29/38. Cat £76.
£ 38
ALAND
83 2012 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all the
sets for the year unmounted mint, includes My Aland
(Fish) in a special sheetlet of 8 (cat £4.75 each),
Architectural Heritage booklet (9 vals cat £5 each), fine,
SG 366/381, cat £150.
£ 50

91 French: 1931-1979 Collection of mainly mint on
printed pages including 1931 1c to 2fr (Cat £510), Postage
dues to 2f, 1950 Air 100f U/M (Cat £140), various
commems to 1979, etc, useful assembly.
£ 225
92 French: Mint / unmounted mint assembly on
stockpages including 1972 Europa set U/M (Cat £37),
1973 Europa set (Cat £40), 1974 Europa set U/M (Cat
£54), 1975 Europa set, good degree of completion for U/M
sets to 2006, STC c£800.
£ 275
93 French: Postage Due; 1931 1f deep bluish green neatly
fine used with T cancel in triangle in black, fine, SG FD35.
Cat £180.
£ 50
94 French: Postage Due; 1931 1f20 on 2f blue mounted
mint, fine, SG FD36. Cat £130.
£ 40
95 French: Postage Due; 1931 5f on 1f purple mounted
mint, fine, SG FD38. Cat £160.
£ 40
96 French: Postage Due 1931 60c green in an attractive
Control No.9 gutter pair, fine, SG FD28. Dallay €650.
£ 150
97 French & Spanish: Mainly mint assembly on cards
including French 1935 20c on 50c U/M (Cat £29), 1932-44
Views, postage dues etc. Nice small group.
£ 30
98 Spanish: 1928 Overprint high values mint part original
gum for 50c to 10p brown, hinge remains and usual uneven
perfs, SG 10A, 11B, 12A & 13A Cat £500. (4). £ 100
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99 Spanish: 1928-1980 Collection of mint / unused on
printed pages including 1928 overprinted set with high
values unused no gum (Cat £500 mint), 1948 4p & 10p
mint (Cat £99), 1951 Air 1p (Cat £48), 1970s commem
issues & M/S, 1972 Europa 8p top left corner marginal
unmounted mint (Cat £225), etc, useful assembly. (c270 +
3 M/S).
£ 160
ANTARCTICA
100 1968-1988 Enormous range of Foreign cacheted
covers, special events, expeditions, research bases, signed
covers and cards from different countries with many better
noted Norway, Australian Antarctic Terr., French &
Southern Antarctic Territories, Ross Dependency incl 1957
FDCs, 1986/7 Greenpeace, Scott Base, NZ Campbell
Island, USA Gravity Program, 1935 Little America
souvenir sheet, Russia, Argentina Petrel Base, and approx
50 other Argentine all different, very interesting lot in two
binders on leaves. Approx 140 different covers. £ 280

101 British Antarctic Territory: 1965-1992 Enormous
range of cacheted & First Day Covers plus airmail to UK,
1983 RRS Bransfield, 1982 Per K urier Georg-V
Neumayer Station Helicopter mail, 1987 Halley Bay &
Base H & Z, 1986 £1 on airmail cvr, Signy Is. incl signed,
1985 Unable to visit base RRs Discovery, 1984 Brabant
Island P.O., HMS Endurance signed, 1985 Rothera,
Adelaide Island, 1972 Whales set, Faraday, Argentine Is.,
Deception Is., etc very interesting lot in a binder on leaves.
Approx 55 different covers.
£ 220
102 Falkland Island Dependencies: 1937-1961 Collection
of cacheted & First Day Covers plus airmail to UK, 1947
Victory set or set in pairs tied South Georgia regd No.
28995, Map defins on cover, 1937 Coronation cover tied
SOUTH GEORGIA double ring CDS's, 1945 Ovptd S.
Georgia 6d, 9d & 1s on cover, Ships tied Signey Island incl
registered, 1953 Coronation, 1960 Hope Bay, 1961
Airletter Base E Stonnington Is., 1944 Grahamland, etc
very interesting lot in a binder on leaves. (16).
£ 125

106 1935 2½d brown and deep blue Silver Jubilee fine
used light CDS showing dot to left of flagstaff variety, two
light tone marks otherwise sound, SG 93g Cat £250.
£ 80
107 1938-51 Complete set of 12 values to £1 unmounted
mint, fresh SG 98/109. Cat £130.
£ 65
108 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 112/3.
£8
109 1953-62 Q EII Complete set of 15 very fine
unmounted mint, SG 120a/134 Cat £85.
£ 35
110 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
in a binder mint and used with better content including QV
to 4d used, Badge defins to 1s & 2/6 m, EDVII 1903 5s
mint (cat £110, crease), 1921-29 to 5s used, 5s mint (Cat
£300+), 1932 Tercent. 1s used, 2/6 mint, 1938 to £1 m &
u, 1953 to $.120 mint, 1966 to $2.50 mint, 1976 Birds set
mint, then a good run of defins and commems to 1988,
useful lot for sorting out.
£ 225
111 Revenues: 1870 Tall Stamp Duty range mostly nice
appearance cancelled AO2 duplexes for 4s, 3s & 2s, useful
and seldom seem group. (3).
£ 30
ARGENTINA
112 1929 (1 Nov) Plain airmail cover to Chubut First
Flight by St Exupery 15c air and 5c red combination tied
BAHIA BLANCA NOV 1 CDS, reverse with very fine
stylised arrow / plane AERO POSTA / ARGENTINA
(S.A.) cachet in violet and COMODORO RIVADAVIA
arrival CDS on same day. 1st Nov datestamps despite
Muller's listing on 31st Oct, only 30 covers flown. Muller
70: 5000 points.
£ 175

113 1929-1931 Three airmail covers including 1929
Lineas Internas printed Va Aerea env to UK from
BUZONISTAS / B.AIRES, 1930 (12 Dec) to Paris &
1931 (18 Feb) to Paris, nice trio.
£ 25

103 South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands: 19611995 Enormous range of cacheted & First Day Covers plus
airmail to UK, 1970s surcharges on covers and cards, King
Edward Point incl Ocean Mountaineering Exped signed (5
different signatures), 1968 (25 Feb) Defins ½d to 9d tied
to airmail cvr by FALKLAND DEPENDENCY / South
Georgia, , Royal Research Ship Bransfield, RRS John
Biscoe, 1971 Joint declaration of Buenos Aires surcharged,
1986 Dutch Exped. signed (5 diff signatures), 1961 Ships
defins combn of 4 vals, 1981 Regd env No.90, with 50p
on 10s used, 1974 Airletter insufficiently prepaid for air,
then 1987-1995 FDCs (c30), very interesting lot in a binder
on leaves. Approx 150 different covers.
£ 480

114 1930 (19 Feb) NYBRA cachet first flight cover,
printed VIA AEREA N Y BRA envelope bearing
combination of 5 adhs tied SERV. AEROPOST .
BUENOS AIRES CDS and red boxed cachet for the flight
to USA. Fine.
£ 38

ANTIGUA
104 1907 Chalky 5s grey-green and violet superb top
value, appears unmounted mint but tiny trace of hinge, fine
and fresh, SG 40a Cat £190.
£ 80

117 1912 GV 1½d deep red-brown a superb example
with a good strike ASCENSION CDS tied to paper, very
fine, SG Z41. Cat £100.
£ 48

105 1932 Tercentenary Complete set of 10 hinged mint,
fresh SG 81/90 Cat £225.
£ 90

ASCENSION
115 1902 EDVII 1s green & carmine attractive single
with a part ASCENSION / A / 22mm CDS cancel tied to
paper, very fine, SG Z33. Cat £200.
£ 45

116 1902 QV ½d blue-green attractive PAIR with a sock
on the nose ASCENSION / A / OC 26 / 02 22mm CDS
cancel, very fine, SG Z19.
£ 75

118 1912 GV 1½d red-brown a superb example with a
sock on the nose strike ASCENSION / A/ 31 AU / 19
CDS tied to paper , very fine, SG Z41. Cat £100. £ 58
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119 1912 GV 2½d blue a superb example with a sock on
the nose strike ASCENSION / 27 FE / 13 CDS tied to
paper , very fine, SG Z43. Cat £130.
£ 58

134 1934 John Macarthur set of 4 including both Dies of
2d carmine-red all fine hinged mint, SG 150/2. Cat £89.
£ 32

120 1912 GV 2d orange a superb example with a good
strike ASCENSION AP 8 / 22 CDS tied to paper, very
fine, SG Z42. Cat £95.
£ 40

135 1935 Turramurra NSW reg label on cover with cds
SG 127 and 151 to England. Note torn open along left side.
1937 typed cover front with SG 193 to Melbourne.
£ 15

121 1912-22 GV Range with ASCENSION CDS cancels
including ½d green pair & single both on paper, 1d red
strip of 3, pair and single on paper, 3d violet part cancel on
paper & 10d turquoise-blue small part cancel, mainly very
fine, SG Z39/40, Z44 & Z50 Cat £1214. (7).
£ 250

136 1936 (Sep) Airmail cover Sydney to UK sent per
Karachi - London, bearing 6d sepia airmail and 2d pair for
Cent of Victoria tied AIR MAIL 1 / SYDNEY CDS
cancels, neat little cover, SG 139 & 147.
£ 18

122 1913 GV 1s bistre a superb example with a sock on
the nose strike ASCENSION / B / 9 FE / 17 CDS, very
fine, SG Z51. Cat £225.
£ 110

137 1936 Telephone link 2d scarlet plate marginal blocks
of 4 for Plates 1 & 3 (2 diff positions), plate 4, mint /
unmounted mint, fine, SG 159.
£ 22

123 1924 2d black and vermilion in an attractive mint pair
with right stamp showing tear drops variety, fresh, SG
24/24A Cat £300+.
£ 150

138 1936 Telephone link 2d scarlet types A & B each in
a superb JOHN ASH Imprint blocks of 4 mint / unmounted
mint, fine, BW (ACSC) Cat #169A, 169B.
£ 20

124 1934-38 Mint duplicated ranges including 1934
values to 1s, 1938 definitives up to three complete sets to
10s (Cat £750), 1948 RSW set (Cat £50), etc, good cat
value.
£ 125

139 1936 Telephone link 3d blue plate marginal blocks of
4 for Plate 1 & John Ash imprint block of four each mint
/ unmounted mint, fine, SG 160.
£ 15

125 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s bright purple high
value unmounted mint, fine, SG 51. Cat £50.
£ 25
126 1955 (Mar) Philatelic Cover to UK posted using
Union Castle Line envelope bearing 8 different values ½d
to 1s all tied CDS cancels. Mainly sound.
£ 25
127 QV-GV Range with ASCENSION CDS cancels
including QV 1d lilac single and a pair on paper both good
cancels, EDVII ½d green pair on paper, 1d rose-red two
singles on paper with good strikes, then 1911-12
Mackennal ½d & 1d red (on paper), mainly very fine, SG
Z7, Z21/2, Cat £359+. (7).
£ 120
AUSTRALIA
128 1929 Centenary of Western Australia 1½d dull
scarlet fine used showing re-entry variety on T doubled and
Swans neck, few pulled perfs along the top otherwise
sound, SG 116a Cat £80.
£ 32

129 1931 First Flight cover Waverley NSW to Bradford
GB. Special cover with pair 6d airmail stamps SG 127
139.
£ 20
130 1931 Kingsford Smiths Flights 6d violet fine used
showing extra Islands variety in the right hand globe,
normal for comparison, SG 123 var.
£ 50

140 1952 Qantas first regular air service linking Australia
to Mauritius typed cover.
£ 18
141 1986 US-Australia Woomera cover concerning the
shuttle flight in Australia. Cancelled in USA?Australia on
same day Jan 24th 1986 rare item.
£ 20
142 1994-95 Wetlands Conservation stamp $10 mountain
duck U/M with a bottom left corner imperf proof on white
paper printed without the black inscriptions, nice thematic
item.
£ 20
143 Collection on SG printed leaves with a huge
mainstream collection from 1859 to 1995, with most issues
represented 1913 to 1s, 1915 to 2s, 1920 to 1/4d, 1926 to
1/4d, 1931 Roos to 5s, 1931 GV to 1/4d, and extras, then
1936-1992 mainly complete used, 100s, good cat value.
£ 150
144 Postage Due: 1907 (July) Wmk Crown over double
lined A 2d dull green fine used neat 1907 part NSW CDS,
very fine, SG D55 Cat £160.
£ 55
145 Postal Orders: 1977 with counterfoil two orders
unused for 15c & 75c values cancelled BROOKTON CDS
cancels, both have corner clipped as issued. Mainly fine
(2).
£ 20

131 1931 Kingsford Smiths Flights 6d violet fine used
showing re-entry variety on FO & LD doubled and Swans
neck, few pulled perfs along the top otherwise sound, SG
123a Cat £110.
£ 44

AUSTRALIAN STATES
146 1885 (2 Apr) Cover Melbourne to Italy bearing 1d
green and 2d lilac pair tied VICTORIA duplex cancel, few
faults but pretty combination with Brindisi & DIST 18
transit backstamps and arrival B/S.
£ 18

132 1931 Kingsford Smiths Flights set of three values 2d,
3d & 6d each in a superb JOHN ASH Imprint blocks of 4
mint / unmounted mint, fine, SG 121/3.
£ 35

147 New South Wales: 1851 2d ultramarine a superb fine
used good four margin example, neatly cut and neat barred
cancellation, attractive example, SG 52.
£ 20

133 1932 Opening of Sydney Harbour Bridge 2d scarlet
& 3d blue each in a superb JOHN ASH Imprint blocks of
4 mint / unmounted mint, fine, SG 141/2.
£ 35

148 New South Wales: 1888 P.11 5s rose-lilac hinged
mint with some light tones, fresh large part og, SG 181 Cat
£325.
£ 32
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149 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s)
AUSTRIA
green and brown & 2½d (2s6d) gold, carmine and blue
162 1920s-1987 Extensive mainstream mint / unmounted
both hinged mint with hinge remains and vertical gum
bends otherwise very fine appearance, SG 2801/, Cat £300. mint & used collection in a well filled binder, many, many
£ 100
sets and large quantity of commem issues, attractive
thematics, some miniature sheets etc, 100s.
£ 48
150 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s)
163 1923-25 Nice group of five airmail covers and cards
green and brown fine used by decent CDS, sound SG 280.
Cat £50.
£ 20
all fine including 1923 Vienna to Berlin via Prague with
nice combination and five line violet cachet Mit Fokker
151 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s)
F111, 1924 two postcards Flug Woche in St Wolfgang
green and brown heavy mounted mint bottom marginal
500k yellow tied ST WOLFGANG 9.VIII.24 CDS cancel
example, sound SG 280. Cat £50.
£ 20
and both violet 4 line cachet 7-17 August 1924, 1925
Aspern Flying Field postcard Austria Aero Club cachet,
152 New South Wales: 1947 Queen Victoria Sanatorium
1925 5th Sept postcard to Prague with special Flugpost
Thirlmere NSW 1s & 2s right marginal mint singles, odd
meeting cancels, attractive lot. (5).
£ 100
mark but mainly fine. (2).
£ 12
153 Queensland: 1886 Thick Paper Chalon High values
mounted mint original gum 2/6 vermilion, 5s rose, 10s
brown and £1 deep green, first three values expertised
Buhler, SG 158/161 Cat £565
£ 180
154 Queensland: 1895 1d red-orange in a left side
marginal block of 8 unmounted mint, SG 203 Cat £38 for
mint.
£ 25
155 Queensland: Small collection on Imperial printed
leaves mixed mint & used including Imperfs 2d & 6d, perf
Chalons to 6d, Registered yellow, tall high values 2s to 10s
mainly fiscal used, later to 2s, etc, (56).
£ 48
156 South Australia: Small collection on Imperial printed
leaves mixed mint & used including Imperfs 1d yellowgreen, 6d dull violet, rouletted 2d orange (2), 4d, 6d (2),
9d, 1s orange, 1867-1900 QV Heads values to 2s, 1s
brown pair, 1902 Tall issue 3d to 1s, 10d orange mint, few
officials, etc, (69).
£ 75
157 Tasmania: Small collection on Imperial printed
leaves mixed mint & used including Imperfs Chalon head
4d blue (2), 6d, 1s, perf issues to 1s, 1892-99 to 2/6 with
10d & 2/6 mint, Views to 6d mint, etc, (56).
£ 45
158 Victoria: 1850 3d blue in a superb proof left marginal
strip of five, stated to be a colour trial for the original state
Die I, superb unused no gum, fabulous album piece. SG 4
var.
£ 180
159 Victoria: 1900 Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund set of
2 hinged mint overall very fresh, both very fine lookers, SG
374/5. Cat £425.
£ 160
160 Victoria: Collection on Imperial printed leaves mixed
mint & used including 1850-53 1d red, 1852 2d brown, 3d
blue (2), 1856 1d green 1858 6d blue (2), 1854 6d orange
(2), 1859 2s, 2d grey (2), 1858 4d red imperf (2), then
various perf for diff printings, values to 5s, 1901 to 5s,
postage dues to 5d etc, (c185).
£ 160

164 1933 WIPA Miniature sheet very fine hinged mint
with three hinge remains along the top, very neat and fresh,
SG MS 705. Cat £4500.
£ 1250
165 1938 Typed envelope with two stamps opened by
German customs at the time Germany took over Austria,
addressed to London.
£ 18
166 1948 Costumes complete set hinged mint, includes
key values like 1s red, fine SG 1108/44. Cat £480 mint.
£ 75
167 1948 Provincial Costumes complete set mounted
mint including 1s red (cat £160), 10s grey top value has
thin, mostly fine, good cat value £470.
£ 60
168 1950 Costumes 10s grey top values in a superb
unmounted mint top left corner marginal block of 4
IMPERFORATED, very fine and impressive album piece,
SG 1144 var.
£ 175
169 1952 Special Christmas postmark from Christkindl
Upper Austria on 2s40 to Leeds England.
£ 12
170 1958 Eisenhower person-to-person program airlift
flight rare Graz Austria to Montclair New Jersey USA Pan
American airlines postcard. With prepared but never issued
Eisenhower stamp of Austria.
£ 20
171 POSTMARKS - 19th century onwards assembly of
A to Z cancels of towns and villages neatly annotated in a
large well filled stockbook, includes Bohemia plus a few
covers, Tyrol, Hungary, Vorarlberg, Voilvadina, Vienna &
Suburbs, Austrian P.O. in Turkey, COLVAPORE H/S on
P/S card plus env from Zara, FPA CDS's, 1899 POLA
PPC, 1916 Fieldpost printed card transit on SMS
RAD ETZK Y , ST POLTEN Armen Commission,
Lombardy & Venetia, group of Gruss Aus PPCs (57) with
all different postmarks etc, ideal for expansion approx 260
items plus 32 covers / cards & 57 Gruss Aus PPCs..
Superb lot appear mainly all different.
£ 380

161 Western Australia: 1910 ½d green in a superb
complete bottom pane of 60 with middle gutter along the
top plate 1, very fine and seldom seen in such large
multiples. SG 138 Cat £270 as mint, at least double for
unmounted mint.
£ 180
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172 POSTMARKS - 19th century onwards assembly of
A to Z cancels of owns and villages neatly annotated in a
large well filled stockbook, includes Bohemia plus a few
covers, Dalmatia area, Croatia area plus a few postcards,
Krain (Carniola), Kustenland, Moravia, Mur Island, Upper
& Lower Austria, Salzburg, Transylvania, Silesia, Styria,
etc, 100s of good cancels on singles or on paper, ideal for
expansion approx 880 items plus 23 covers / cards. Superb
lot appear mainly all different.
£ 850

2f buff (cat £75), 1942 100f mint (cat £29), plus many
more, useful and attractive collection.
£ 150
BERMUDA
187 1865 Wmk CC 1d rose-red and 1d pale rose both
small part original gum, mainly sound, SG 1/2 Cat £240.
£ 36

188 1865 Wmk CC 4d dull blue small part original gum,
mainly sound, SG 3 Cat £475.
£ 48

BAHAMAS
173 1938-52 GVI Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to
£1 (tone spot), very fresh, SG 149/157a cat £150.
£ 70

189 1865 Wmk CC 6d dull purple part original gum,
pulled perf at right and blunt perfs along the bottom, trace
of small soil bottom Centre, Still high catalogue value, SG
6 Cat £1000.
£ 50

174 1948-63 Hinged mint complete sets for 1948
Tercentenary set to £1 & 1954-63 QEII set to £1 all fine
and sound. Cat £175. SG 178/93 & 201/16.
£ 50

190 1875 1d on 1s green very fine part original gum with
hinge remains, nice example, SG 17 Cat £500.
£ 125

BAHRAIN
175 1961 S.A. Decimal Curr. set of 13 unmounted mint
to 1r, all fine, SG 42/54. Cat £80.
£ 32

176 Small assembly on stockpages including 1989 Sheikh
M/S U/M, Camels M/S (2 diff) U/M, 1991 Birds M/S +
FDCs, etc, STC £84.
£ 26

191 1875 1d on 3d yellow-buff very fine part original
gum with hinge remains, nice example, SG 16 Cat £450.
£ 100
192 1881 P. 14 x 12½ Wmk CC 3d yellow-buff very fine
used nearly full strike of 1 numeral cancel, superb, SG 10
Cat £60.
£ 24

177 Small selection of new stamps includes resident birds
in Bahrain and twelve PHQ cards of camels. Plus 1983
Alkhalifa Bicentenary first day covers.
£ 15

193 1883-1904 Wmk CA A useful mint / part o.g. group
most values to 1s (both) and additional shades ½d green
(2), 1d red (4), 2d purple (2), 2½d (2) etc, useful cat value,
SG 21/29b. (16). Cat £335+.
£ 75

BARBADOS
178 1938-47 Complete set of 16 to 5s unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 248/56a Cat £50.
£ 25

194 1902-1910 Mint assembly of both Dry Dock sets
including 1902 set of 3 (SG 31/3 cat £25), 1906-10 set of
9 (SG 34/42, cat £170), tone spot on 2½d otherwise fine
and fresh sets.
£ 75

179 1950 Complete set of 12 to $2.40 black unmounted
mint, fine, SG271/82. Cat £55.
£ 26
BASUTOLAND
180 1933 Complete 10 to 10s olive-green hinged mint,
some light tones otherwise fine appearance, SG 1/10 Cat
£325.
£ 100

195 1910-1925 Wmk MCA - A useful mint set and extra
shades for Ship design from ¼d to 1s and additional
shades ¼d (2), ½d (2), 1d red (3), 6d (2), 1s (2) etc, useful
cat value, SG 44/51a. (15. Cat £195.
£ 50
196 1918 GV Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very
fine hinged mint, lovely fresh example, SG 55, Cat £325.
£ 125

181 1938 Complete set of 11 mint each perfinned
SPECIMEN diagonally, very fine, SG 18s/28s, cat £375.
£ 130

197 1918 Keyplate 10s green and carmine on pale bluish
green fine hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 54.
£ 72

BECHUANALAND
182 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s black high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 137. Cat £42.
£ 21

198 1918 Keyplate 10s green and red on pale bluish
green fine used part HAMILTON CDS cancels, green a
little gone otherwise nice example. SG 54c Cat £425.
£ 45

BELGIUM
183 1699-1864 Three entire Letters incl 1699 Lille To
Anvers, 1863/64 20c blue imperfs from Liege and Dinant,
both mainly sound, intr trio.
£ 40

184 1914 Red Cross set of 3 fine used decent Antwerpen
CDS cancel, SG 151/3 Cat £86.
£ 18
185 Railway Parcels: 1970 Surcharge set of 3 unmounted
mint, all fine, SG P2180/2 Cat £94.
£ 35
186 Railway Parcels: Lovely mainly fine used collection
on Hagner pages with many sets to top values noted 1879
set (cat £220), 1882 set to 2f buff (cat £185), 1895 set to

199 1918 Keyplate 5s deep green and deep red on yellow
mounted mint, fresh looker, SG 53.
£ 30
200 1918-22 Wmk MCCA Keyplate high values 2s, 2/6,
4s & 5s all hinged mint, odd light tone otherwise very fine,
SG 51b, 52, 52b & 53 Cat £195.
£ 80
201 1920 Keyplate 5s green and carmine-red on pale
yellow mounted mint, fresh looker, SG 53d.
£ 24
202 1920 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions set
of 9 hinged mint, few gum tones otherw ise nice
appearance, SG 59/67 Cat £110.
£ 38
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203 1920-21 Tercentenary Both sets complete to 1s
mainly unmounted mint, mostly fine & fresh SG 59/76 Cat
£210.
£ 85
204 1921 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions
(2nd issue) complete set of 9 hinged mint, mainly fine, SG
68/76.
£ 40
205 1922-1934 Wmk MSCA - A useful mint set and
extra shades & printing types for Ship design from ¼d to
1s and additional shades 1d red (3), 2½d (2 of each
colour), 1s (2) etc, useful cat value, SG 77/87. (17). Cat
£165.
£ 48
206 1924 Keyplate 10s green and red on pale emerald
fine hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 92.
£ 55
207 1927 Keyplate 2/6 black & carmine on pale-blue
very fine hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 89.
£ 24
208 1927 Keyplate 2s purple and bright blue on pale blue
very fine hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 88.
£ 20
209 1930 Keyplate 2/6 black & carmine-red on deep
grey-blue very fine hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 89i.
£ 40

117 (cat £70), 117b (cat £22), 117c (cat £17), 117d (cat
£16), very fine & fresh, Cat £125.
£ 42

221 1938-53 Keyplate 2s purple and blue on blue five
different printings mainly fine hinged mint, includes SG
116 (cat £110), 116c (cat £11), 116d (cat £15), 116e (cat
£14), 116f (cat £18), very fine & fresh, Cat £168.
£ 65
222 1938-53 Keyplate 5s green and red on pale yellow
hinged mint, very fine & fresh, SG 118e Cat £50.
£ 20
223 1938-53 Keyplate 5s green and red on yellow hinged
mint, slightly brownish gum otherwise fresh, SG 118 Cat
£150.
£ 60
224 1938-53 Keyplate Ordinary paper; 12/6 grey and
pale orange hinged mint very fine and fresh, SG 120c, Cat
£110.
£ 44
225 1938-53 Keyplate 'set' of £1 purple and black each a
different printing for five shades and perfs, hinged mint
mainly very fine and fresh, SG 121, 121b, 121c, 121d &
121e. Cat £560.
£ 225

210 1931 Keyplate 2/6 black & scarlet-vermilion on deep
blue very fine hinged mint, fresh looker, SG 89j.
£ 36

226 1938-53 P.13 Keyplate 10s green and dull red on
green very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 119f Cat £50.
£ 22

211 1932 GV Keyplate 12/6 grey and orange very fine
hinged mint, lovely fresh example, SG 93, Cat £250.
£ 110

227 1938-53 P.13 Keyplate 10s green and vermilion on
green very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 119e Cat £48.
£ 20

212 1938 2d light blue and sepia left side marginal
example, unmounted mint, fine, SG112. Cat £50. £ 25

228 1938-53 P.13 Keyplate 12/6 grey and pale orange
hinged mint very fine and fresh, SG 120e, Cat £100.
£ 40

213 1938-52 KGVI Defins to 1s green including most
shades for each value hinged mint, noted 1½d (2), both 2d,
2½ (3), 3d (both), 7½d both, 1s green (both), useful cat
value c£195. (16).
£ 60
214 1938-53 'Basic' Complete set of 16 values to £1
reddish purple & black on red unmounted mint, fresh SG
range 110/121d, Cat £350.
£ 175
215 1938-53 GVI Keyplate high values 2s, 2/6, 5s & 10s
all hinged mint, odd light tone otherwise very fine, SG
minimum cat value £110.
£ 40
216 1938-53 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on
green hinged mint very fine and fresh, SG 119a, Cat £225.
£ 85
217 1938-53 Keyplate 10s bluish-green and deep red on
green very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 119a Cat £225.
£ 88
218 1938-53 Keyplate 10s green and deep lake on pale
emerald very fine hinged mint with slightly brownish gum
otherwise mainly fresh, SG 119 Cat £450.
£ 175
219 1938-53 Keyplate 12/6 deep grey and brownish
orange hinged mint with slightly brownish gum otherwise
mainly very fine and fresh, SG 120 Cat £550.
£ 225
220 1938-53 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on blue four
different printings mainly fine hinged mint, includes SG

229 1953-61 QEII Complete set of 13 values to $2.40 all
unmounted mint, fresh SG 289/301 Cat £75.
£ 30
230 1953-62 Complete set of 18 values to £1 all
unmounted mint, fresh SG 135/150 Cat £130.
£ 55
BOPHUTHATSWANA
231 Postal Orders: 1994 postal orders with counterfoils
for R0,05 (2), R0,10 (2), R0,20 each MMABATHO CDS
cancels, hard to find, (5).
£ 40
BOTSWANA
232 Postal Orders: 1990-1995 5 different postal orders
with counterfoils for 10t, 50t, P1.00, P2.00 & P4.00 used
at GABERONE, very attractive (5).
£ 40

233 Postal Orders: 2003 50t x 3 postal orders with
counterfoils used at GABERONE, very attractive (3).
£ 24
BRAZIL
234 1930-36 Range of airmail covers mostly PAR
AVION - VIA CONDOR printed envelopes including
1927 (24 Dec) to Paris, 1930 (9 Nov) AEROPOSTALE
NATAL CDS to UK, 1932 (23 Mar) Condor-Zeppelin
cachet to Germany, 1930 (24 May) Condor Zeppelin flight
to London, 1933 (12 Sep), 1936 (21 Nov), etc, some
mixed but mainly sound. (6).
£ 120
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235 Postal Orders: 1915-26 Eight Postal forms each with
combination of DEPOSITO revenues tied manuscript or
oval cancels for various face values, impressive group,
some faults but hard to find.
£ 65
BRITISH ANTARC. TERR.
236 1967 (23 Nov) Cover to UK bearing 1963 £1 black
& light blue tied super DECEPTION ISLAND CDS
cancel, with RRS SHACKLETON cachet and Antarctic
Survey cachet alongside, very fine. This Post Office closed
in December 1967 until Dec 1968.
£ 75

237 1980's Eight first day covers includes 1980 150th
anniversary of Territory, 1983 200 years of a manned flight
and 1984 Maritime life.
£ 14

BRITISH LEVANT
249 1906-1912 Three postcards with 1d reds two KEVII
and a KGV from Constantinople to England. With British
Post Office cancels.
£ 18
BRITISH OCC. ITAL. COL.
250 Eritrea: 1950 10s on 10s ultramarine fine used part
CDS, SG E25.
£ 28
BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
251 1883-84 'set' of four QV Die II values incl ½d
yellow-buff, ½d dull green, 1d pale rose & 2½d ultr each
hinged mint, some light tones otherwise nice appearance,
SG 26/31 Cat £145.
£ 30

BRITISH GUIANA
238 1862 P.12½ to 13 4c blue in a mint original gum
block of 4 with gum faults, perf splits and vertical creases,
front appearance is mainly fine, seldom seen in blocks, SG
61 Cat £560.
£ 55

252 1899 Complete set of 8 hinged mint, some light tones
otherwise nice appearance, SG 43/50 Cat £130.
£ 36

239 1863 p.12ó x 12½ 1c black thin paper and attractive
right marginal strip of 3 very fine used light CDS cancels,
mainly fine and sound for such a nice multiple, SG 51.
£ 28

254 1952 Complete set of 12 values to $4.80 unmounted
mint, fresh SG 136/47. Cat £50.
£ 25

240 1876 48c red-brown hinged mint with hinge remains,
mainly fine original gum, SG 133 Cat £150.
£ 40
241 1905-07 Set of 10 1c to 96c Ships hinged mint, some
heavy mounted or odd tone, mainly fresh appearance, SG
240/250 Cat £150.
£ 50
242 1934-51 GV Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to
$1, very fresh, SG 288/300 cat £140.
£ 70
243 1938-52 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to
$1, very fresh, SG 308a/19 cat £110.
£ 55
244 1954-63 QEII Complete set of 15 unmounted mint to
$5, very fresh, SG 331/45 cat £110.
£ 55
245 Postal Orders: 1954 (Circa) Group of 6 different
postal order values each printed in brown with face values
in black complete with counterfoils uncashed from
Georgetown CDS cancels for $1, $1.50, $6, $7, $8 & $9,
mainly fine odd wrinkle or smudge, scarce and hard to
find. (6).
£ 480
BRITISH HONDURAS
246 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 164/5.
£ 14

247 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 very fine used,
SG 164/5.
£ 20
BRITISH IND. OCEAN TERR.
248 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1968 set BIOT
ovpt (Cat £40), 1968 set to 10r (Cat £50), Birds set to 10r,
commems to 1975 etc. nice little lot.
£ 28

253 1904 Complete set of 9 hinged mint, some light tones
otherwise nice appearance, SG 54/62 Cat £110.
£ 40

255 1956-62 Complete set of 13 values to $4.80
unmounted mint, fresh SG 149/61. Cat £110.
£ 45
BRUNEI
256 1895 First issue low values CDS used with faults
incl tones and pulled perfs, noted 1c, 3c, 5c & 8c Cat
£100+.
£ 22

257 1922 Borneo Exhibition overprint complete set of 9
to $1 black and red on blue hinged mint, original gum,
mainly very fine, SG 51/9 Cat £200.
£ 80
258 1947-51 Attractive complete set of 14 to $10
unmounted mint or hinged mint, mostly fine, $10 is
unmounted, SG 79/92 Cat £160+.
£ 65
BULGARIA
259 1928 (23 Apr) Registered airmail cover to Paris
bearing nice combination incl 2l airmail ovpt block of 4,
Lion defin 50s black and red and two further 10l defins one
with airmail ovpt tied SOFIA C CDS cancels, fine and attr.
£ 45

260 1931 Balkan Olympic Games seven different values
mainly unmounted mint, includes 6l green (printing flaw on
bottom inscription), 10l orange (mounted mint, cat £42),
12l dark blue (cat £130) & 50l brown (cat £140), fine, SG
range 309/315, Cat £350. (7).
£ 75
BURMA
261 1937 GV overprinted Burma 10r green and scarlet
very fine used GPO CDS, SG 16.
£ 40

262 1937 GV overprinted Burma 1r, 2r & 5r mainly very
fine used, SG 13/15.
£ 28
263 1938 5r violet and scarlet fine used part CDS and
part crayon line, SG 32.
£ 28
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264 1946 (18 Dec) Thanbyuzayat Memorial Ceremony
[for the men who gave their lives in the construction of the
Burma-Siam Railway. Cover bearing 1946 Victory set tied
by three good strikes of the Thanbyuzayat Memorial
Ceremony 18th December / 1946 CDS cancels, addr to
London, mainly fine.
£ 22
265 Collection on leaves from GV onwards includes
mainstream defins and commems to 2r, then 27 covers and
cards from EDVII India ½a P/S env, GVI P/S env, GV
p r i nt e d P / S c o ve r s , tow ns incl Rangoon RMS ,
Gyobingauk, Myohla, to Jaffna, Bogale, Zegyo, c1943
Japanese Special Service Post printed envelope with Jap
Occ imperfs (2), 1925 used Telegraph form, Cheques (11
different) etc, fascinating lot.
£ 180
266 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1938-40 2r, 5r, 10r
(Cat £188), Military Admin ovpts to 10r etc, mainly fine.
£ 36
CANADA
267 1870-1960 Attractive fine used and double FDC
collection with many nice FDCs for defins and commems
from the 1930s to 1960, includes 1937 defins in blks of 3
on illus covers (3), defins to $1 for 1930s, sets and ranges
from QV heads etc, attr lot.
£ 40

268 1893 50c blue mint part original gum with hinge
remains, fresh looker, SG 116 Cat £275.
£ 48
269 1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet sound used solid
UNION ST / TORONTO roller cancel, good centring and
sound, SG 137 Cat £425.
£ 100
270 1897 Jubilee Complete set ½c to 15c mainly fine
used neat CDS cancels, 6c brown is superb (cat £140), 8c
& 10c nice CDS and 15c is CDS but thinned, SG 121/132
Cat £485.
£ 120
271 1908 ½c-20c Quebec Tercentenary complete set
UNMOUNTED MINT, all well centered and post office
fresh, immaculate never hinged, only the 15c with a couple
pulled perfs. at bottom, otherwise very fine to extremely
fine, rare unmounted mint (Unitrade C$4,755.00) £ 1250

277 1937 Coronation 3c carmine in a complete sheet of
50 unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 356 Cat £100.
£ 40
278 1937-38 Booklet panes, much complete for SG
listing incl 1c green, 2c brown and 3c scarlet all panes of
4 plus two labels, singles etc, all fine mint, SG range
357a/359a, Cat £145.
£ 48
279 1942-48 Booklet panes, much complete for SG
listing incl 2c brown pane of 6, pane of 4 plus two labels,
coils strips of 3, 1949 set of values, etc, all fine unmounted
mint, SG range 375a/396, 416a/423cca. Cat £280.
£ 70
280 1952-2000 Unmounted mint collection in a good 64
sided stockbook on black leaves with neatly arranged
collection of sets and miniature sheets, high face values incl
1997 to $8 Wildlife issue etc, good cat lot with huge retail
value. C$1300 (c£770).
£ 360
281 1993-2003 Complete year runs in special official
post office yearbooks (11) includes all the issues for each
year, all with slipcases where issued, very fine, huge retail
$C700. (C£420).
£ 300
282 Four King George VI unused 2c wrappers for
mailing second class matter to the United States. Very
good condition.
£ 15
283 Officials: Collection mint and used including 1949
OHMS set mainly used (Cat £140), 7c air mint, 1949-50
50c mint (Cat £48), 1950-52 G ovpts incl 14c & 20c mint
(Cat £83), 7c airmail mint, also few postage due sets,
ranges, registered etc. Nice clean lot.
£ 75
CANADA - PROVINCES
284 Newfoundland: Mint & used duplicated collection on
stockpages with better pickings including 1897-1918 to 5c
mint / unused, 1932 to 25c, 1937 Coronation long set (Cat
£60), 1941 to 25c, then a run of used defins from 1860s90s to 24c etc, very mixed but useful cat value &
assembly.
£ 150

272 1911-1922 Booklet panes, complete for SG listing 1c
green , 2c deep rose-red mint pane of 6 & 3c brown in
pane of 4 + 2 labels, few singles etc, SG range 197b/205a,
cat £147.
£ 48

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
285 1861 Woodblock 1d carmine mainly fine used used
part triangle CGH cancel in black, no margins but neatly
cut, trace of a thin at top point otherwise very fine looker,
SG 13a Cat £3500.
£ 300

273 1922-31 Booklet panes, complete for SG listing 1c
chrome-yellow, 2c green mint & 3c carmine in pane of 4
+ 2 labels and 1c & 2c green in panes of 6, few singles etc,
SG range 246aa/248aa Cat £530.
£ 175

286 1863 1d brownish-red attractive mint small part
original gum example with two good margins and neatly
cut along the bottom, some sweated gum but very
attractive, SG 18c, Cat £650.
£ 65

274 1924 First flight typed cover from Estevan to
Winnipeg with strip of three King George V 1c yellow
with Via aeroplane cancel
£ 18

287 1863 1d brownish-red attractive three close margins
neatly fine used CGH triangle in black. Sound SG 18c cat
£325.
£ 32

275 1928-29 Booklet panes, complete for SG listing 1c
orange, 2c green mint, 5c violet unused no gum in panes of
6, etc, SG range 275a/279a Cat £168.
£ 28

288 1864 4d deep blue attractive PAIR neatly cut square
with good to large margins on all sides, severe horizontal
crease otherwise fine, SG 19 Cat £260.
£ 30

276 1935 Booklet panes, much complete for SG listing
incl 1c green, 2c brown and 3c scarlet all panes of 4 plus
two labels, 1c & 2c panes of 6, few singles etc, all fine
mint, SG range 341a/343a, Cat £239.
£ 48
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289 1866 (23 Nov) Mourning cover to Wynberg from
Port Elizabeth bearing 4d blue tied '2' numeral cancel, sent
via Capetown then PLUMSTEAD oval No 27 / 1866
cancel in black alongside, aging spots and few bends
otherwise clear cancels.
£ 30
290 1883 1d brown-purple in a top left corner marginal
block of seven with the stamps unmounted mint, few bends
and thins in the margins (plus mounted in margin), nice
little multiple so early on, SG 88 Cat £84.
£ 34
291 1896 Wmk Cabled Anchor 5s brown-orange a very
fine hinged mint example, fresh, SG 68 Cat £150.
£ 50
292 1900 Fine used surcharge trio for 1d on ½d green
(both types) and 3d on 1d carmine all nice CDS used, one
on paper. SG 1/3 Cat £270.
£ 85
293 Group of commercial covers to UK bearing 1d red
Sitting Hope incl from Wynberg plus double arc cancel,
Capetown squared circles (2), newspaper wrapper as part
fronts, Port Elizabeth, very mixed poor bends, creases, part
envelopes etc. (10).
£ 30
CAYMAN IS.
294 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 129/130.
£ 12

295 1953-62 Complete set of 15 to £1 blue fine
unmounted mint, SG 148/161a Cat £110.
£ 45
296 1962-64 Complete set of 15 to £1 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 165/179, Cat £90 mint.
£ 45
297 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1902 set of 5 (Cat
£110), 1905 to 6d, 1907 to 1s, 1912 to 10s, 1921 Script to
5s, 1932 Cent. set to 1s, 1935 defins to 2s, 1935 Silver
Jubilee set, 1938 set, 1948 RSW set, 1950 set. All fine.
Cat £760+.
£ 130
298 Mint collection on stockpages with better pickings
including 1900 ½d (4, tones), 1d carmine (3, cat £50),
1905 ½d (4), 1907 6d, 1921 vals to 5s, 1948 RSW set,
1950 set (Cat £80), mint commems to 1970s, then a run of
used defins etc, useful assembly.
£ 110
CEYLON
299 1877 32c slate and attractive fine used block of 4
with neat A duplex cancels, very sound and fine, SG 128
Cat £60.
£ 26

300 1927 10r green and brown-orange hinged mint, very
fine, fresh, SG 366 Cat £70.
£ 35
301 1935-36 GV Complete set of 11 values to 1r
unmounted mint, fresh SG 368/78. Cat £60.
£ 30
302 1938 Revenue R10 green and orange fine used neat
double ring CDS, very nice example, Barefoot 8. £ 35
303 1938 Revenue R10 green and orange fine used neat
violet handstamp in top corner, very nice example,
Barefoot 8.
£ 35
304 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV to 1861
perf issues to 1s, 1872 to 8c mint, 1886 to 30c mint, 1903

EDVII to 75c mint, 1912 to R2 mint, 1935 to 50c mint, R1
used, 1938 to R10 used, then a good run of defins and
commems to 1992, useful lot for sorting out.
£ 100

305 Collection on Imperial printed leaves mixed mint &
used including 1857 Imperfs 2d, 6d, 1s & 2s, 1863 11
values to 2s, 1872 to 96c, 1885 surcharge 1r.12c on 2r50c
both perfs used (cat £160), 1899 2r50 purple on red used
(cat £70), 1898 2r25 on 2r50 yellow fine used (Cat £85),
1910-11 R1 to R5 mint, 1935-36 set mint (Cat £60), etc,
(160).
£ 260
306 Mint assembly on stockpages incl Queen Victoria
defins to 8c, surcharges to 56c on 96c, 1885 15c on 16c
orange-yellow (Cat £60), 28c on 32c, 30c on 36c, 1899 to
1r50, 1925 set 11 (Cat £60), 1935 SJ set, 1938 to 5r (2),
etc. Nice group.
£ 36
307 Revenue: 1938 GVI 10R green and orange Revenue
Revenue fine lightly mounted mint, very fresh, Barefoot 8.
Superb.
£ 35
308 Revenue: 1938 GVI 10R green and orange Revenue
Revenue fine used large CDS cancel, Barefoot 8. Superb.
£ 35
309 Used assembly on stockpages incl Queen Victoria
defins Imperf 1d blue (2), 2d green (2), 5d, 6d (3), 1s, Perf
to 2s (mixed), later perfs to 2s, 1872 to 96c, many
surcharges to 1r12c, 1887 1r.12c used with A duplex,
1888 2c on 4c inverted ovpt, GV to R5, 1935 defin set,
1935 SJ, 1938 to 5r, etc, good range with useful cat value.
£ 125
CHINA
310 1929 (2 Feb) Large sized envelope (faults) bearing
1921 Complete airmail set of 5 to 90c plus 4c & 10c Junk
each tied PAKHOI bilingual CDS cancels and addressed
to Custom House Canton, subsequently crossed out and
replaced with Pakhoi & registered h/s No.26 with Canton
arrival backstamps, various folds and bends and partially
split open on one side but nice commercial airmail use.
£ 450

311 1933 Typed cover to England via Siberia with five 4c
green, two x 2c yellow Green and 1c on 4c. Canton Local
CDS on reverse. SG 312 391 454.
£ 30
312 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (1) Liu Ying-Chun Military
Hero in a superb left hand half sheet of 25 cto used with
margin imprints. SG 2335. Cat £375.
£ 185
313 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (2) Liu Ying-Chun Holding
book of Mao texts in a superb left hand half sheet of 25 cto
used with margin imprints. SG 2336. Cat £350. £ 175
314 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (4) Liu Ying-Chun looking
at film slide in a superb right hand half sheet of 25 cto used
with margin imprints. SG 2338. Cat £375.
£ 185
315 1967 Liu Ying-Chun 8f (5) Liu Ying-Chun lecturing
in a superb left hand half sheet of 25 cto used with margin
imprints. SG 2339. Cat £375.
£ 185
316 1974 Gymnastics set of 6 unmounted mint, 8f (4) has
closed tear, otherwise very fine, SG 2549/2554. Cat £90.
£ 25
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317 1974 Gymnastics set of 6 unmounted mint, very fine,
SG 2549/2554. Cat £90.
£ 35
318 1974 Gymnastics set of 6 unmounted mint, very fine,
SG 2549/2554. Cat £90.
£ 35
319 1975 and 1977 Collection of complete sets in packets
unmounted mint, good range all different including approx.
33 sets. STC £500+.
£ 200
320 1977-1980 Presentation folder w ith useful
unmounted mint sets noted 1980 Lotus Paintings set, 1981
Dwarf Trees set, 1970s Death Anniv x 3 diff sets, mainly
fine, Cat £150.
£ 75
321 Cover with 15c reaper from Shanghai with letter
enclosed addressed to United States.
£ 15

331 1923 Wmk MCCA 10s green and red on yellow very
fine hinged mint example, superb and fresh, bright colour,
SG 100 Cat £400.
£ 200
332 1928 50th Anniv. of British Rule complete set of 10
to £1, all hinged mint examples, nice looking set, always
popular! SG 123/132 Cat £300.
£ 125
333 1934 Complete GV set of 11 to 45pi hinged mint,
mainly sound, SG 133/143 Cat £200.
£ 55
334 1960 15m bistre and indigo bottom right corner plate
1 marginal unmounted mint block of 4, few gum bends
otherwise sound, SG 177a Cat £128.
£ 32

CONGO
322 1979 Rowland Hill railroad miniature sheet on first
day cover from Brazzaville.
£ 15

335 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV 1881 to 4pi
used, 1882 to 2pi mint, 1903 to 2pi m & u, 1912 to 6pi m
& u, 1924 to 6pi, 1934 to 18pi used, to 9pi mint, 1938 to
90pi used, 18pi mint, then a run of defins and commems to
1992, useful lot for sorting out.
£ 85

COOK IS.
323 1967 (6th June) $10 on £5 indigo blue unmounted
mint with red surcharge, very fine for these, Barefoot 18.
Scarce.
£ 200

336 Mint collection on stockpages with better pickings
including QV to 6pi, 1935 SJ set, 1938 to 18pi, 1963
Scouts Miniature sheet m (Cat £110), 1962 defin set to £1
(Cat £50), then a run of commems to 1977, useful
assembly.
£ 48

324 1967 (6th June) $2 on £1 pink unmounted mint
(brownish even gum, does not detract) with red surcharge,
very fine for these, Barefoot 16. Scarce.
£ 100

337 Used collection on stockpages with better pickings
including QV to 12pi, EDVII to 2pi, 1938 to 90pi (6), then
a run of commems to 1969, useful assembly.
£ 28

325 1967 (6th June) $6 on £3 yellow-green unmounted
mint with red surcharge, very fine for these, Barefoot 17.
Scarce.
£ 150
326 Rarotonga: 1921 £1 rose-carmine Postal Fiscal
hinged mint very fresh, showing apostrophe next to O in
ONE variety, Unlisted, SG 80 var. Cat £140.
£ 125
CUBA
327 1863 (27 Sept) Entire Letter to France with large 8
charge mark in black and on arrival through New York
large oval FORWARDED BY / ROSSIRIA & CO / NEW
YORK in black, 3 OCT USA CDS and CALAID arrival
CDS on obverse in red, two different Paris or Paris A
Bordeaux CDS's and Aigre arrival backstamps. Filing fold
and few minor faults otherwise nice early letter from Cuba.
£ 38

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
338 1927 (21 Mar) Printed airmail flight card from
Prague to Dresden bearing 1.20k defin and 50k surcharge
airmail both tied PRAHA CDS cancels and additional
PRAHA 82 boxed datestamp and large red cachet Mit
Luftpost befordert. / Flugpostamt Dresden N.25. Very fine
and attractive.
£ 40
DENMARK
339 1925 Airs set of 3 three and 1929 KGL Post set of 2
all mounted mint, SG Cat £155.
£ 18
DOMINICA
340 1938 GVI Sets unmounted mint for 1938-47 set of
15 to 10s and 1951 set to $2.40, very fresh, SG 99/109 &
120/134. Cat £125
£ 60

328 1899- Useful collection neatly laid out in a large well 341 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
filled stockbook including US Administration 1899 set of
mint, very fine, SG 112/3.
£ 12
6 surcharges mint (Cat £80), 1899 defin set 5 mint, Postage
Due 5c on 5d & 10c on 10c (Cat £89), 1914 set to 50c
342 1954-1962 QEII Set of 19 unmounted mint to $2.40
orange, many sets from 1930 onwards, 1940 Air M/S m,
very fresh, SG 140/158 Cat £85.
£ 35
1948 Air set M/S, 1952 Fund long set m, 1953 Air set m,
1955 Air M/S, huge range to 1994, lovely lot, STC €3440. 343 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV to 4d m &
£ 625
u, Colony defins to 1s m & u, GV to 3s m & u, 1938 to
2/6, 1954 to $2.40 f.u., 1963 to $2.40, 1968 ovpt set m,
CYPRUS
then a large run of commems to 1988 incl vals to $10 etc,
329 1886 Wmk CC ½ on ½pi emerald-green fine used
useful lot for sorting out.
£ 75
neat part squared circle cancel (3 June), few light tone
spots otherwise sound, SG 28 Cat £425.
£ 80
330 1923 10s green and red on yellow a superb and fresh
hinged mint example, key stamp, SG 100 Cat £400.
£ 200
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344 Collection on stockpages QV to modern with better
mint & used incl 1882 bisect large ½ (Cat £38), 1886 1d
lilac unused, GV to 6d m, 1935 Silver Jubilee set mint,
1938 set (Cat £75), 1948 RSW set, 1951 set m (Cat £50),
then fine used section from QV with useful singles, 1954
set f.u. (cat £50), etc, useful assembly.
£ 100
DOMINICAN REP.
345 1900-1902 SPECIMEN overprints on 35 different
early defins and pictorial issues stuck down to an old time
part album page, all violet handstamps incl 1900 Island of
Hispanola set of 9 to 1p brown, 1901 Arms set of 8 to 1p,
1902 400th Anniv. of Santo Domingo Sanchez set of 7 to
50c, 1905 Arms set of 8 to 1p grey and black. Attractive
and seldom offered, (35).
£ 210
EGYPT
346 1930 Two first flight covers on plain envelopes
bearing 27m brown airmail adhs both tied ALEXANDRIA
CDS cancels of 18 April and large cachets FIRST
FLIGHT / ALEXANDRIA - VIENNA - / SALONIKA in
violet blue, nice examples.
£ 36

347 1931 Graf Zeppelin surcharge set of two mounted
mint, mainly fine, SG 185/6, Cat £190.
£ 40
348 1958-1969 Attractive collection of mint sets neatly
arranged on printed pages in a binder from commem sets,
miniature sheets, postage dues, noted 1958 6th Anniv.
M/S, 1959 Transport M/S, 1959 defin set, 1964 set to
500m, etc, useful clean lot
£ 80
349 Collection in a small springback including some
better mint and used noted 1933 Aviation set f.u. (cat £90),
Railway Congress set both m & u (Cat £178), 1927 to
500m & £E1 used, 1926 air set used, 1925 Geographical
sets mint (2) & used (Cat £198), 1923 to £E1 used, 1914
15m blue mint both issues (Cat £68), 1953 Nerfertiti £1 m,
3 Bar ovpts 200m to £E1 mint (Cat £68), plus many more
and commems to 1950s, useful collection with good cat
value.
£ 125
350 Collection on Imperial printed leaves mixed mint &
used including 1867 to 2pi blue, 1874 to 5pi green, 1881
10pa grey mint, 1888 to 5m mint, 1914 100m mint, 192122 to 100m used, 1923 to £E1 m & u, 1925 Congress set
3 mint (cat £75), 1926 Birthday 50p used, 1926 Air set m,
1927 long set to £E1 used, 1933 air long set mint, 1921
Postage due set mint, 1933 Railway set, 1933 Aviation set
of 5 mint (Cat £125), Officials 1907 set mint, 1923 set
mint, 1926 set m, 1938 set etc, (c270).
£ 300
351 Covers and cards assembly on cover pages with
useful including GV B- barred cancel on paquebot PPC to
UK from Suez, 1929 1st Flight (10 Apr) to Manchester,
1926 Agriculture (9 Apr) with red Expo h/s in black, 1936
(22 Dec) Parliament special cancels, 1938 Congress spec
cancels, 1938 Telecommunications spec cancels, 1906
Paquebot, 1932 PORT SAID TRAFFIC / C CDS etc, intr
group, some mixed but mainly fine. (30).
£ 135
352 Motor Mail: vertical pair of red etiquettes hinged
mint for the Baghdad to Haifa Overland Mail service, also
similar pair of airmail etiquettes, hard to find Motor Mail
labels. (4).
£ 20

ESTONIA
353 1920 Surcharge Imperf set of 3 fine used 10m on
5+5, 20m on 5+5 & 45m on 5+5, all very fine, sound.
£ 200

354 1923 Red Cross with Aita hadalist overprint fine
used CDS cancels, mainly fine, SG 49A/50A Cat £500.
£ 165
355 1933 Air Riga-Bathurst Flight overprint on 10s green
in a complete imperf block of eight unmounted mint, odd
gum bend otherwise very fine and scarce multiple, rarely
seen in this format, SG 235 Cat £800 as singles. £ 400
356 1933 Air Wounded Latvian Airmen Fund 3s-53s redorange and black hinged mint both perf and imperf, mainly
fine, SG 240A Cat £120.
£ 40
357 1933 Air Wounded Latvian Airmen Fund two top
values fine used neat CDS cancels, mainly fine, SG
241A/242A Cat £130.
£ 42
358 1938 Centenary of Estonian Literary Society
Miniature sheet CTO fine used with full gum, SG MS
143a. Cat £130 used.
£ 40
359 Collection of mainly fine used sets and ranges on
stockpages noted 1918-19 imperfs, 1921 Red X set mint
perf & imperf, 1922 Weaver & Blacksmith defins 1923
Map set 2 f.u. (cat £33), 1924 Theatre set f.u., 1926 Red
X m, 1930 surch in Kroon set 3 f.u. (cat £77), 1936
President defins used incl 6s dark green (cat £70), 1937
Relief Fund set used (cat £54), 1938 Relief Fund set used
(cat £100), 1940 Relief Fund set m, Airs incl 1920 triangle
f.u., 1923 air ovpt / surch pair f.u. (cat £100), etc, useful
range.
£ 220
FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
360 1927 (20 Mar) Falkland Is. GV 1d red tied to paper
by full strike of SOUTH SHETLANDS / A/ 20 MAR / 27
CDS, crease and smudged marks otherwise nice early
example, Type SS2.
£ 25

361 1947 ( 2 Feb) Cover to Port Stanley bearing 1946
Victory 1d tied GRAHAMLAND CDS cancel, PORT
STANLEY 19 FEB receiver on reverse, fine.
£ 18
362 1947 ( March) Cover to Port Stanley bearing 1946
Victory 3d pair tied part SOUTH SHETLAND D CDS
cancel, PORT STANLEY 19 APR receiver on reverse,
fine.
£ 18
363 1949 (2 Dec) Philatelic Cover bearing 1949 UPU set
of 4 FALKLAND ISLAND DEPENDENCY / South
Shetlands CDS, and additional cover with same cancel
tying UPU 1d, mainly fine. (2)
£ 20
364 1950 (22 Feb) 1949 UPU set of 4 tied to attractive
cover to Base H, Signy Island, S. Orkneys tied central
FALK LAN D ISLAN D S D EPENDENCY / South
Orkneys CDS, fine.
£ 28
365 1953 (4 Jun) Coronation 1d strip of 3 tied to cover
(manuscript Admiralty Bay) by FALKLAND ISLANDS
/ DEPENDENCY / South Shetlands CDS to Port Stanley.
Very fine.
£ 20
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366 1954 Waterlow; Ships ½d black and green in a
complete sheet of 60 unmounted mint, Plate one, very fine,
SG G26 Cat £60.
£ 30
367 1954-62 Complete set to £1 mainly unmounted mint,
all the top values are affected by heavy toning values to 2/6
mainly find, SG G26/40 Cat £225, plus various others and
few South Georgia.
£ 25
368 1956 (30 Jan) Trans-Antarctic overprint set of 4 on
a i r m a i l c o ve r t o UK t i e d t w o ni c e c a nc e l s o f
SHACKLETON double ring cancels, fine. These were
carried on the Magga Dan, postmarked Shackleton Base
and brought back by the Magga Dan on her return trip. The
base was closed down on the ships departure and
abandoned in spring of 1957.
£ 20
369 1958 (3 Jan) Trans-Antarctic overprint set of 4 on
t y p e d c o ve r t o U K t i e d t w o n i c e c a n c e l s o f
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YE AR
EXPEDITION CDS cancels, fine.
£ 20
370 1958 (9 Jan) Cover to UK bearing 1954 Ships ½d &
2d tied ANVERS ISLAND / GRAHAMLAND CDS
cancel, fine.
£ 18
371 1959 (11 Mar) Illustrated Br. Ant Base Cover to Port
Stanley bearing 1954 Ship 2½d tied MARGUERITE BAY
/ GRAHAMLAND CDS cancel, fine.
£ 18
372 1959-60 Two Covers cancelled PORT LOCKROY
/ GRAHAMLAND CDS cancels for 1959 (12 Jan) to Port
Stanley tied 2½d Ship & 1960 (2 Dec) to UK bearing ½d
& 2d Ship defins, both fine.
£ 24
373 1965 (2 Feb) Cover to UK bearing 1954 Ships ½d,
1½d & 3d tied super DECEPTION ISLAND CDS cancel,
fine.
£ 18
374 1966 (1 Dec) Trans Antarctic Ovpt 6d lilac tied to
cover by ADMIRALTY BAY / SOUTH SHETLANDS
CDS to UK. Very fine.
£ 18

FALKLAND ISLANDS
379 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 Mauve high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 167. Cat £90.
£ 45

380 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 mauve unmounted
mint, fine SG 167, cat £90.
£ 42
381 1948-49 Two plain covers one bearing 1948 RSW
2½d tied PORT STANLEY / * / 1 NOV / 48 CDS FDI
cancel, and 1949 2d black & red GVI defin tied similar
cancel for 4 July, both sent locally philatelic use. Pretty
duo. (2).
£ 20
382 Binder with an early to modern mint assembly of sets
and ranges noted 1984 Insects set, 1983 150th Anniv. set,
1978 Ships set, few GVI onwards, useful little group.
£ 28
383 Mint and used collection on leaves with useful
content throughout jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns
includes 1935 Silver Jubilee set mint, 1938 GVI set of 18
to £1 mainly mint (cat £475) plus extras 1d, 2d, 3d shades,
5s blue and chestnut (cat £150), 1960 Birds to 2s used,
some commems, good cat value.
£ 250
FIJI
384 1903 EDVII set of 10 ½d to 5s hinged mint, some
heavy mounted or odd tone (1d is f.u.), but fresh
appearance, SG 104/113 Cat £124.
£ 42

385 1942 2½d brown and green Die II fine mint showing
unlisted variety vertical line through value and border, very
clear flaw similar to scratch through value on 2d. SG 256
var.
£ 50
386 Stockbook with mint & used duplicated ranges incl
good assembly of GVI defins mainly mint, GV 1s mint blk
of 4, few QEII defins and commems. STC £180+.
£ 35

375 South Georgia: 1945 (21 Feb) Complete set of 8
overprint values to 1s neatly tied violet FALKLAND
ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / South Georgia CDS cancels,
PORT STANLEY receiver on reverse, fine. SG B1/8.
£ 60

FRANCE
387 1910 Military cover from Bizerta to Fabregues with
Tunis cds and 10c red on reverse. 1912 Arc de Triumph
Field post postcard from Toul. 1940 Field post cover from
Laval with machine cancel plus regimental cds and also
French oval cancel.
£ 20

376 South Georgia: 1945 (21 Feb) Complete set of 8 red
overprint values to 1s neatly tied violet FALKLAND
ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / South Georgia CDS cancels,
PORT STANLEY receiver on reverse, fine. SG B1/8.
£ 60

388 1923 (2 Sep) MO N TPELLIER AVIATIO N
MEETING - airmail cover bearing six semi-officials and
25c blue sower each tied MONTPELLIER AVIATION
CDS cancel addressed to Vosges, transit and arrival
backstamps, very colourful early cover.
£ 60

377 South Georgia: 1952 (19 Mar) Thin Map 8 values to
1s (missing 2½d) on registered airmail philatelic cover to
U K , ne a t l y t i ed black FALK L A N D I S L A N D S
DEPENDENCY / South Georgia CDS cancels, mainly
fine, SG G9/G16 (excl. G11b).
£ 100

389 1923 (2 Sep) ROUEN AVIATION MEETING airmail cover bearing six semi-officials and 25c blue sower
each tied ROUEN AVIATION CDS cancel addressed to
Lille, transit backstamp, very colourful early cover.
£ 60

378 South Georgia: 1980 (10 Mar) Registered cover to
UK bearing £1 grey-black King Penguin tied nice
FALKLAND ISLANDS DEPENDENCY / SOUTH /
GEORGIA CDS, regd etiquette No. 809, very fine.
£ 35
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390 1927-1949 Useful group of earlier covers including
1939 Bourse Exposition Philatelique, 1949 imperf / perf
setenant strip of 4 on official CITEX cover, 1939 20f to
Brazil, 1938 airmail cover to London, 1932 airmail to
Saigon (Faults), 1932 10f on airmail to Chile, 1938 to
D j i bo u t i w i t h D I R E C T I O N d u P E R S O N N E L
MILITIAIRE / 1er BUEAU h/s in violet etc, mixed but
useful group. (14).
£ 140
391 1936 Airmail 50fr blue and rose banknote fine used
corner CDS, sound lovely example. Yvert 15.
£ 150
392 1937 French Sudan: First Flight cover from Bamako
via Air France to United States with 5f, 1f, 10c and 15c.
£ 45
393 1937 Int. Philatelic Exhibition Miniature sheet
heavily mounted mint with paper adherence on reverse and
some splitting along the top, still a decent spacefiller, SG
MS 581 Cat £600.
£ 75
FRANCE - COLONIES
394 Canton: 1901 Peace & Commerce hinged mint range
of 10 values 1c to 1f incl 20c, 30c, 40c, 75c & 1f mainly
sound, SG 9, 11/12, 14/15 Cat £270..
£ 65

395 Cochin China: 1886-7 Surcharges 5 on 25c unused,
5C.CH on 2c both types mint, 15c and diagonal line
overprint for bisecting unissued but two examples CDS
used good cancels, intr group (8).
£ 50
396 Cochin China: Unissued postage due 10c black
overprint COCHIN CHINE diagonally in a superb imperf
block of 4 each stamp cancelled BACLIEU MAR 1894,
see footnote after SG 4.
£ 40
397 Collection of better mint and used on stockpages for
different countries with useful content through noted Post
Offices in China Hoi Hao, Yunnansen, Canton, Pak Hoi,
Mongtseu, Crete, P.O. in Morocco, Syria, Guadeloupe
earlies and surcharges & postage dues, Lebanon, Port Said,
Indian Sett., Alaouites, Niger, Latakia, Dedeagh, Il Rouad,
Port Lagos, etc. Interesting lot with useful cat value (c985).
£ 450

401 Guadeloupe: 1891 Ceres Imperf 30c drab a superb
very fine used 4 margin example with multiple expertising
marks on reverse incl Calves, SG 19 Cat £400, superb.
£ 200
402 HoiHow: 1903 15 of 16 different values 1c to 5fr
mounted mint, mainly very fine and fresh, needs 75c to
complete, 5f top value has gum bends otherwise sound, SG
16/28, 30/1, Cat £765.
£ 250
403 HoiHow: 1908 10f black and violet hinged mint top
value with very fine fresh appearance, SG 65 Cat £170.
£ 55
404 HoiHow: 1908 5f black and blue hinged mint with
very fine fresh appearance, SG 64 Cat £120.
£ 40
405 Kouang-Tcheou: 1906 10f red on green mounted
mint, very fine and fresh key top value, SG 17 Cat £350.
£ 140
406 Mohelie: 1906 Peace & Commerce set 16 to 5f lilac
on pale lilac fine used, mostly decent CDS cancels and
fine, SG 1/16, Cat £590.
£ 220
407 Mong-Tseu: 1903 Peace & Commerce 9 different
values 2c to 40c mainly hinged mint with fresh appearance,
40c is unused, all nice lookers, Cat £100.
£ 30
408 Packhoi: 1903 Complete Tablet set of 16 1c to 5fr
mounted mint, mainly very fine and fresh, few gum bends
or blemishes, otherwise sound, SG 1/16 Cat £1200.
£ 420
409 Port Said: 1899 25c on 10c black on lilac CDS very
fine used with VIGNT CINQ and 25c surch both in red,
expertised on reverse, superb, SG 119. Cat £190. £ 75
410 Port Said: 1899 Peace & Commerce 1c to 10c, &
25c to 2f brown on azure mainly fine hinged or mounted
mint, very sound, SG 101/107, 111/117. Cat £190. (12).
£ 65
411 Ste Marie De Madagascar: 1894 Peace & Commerce
set 13 to 1f hinged mint, 75c has short corner otherwise
fine, SG 1/13, Cat £390.
£ 110

398 Dedeagatz: 1900 8pi on 2f brown on pale blue
mounted mint with a few rough perfs, expertising mark on
reverse, SG 66 Cat £120.
£ 35

412 Tchonking: 1903 Tablet overprint on 25c blue and
red hinged mint, and hinge remains, part original gum, SG
8 Cat £80.
£ 26

399 Extensive collection in two well filled Scott albums
with a mint and used collection for each country section,
better throughout noted General issues, Alaouites, Algeria,
Cameroons, Ubangi Chari, Comoro, Congo, Dahomey,
Equatorial Guinea, Guiana, India, Morocco, Polynesia,
Sudan, Gabon, Guadeloupe, Indo-China, Laos, Lebanon,
Mali, Martinique, Mauritania,New Caledonia, Reunion, St
Pierre & Miquelon, Senegal, Syria, Togo, Tunisia, Upper
Volta, Vietnam, Wallis & Futuna etc, good range of sets,
defins, surcharges, airs, miniature sheets etc, huge qty all
different with good cat value.
£ 1250

413 Tchonking: 1903 Tablet overprint on 5f mauve and
blue on pale lilac hinged mint, and hinge remains, part
original gum, expertised on reverse, nice top value, SG 16
Cat £150.
£ 48

400 Guadeloupe: 1884 Imperf Tablet 25 on 35c black on
orange a superb PAIR tied to paper by two different CDS
cancels, one in blue with good to large margins all around,
Superb, SG 7 Cat £130.
£ 65

GAMBIA
414 Collection of mint and used duplicated QV to
modern with useful pickings including QV Cameos to 1s
mint, GV to 6d m, 1938 set to 10s m (Cat £170), then
duplicated mint to 2/6, 1948 RSW set mint, 1953 set set m
(2 sets Cat £220), 1963 Birds set (2 sets, Cat £170), then
plenty of commems to 1980s etc. Useful lot.
£ 140
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GAZA
415 Postal Orders: 1948 Two large and impressive postal
orders with counterfoil unused Egyptian £50 & £100 with
red occupation handstamps in arabic, fine. (2).
£ 100
GERMANY
416 1934 175th anniversary of Schillers birth cover
opened officially by German Customs to England.
£ 15

417 1979-1996 Mainly unmounted mint collection
jumbled on pages in a large binder includes Miniature
sheets, good sections of 1990s and many nice thematics
including Butterflies, Insects, Dogs, Cars, Bikes etc, useful
cat value.
£ 45
418 A selection of approx. thirty covers and postcards,
includes 1938 Austria becomes German Hitler postcard,
1923 inflation period cover with 29 stamps to USA and
1870'S 2g + ½g to Scotland.
£ 24
419 Occupation issues: Latvia 1919 (2 Jan) Libau
diagonal overprint in violet on 20pf blue fine used tied to
paper by complete Deutsche Feldpost 168 b CDS cancel
on 14th Jan 19, very fine. Michel 4B b cat €80.
£ 25
420 Occupation issues: Latvia 1919 (2 Jan) Libau
diagonal overprint in violet on 15pf violet-black fine used
tied to paper by complete Deutsche Feldpost 168 b CDS
cancel on 8th Jan 19, very fine. Michel 3B a cat €400.
£ 130
GERMANY - COLONIES
421 DEUTSCHE SEEPOST: OST - ASIATISCHELINIE CDS cancel tying 20pf blue defin to small paper
with part cancel OST ASIATIS... Very fine used and
expertising initials on reverse.
£ 40

422 Mariana Is.: 1899 56 Degrees overprint on postal
used 25pf orange SAIPAN full CDS cancel on paper,
expertised on reverse, Michel 5 IIa, cat €190.
£ 60
423 Mariana Islands: 1901 5m slate and carmine, superb
used on piece with very fine SAIPAN 1908 CDS cancel,
premium example, (Mi.19) Cat. Val. €600
£ 250

429 South West Africa: 1906 Wmk. Loz. 5m carmine &
green-black very fine used with sock on the nose
WINDHOEK 20/5 CDS cancel, expertised on reverse,
superb, Michel 32Aa Cat €370.
£ 130
430 South West Africa: 1906 Wmk. Loz. Yachts set to
2m fine used w ith some nice CDS examples incl
WINDHUK, KAHANDJA, etc, Michel 24/30 Cat €245.
(7).
£ 80
431 Togo: 1897 forerunners German 20pf blue and 50pf
chocolate both tied to small card with KLEIN - POPO
CDS cancels, Michel V48d & V50d cat €300.
£ 100
GERMANY (EAST)
432 Large Yvert printed album with a mint and or used
collection with huge amount of material including earlier
Zones, 1949 defins and commems to 1983 a massive range
of thematics, some better 1950s including different defin
printings, much complete from modern era, 100s, good cat
value.
£ 150
GERMANY - P.O. Abroad
433 China: Attractive range on a stockcard including
1886-89 Shanghai on 20pf ultramarine (Michel V42c,
€200) with a thin, 1906-19 ½d on 1m red Wmk Loz. one
with TIENTSIN CDS & another wit part TSINGTAU
CDS, fine (18). Cat €340+.
£ 95

434 Morocco: 1899 (20 Dec) Surcharge set of six fine
used with top three values tied on paper with nice cancels
for LARACHE (2) & SAFFI, pus two shades for 10c on
10pf red. Attractive group (7). Michel 1/6. Cat €220.
£ 60
435 Morocco: 1900 6p.25c on 5m black on red, superb
fine used with part TANGER 1904 CDS cancel, premium
example. Michel 19 III.
£ 140
436 Morocco: 1900 Surcharge; 3c on 3pf to 1p25c on 1m
fine used neat TANGER CDS cancels on most plus
MARRAKESCH on 60c on 50c, three on paper, fine
Michel 7/16I. Cat €155.
£ 45

424 Marshall Is.: 1901-16 Yacht 2m blue very fine used
two nice CDS cancels, Michel 23 Cat €140.
£ 45

437 Morocco: 1911 Wmk Loz, complete set of 13 fine
used nice CDS examples including 1p25c on 1m with FES,
2p50c & 3p.75c both TANGER CDS, 6p25c on 5m is
MEKNES 1912 CDS, all fine, Michel 46/58IAa. Cat
€900.
£ 325

425 Marshall Is.: 1901-16 Yacht 3m violet-black very
fine used nice central JALUT CDS cancel, Michel 24 Cat
€240.
£ 80

438 Turkey: 1884 Set of five all fine used with two top
key values expertised on reverse for 1¼ PIA on 25pf &
2½PIA on 50pf, Michel 1/5 Cat €550. (5).
£ 200

426 Samoa: 1891 German adhesives 50pf chocolate on
very small piece of postal card cancelled with full strike of
APIA 5 Oct CDS, fine forerunner, Michel V50 Cat €150.
£ 50

439 Turkey: 1889 Set of five surcharges fine used with
top value expertised on reverse, Michel 6/10 Cat €60. (5).
£ 20

427 Samoa: 1900-01 Diagonal overprint 20pf blue and
25pf orange both with nice CDS cancels, Michel 4/5 cat
€124.
£ 40
428 Samoa: 1901 5m slate and carmine, superb used with
very fine APIA 1906 CDS cancel, premium example,
(Mi.19) Cat. Val. €600
£ 250

440 Turkey: 1908 Wmk Lozenges; 15 Pia on 3m violetblack fine used good CDS's, mainly very fine, Michel 46a
Cat €600. Expertised twice on reverse.
£ 200
441 Turkey: 1908 Wmk Lozenges; 25 Pia on 5m greenblack and carmine fine used part CDS, mainly very fine,
Michel 47b Cat €100.
£ 34
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GERMANY - W. BERLIN
442 1949 2pf black vertical side marginal pair unmounted
mint with red BERLIN overprint OMITTED on bottom
stamp variety, expertised on reverse, Michel 21F, cat €750.
£ 200

443 1952 Famous Berliners set of ten fine used, sound,
Michel 91/100, Cat €50. (SG B91/100).
£ 16
GERMANY (WEST)
444 1990-1995 Shoebox full of official First Day Covers
mainly single stamp on a cover to make each set with
special postmarks and unaddressed, includes miniature
sheets, many thematics, mostly numbered, many lavishly
illustrated with gold foil etc, approx 360 all different.
Some catalogued up to €13 each set.
£ 100

445 Accumulation in a carton of mainly West Germany
modern including Year Books for 1980-4 & 1987 (cat
€285), ETB FDI sheets in binders for 1977-81, unmounted
mint sets and ranges on stockcards, some Zones m & u,
defins for different printings etc, 100s to sort, useful cat
value. Heavy lot.
£ 45
GHANA
446 Postal Orders: 1996-2007 Seven different postal
orders with counterfoils incl 1996 C10 on 90no surcharge
at NIMA PMR, 1997 C50 surcharge, 2007 C5,000,
C10,000, C50,000, C100,000 & C200,000 values used at
ACCRA TFL COUNTER, very attractive (7).
£ 50
GIBRALTAR
447 1886 2½d Blue hinged mint very fine showing
Watermark inverted variety, nice example and scarce (SG
11w, £400)
£ 125

448 1938-51: 2s. black & brown, wmk. Multiple Script
CA, a used example showing scarce variety: ""Bird on the
Memorial"" (Row 9, stamp 3), lightly cancelled leaving the
variety clear. Corner perf. crease otherwise scarce SG Cat
£500. Lovely example.
£ 275
449 1938-51 Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1,
very fresh, SG 121/31 cat £180.
£ 90
450 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 brown-orange high
value unmounted mint, fine, SG 135. Cat £60.
£ 30
451 1967 Two postcards of HMS Victory on first day of
issue posted on board ship with Captains autograph.
£ 12
452 2005-2007 Four special packs, year packs or folders
with U/M sets and ranges noted 2005 (cat £98) & 2007
(cat £129) Year pack, 2005 Pope, 2005 VE folder. (4).
£ 75
453 2008 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the commem sets unmounted mint, includes RAF set &
M/S, Nelson set & M/S, seven wonders, Ships & M/S,
Regiment long set etc, 1261/1306, cat £133.
£ 44

454 2009 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the commem sets unmounted mint, includes Henry VIII,
Naval Aviation, Charles Darwin incl M/S, Cent. of
Accession, etc, 1307/1346, cat £110.
£ 38
455 2010 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets from 100 Ton Guns M/S to Xmas incl Aviation
M/S, BOB, GV Accession etc, fine, SG MS1347/1379 cat
£136.
£ 45
456 2011 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the commem sets unmounted mint, includes British Legion
set & M/S, Queen Lifetime & M/S, Animals set and M/S,
Spitfire etc, SG MS1380/1434, cat £175.
£ 58
457 2012 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the commem sets unmounted mint, includes Chess set,
Diamond Jubilee & M/S, RAF & M/S, Royal Visit,
Charles Dickens, old views, Animals etc, 1435/1487, cat
£180.
£ 60
458 2013 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the commem sets unmounted mint, includes Xmas M/S,
60th Stamp Anniv. set to £5, RAF M/S, Old Views M/S
etc, SG 1488/1544, cat £203.
£ 65
459 2014 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the commem sets unmounted mint, includes Xmas M/S,
Red Arrows, Flowers, WWI Cent. etc, SG 1563/MS1617,
cat £175.
£ 58
460 2015 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets from Year of the Goat to Magna Carta incl Longest
Reign £10, RAF & M/S, etc, fine, SG 1618/MS1669. Cat
£171.
£ 55
461 2016 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets unmounted mint, includes 90th Birthday set,
Historic Gates, Pillar Boxes, Historic Streets, SG
1670/1724, cat £157.
£ 52
462 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV 1886 to
2½d m & u, 1898 to 1p, 1903 to 1s used, GV to 2s, 5s
mint, 1938 to 2s mint, 1960 to £1 mint, 1967 Ships to £1
mint, 1977 to £5, 1982 to £5 mint, 1987 to £5 mint, then a
run of defins and commems to 1991, useful lot for sorting
out.
£ 100
463 Mint duplicated collection on stockpages with better
pickings including 1886 ½d (2), 1d, 1889 20c (2), vals to
2p, 1898 ½d (2), 1d (2), 2d, 2½d pair (96), 4d pair, 6d, 1s
pair (Cat £96), 1938 set of 14 (Cat £180), plus many vals
to £1, 1948 RSW set, 1953 set (Cat £180), 1960 set to £1
(Cat £80), commems to 1970s etc, very mixed but useful
cat value (£1425+) & assembly.
£ 200
464 Unmounted mint miniature sheets in a stockbook
including 1980-2009 mainly very fine with good cat value.
(c90).
£ 80
GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
465 1911 Set minus 1d red hinged mint, various tone
spots or hinge remains but mainly nice appearance, SG 1,
3/7 Cat £160.
£ 34
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466 1939 GVI ½d black and green in a complete sheet of
60 unmounted mint, Bradbury Wilkinson imprint, very
fine, SG 43 Cat £36.
£ 18
467 1955 Perf 12 3d black and bright blue in a complete
sheet of 60 unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 48a Cat £90.
£ 40
GOLD COAST
468 A useful collection QV to modern Ghana jumbled on
leaves mint and used with better content including QV to
2s m & u, EDVII to 1s mint, GV to 2s mint, 1938 to 10s
mint, 1948 set to 10s mint, 1952 to 10s m & u, then a large
run of commems to 1980s incl vals to £1 etc, useful lot for
sorting out.
£ 120
GREECE
469 1904 Athens to Constantinople postcard with SG 171
with Athens cds and British P.O. in Constantinople cds.
1938 SG 503 stamp on tiny envelope. 1940's postal
stationery envelope with German censor mark on reverse
note two stamps missing.
£ 15

470 1927 Centenary of Battle of Navarino set of 6 hinged
mint, fine, SG 427/432. Cat £270.
£ 60
471 Cinderella - 1960s Civil War Space design labels in
imperf blocks of four for Ap4 or AP8 incl Oxia,
Dragonera, Arcoudi, six different blocks of 4 in different
colours. (24).
£ 48
472 Duplicated collection in two smaller well filled
stockbooks with a huge range from Imperf Hermes to
modern, dozens of earlier to mainly 30l imperf & perf, then
pictorials, defins, ovpts galore with many 100s, STC
£1200+.
£ 60
GREENLAND
473 Parcel Post: 1930 1kr Ochre-yellow Polar Bear issue
well centred unmounted mint (Never hinged), fine and
fresh Facit P11, Skr800.
£ 34
GRENADA
474 1895-99 QV complete set of 8 to 1s green and
orange hinged mint, original gum, mainly very fine, SG
48/55 Cat £110.
£ 44

475 1923 10s green and red on emerald fine hinged mint,
fresh looker, SG 134 Cat £55.
£ 22
476 1934 Complete sheets of 60 for ½d green, 2d black
and orange and 2½d blue mainly unmounted mint, SG 135,
138/9 Cat £99 mint. (3 sheets).
£ 40
477 1934-36 Complete set of 10 very fine hinged mint,
SG 135/144e Cat £60.
£ 25
478 Collection on stockpages of mint and used duplicated
assembly including 1938 set m (Cat £80), 1951 set m (cat
£35), QV used Chalon heads, 1953 set m (Cat £65),
commem sets etc.
£ 40

HAWAII
479 1853 13c dark red King Kameameha III a superb
hinged mint example with large part original gum, with full
margins and superb colour, crisp post office fresh,
expertised Pfenninger on reverse, Scott 6.
£ 275

480 1864 2c black on white paper very fine unused as
issued, good to close margins on four sides and trace of
thin otherw ise expertising mark on reverse, very
presentable. Scott 20. Cat $775.
£ 100
481 1864 Hinged mint set of five values to 18c dull rose,
mostly very fine for these, Scott $400+.
£ 130
482 1864-75 Fine used selection of six different values to
18c dull rose, mostly very fine for these, Scott $150.
£ 48
483 1871 18c dull rose Minister Kekuanaoa, 1793-1868
issue hinged mint, very fine, Scott #34.
£ 40
484 1875 12c black Prince William Pitt Leleiohoku
hinged mint example, few bends otherwise fine looker,
Scott 36.
£ 22
485 1882 Trio of hinged mint values very fine for 1c
blue, 10c black & 15c brown, all fine, Scott 37, 40/1.
£ 40
486 1883 $1 rose-red very fine used sock on the nose
concentric circles cancel, very fine for these, Scott 49.
£ 100
487 1883 50c red key value fine mounted mint with hinge
remains, fresh looker, Scott 48.
£ 68
488 1883-86 Five hinged mint values very fine for 1c
green, 2c rose, 10c vermilion, 10c red-brown, all fine,
Scott 42/3, 44/46.
£ 65
489 1893 Provisional Government $1 rose-red issue
hinged mint, nice top value, very fine, Scott #73. £ 50
490 1893 Provisional Government 12c reddish purple
issue hinged mint, very fine, Scott #63.
£ 75
491 1893 Provisional Government 2c rose in a superb
bottom imprint block of 25 unmounted mint (never hinged),
very fine, Scott #66.
£ 50
492 1893 Provisional Govt overprint in black on 50c red
mounted mint with hinge remains, centred left otherwise
fine, Scott 72.
£ 28
493 1899 1c Dark Green Coat of Arms in a bottom
imprint marginal block of 10 with American Banknote
Imprint along the bottom, hinged on three stamps and
unmounted but speckled on others, scarce multiple, Scott
80. Cat $50+.
£ 40
494 1925 (9 Jun) 1c green postal stationery envelope
uprated with pair 1c Washington tied HONOLULU
machine slogan cancel and redirected , faults and tears
otherwise nice combination.
£ 25
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HAWAII
HUNGARY
495 Officials: 1896 Complete set of 6 hinged mint,
509 1919 Cover from Budapest with five various stamps
mainly fine for Lorrin Andrews Thurston issue, Scott O1/6. to England on typed cover. 1928 4f postcard with six
£ 110
uprated stamps to Belgium. Plus typed 1950's cover to
Nottingham with Hungarian poets set. SG 1434-1436.
£ 18
HONG KONG
496 1863 Wmk CC 8c bright orange mint part original 510 1924 (23 Sep) Philatelic Exhibition printed airmail
gum with hinge remains, couple pulled perfs along the top,
postcard bearing six different defins to 3000kr and tied
fresh colour, SG 11b Cat £475.
£ 50
ESZTERGOM CDS and boxed cachet LEGIPOSTA /
ESZTERGOM - BUDAPEST with single line alongside,
497 1891 2c Rose with ""1841/Hong
two hinge marks otherwise very pretty.
£ 25
Kong/JUBILEE/1891"" overprint, showing ""U"" of
""JUBILEE"" shorter, pos. R. 1/1, hinged mint with some
511 1931 (27 Mar) Printed Par Zeppelin Z127 cover to
remains, very fine original gum, nice variety. S.G.51b Cat
Budapest bearing 1931 Zeppelin airmail 2p lilac and 1930
£800.
£ 400
4h orange in blk of 5 all tied LEGI POSTA / BUDAPEST
72 CDS cancels and large cachet for Zeppelin flight,
498 1904 $1 purple and sage-green mounted mint with
vertical fold and few wrinkles otherwise nice cover. Sieger
light diagonal bend, nice looker, SG 86 Cat £200.
102ab.
£ 50
£ 40

499 1938 $10 green and violet mainly sound used with
good colour, SG 161.
£ 60
500 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10c violet in a positional
top right corner sheet number unmounted mint marginal
block of four with bottom left stamp showing SPUR ON N
variety, few minor bends in margin otherwise very fine
positional piece, SG 171/171a Cat £110. Seldom offered.
£ 75
501 1962 Annigoni complete set of 15 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 196/210, Cat £140.
£ 55
502 1987 Definitive series A set of 15 complete
unmounted mint, fine SG 538A/552A.
£ 30
503 Collection of mint / unmounted mint duplicated on
stockpages with useful throughout noted EDVII 4c purple
on red (2), 1937 Coronation set (9 sets cat £180), 1938
GVI blocks of 4, many singles values to $1, 1941
Centenary set 6 (6 sets cat £540), 1949 UPU, etc, STC
c£1000+.
£ 200
504 Jumbled mint and used ranges on stockpages mixed
but includes QV 1880 10c on 12c blue (cat £55), 1885 50c
on 48c (Cat £50), QEII to $20 etc.
£ 40
505 Mint & used assembly in a stockbook w ith
duplicated ranges incl 1954 10 values to $10 mint (cat
£160), Miniature Sheets from 1990s (c10 diff) unmounted
mint, other commems, machine labels etc, colourful lot.
£ 60
506 ON PAPER 1990s high value combinations used
with values including $5 & $10 defins, 100s in bag.
Original cost £50.
£ 25
507 P.O. in China: 1917-21 Wmk MCCA $1 reddish
purple and bright blue unmounted mint top marginal
example, hinged on margin only, very fine and fresh, SG
13 Cat £85 for mint.
£ 50
508 P.O. in China: 1917-21 Wmk MCCA set to 50c
hinged mint mainly very fresh, some are side marginal,
very fine and fresh, SG 1/12 Cat £268.
£ 55

512 Postal Orders: 1872 Money Order for 56kr on 5kr
postal stationery form cancelled KAPOSVAR CDS's in
black and two line h/s in blue, folds otherwise fine early
example.
£ 25
ICELAND
513 1931 (12 Jun) Airmail cover bearing Biplane
o ve r p r i nt on 10a red pai r t i e d H V A M M S c d s ,
REYKJAVIK arrival backstamp on same day, small
bilingual airmail etiquette, stated to be only 100 flown.
£ 75
INDIA
514 1948 (15 Aug) First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi
1½a & 3½a tied PARK STREET / CALCUTTA first date
of issue on plain envelope sent locally. SG 305/6.
£ 20

515 1948 (15 Aug) First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi
1½a & 3½a tied PARK STREET / CALCUTTA first date
of issue on plain envelope sent locally plus 12a green on
separate envelope cancelled similarly. SG 305/7.
£ 25
516 1948 Air 12a in blk of 4 unmounted mint and 8th
June printed airmail cover India to UK First Flight bearing
12a air tied special illus cancel. SG 304.
£ 20
517 1948 First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi set of 4
mounted into a special printed folder, gum is patchy on top
value and couple hinge marks from separation sheet
otherwise fine example of these. SG 305/308 Cat £425
mint.
£ 250
518 1949 (15 Aug) Two illustrated Independence day
low values set of 10 different to 6a tied special 15 Aug
CALCUTTA GPO / INDEPENDENCE DAY CDS
cancels sent locally, very fine, SG 309/317.
£ 20
519 1950 Inauguration set in commemorative folder
neatly affixed to the inside, mainly fine, SG 329/332.
£ 20
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520 A selection of approx. one-hundred and forty covers
postcards wrappers and fronts. Includes ¼ anna QV postal
stationery card from Calcutta, 1965 Indian Mount Everest
Expedition cover, 1941 KGVI pair 1R on reg front to
England and QV ½a on cover to Bombay.
£ 65
521 British Commonwealth stockbook mainly mint
includes India QV to 12a mint, few officials mint plus later
issue to 10r mint, 1931 Inaug, GVI high values 4a, 6a, 12a
& 1r to 10r mint (cat £138), 1940 14a pair mint (cat £36),
1948 1st Anniv. low vals to 12a mint (3 of each cat £150),
1949 to 5r mint (cat £210), etc, also a few Gibraltar, some
mixed but useful lot. (cat £550+).
£ 125
522 Indian UN Force in Congo: 1962 (15 Jan) overprint
set of 6 on illustrated First Day Cover with printed addr to
Nairobi. Very fine.
£ 18
523 Officials: QV to 1970s Useful mainly used collection
on leaves for On HMS ovpts QV to 1r, EDVII to 5r. 1950
to 10r mint & used, plus other back of the book, Indian
states etc, nice little lot.
£ 26
524 Postal Stationery collection mainly used for QV to
GV ranges approx 124 items written up on leaves and
identified by Higgins and Gage including Advertising
cards, Reply cards, Officials, Redirected, postage due,
Convention states etc,
£ 75
525 Useful collection in a ring binder from QV to modern
noted 1855 4a black on blue, 1866-67 4a green, 1874 1r
with RalliBrothers overprint, 1937 15r mint (tone spot cat
£180), 25r used (cat £45), good range of officials to 10rm
& u, Convention states incl vals to 1r mint and used, etc,
useful pickings and cat value.
£ 125
INDIAN STATES
526 Chamba: 1942-47 set of 13 GVI defins to 14a purple
mainly fine used 3½a to 12a very fine, SG 108/120.
£ 150

527 Collection on leaves for Native & Convention states
mint & used, incl many mainstream Cochin, Travancore
etc, small qty.
£ 24
INDO CHINA
528 1920 (31 Aug) Attractive picture postcard Haipong
Buddha's to France bearing surcharges defins 2c on 5c (2)
& 6c on 15c tied two cancels of WAI HONG / TONKIN
CDS's. Very fine and attr.
£ 15

529 1936 Two covers from Saigon to Switzerland via
Marseilles with various stamps, with Saigon Central
cancels
£ 16
IRAN
530 1931 First Flight cover with 2 x 10c maroon and
purple & 6c red from Teheran-Bender-Pehlevi SG 631
647. Receiving CDS on reverse.
£ 20

531 1939 Reza Shah Pahlavi Imperf miniature sheets of
4 for 10d, 30d, 1r & 1r50 values, all mounted mint with
heavy hinge remains, huge cat value for set of 8 Scott rated
$1500. Scarce.
£ 100

IRAQ
532 1918-21 10r on 100pi indigo unmounted mint top
value, slightly centred left otherwise very fresh, gum spot
on top perf, superb for these, SG 14 Cat £110.
£ 45

533 1948 Unmounted mint group including blocks of 4
for 3f red, 25f purple, 30f orange, pairs for 50f blue (2) &
200f orange, all fine U/M, SG 274, 286, 288, 290 & 294,
cat £115.
£ 30
534 1948-60 Collection mint for approx 120 different on
leaves, many nice commem sets, STC £250+, nice little
lot.
£ 45
535 Stockpages with mint & used duplicated ranges incl
Mosul mint, 1918 surcharge issue duplicated to 10r on
100p m & u, 5r on 50pi mint (3 cat £32 each), officials
from 1920 low values m & u, 1923-25 defins to 6a used
etc, good qty.
£ 45
IRELAND
536 1859 (Jun 29) Soiled cover Dublin to Philadelphia
bearing 1s green right wing margin tied nice 186 diamond
barred numeral and 5 CENTS transit charge in red along
with BOSTON Bb PKT PAID Jul 14, Soiling on the cover
and creases faults on reverse.
£ 65

537 1922-23 2/6 chocolate-brown & 5s rose-carmine both
nice CDS used examples, well centred, 5s has small soil in
top right and wrinkles, mainly sound, SG 64/5 Cat £230.
£ 44
538 1922-23 Wide Date (Dec) 6d reddish purple in a
mint control marginal strip of 3 (U.22 I), foxing on reverse
but nice frontal appearance, attractive format, SG 60.
£ 20
539 1940 Map & Sword defins in corner marginal mint
/ unmounted mint blocks of four ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d,
3d, 4d, 5d & 10d with some values mounted on the margin
only, cat £170 for mint.
£ 55
540 1941 25th Anniv. of Easter Rising set of two in
corner marginal mint / unmounted mint blocks of four with
3d blue mounted on the margin only, set cat £118 for mint.
£ 42
541 1950's A selection of twenty four unused good
condition postal stationery envelopes various values. 21 are
approx. 270 mm x 110 mm. Includes two 1971 2½p with
first day postmarks. Rare to have this amount together.
£ 175
542 Booklets: 1940 2s black on red N o. 20-39,
completely empty, small spot on the cover otherwise
mainly fine condition, nice spacefiller, SG SB1a Cat £4750
complete.
£ 48
543 Postal Stationery: Registered envelopes; Unused &
used from early to modern Harp design for a good range of
values and sizes with some duplication noted 37p drab
(STC €30), REM official No.74A, 1962 large uprated, 5d
purple Size H unused (STC €75), 44p purple (STC €60),
1984 96p green used (2), 1880 OHMS, plus many more,
approx 115. Useful lot.
£ 200
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544 Postal Stationery: Used and unused from 1920s-70s
Harp design for a good range of values and periods with
some duplication for envelopes, cards and regd envelopes
noted 1956 ½d green and 2½d brown combination on used
env (STC €75) & similar unused (STC €75), 1953 2½d
brown used, 4d indigo unused (2), 3d blue duplicated envs
& cards unused some in original bundles of 12 with
sleeves, 5d purple, 1928 2d green used (STC €55), 1956
Mass Xray slogan, 1927 1d used card, 6d brown unused
env (3), plus many more, approx 185.
£ 200
545 Stockcard of mint ranges including 1950 Holey Year
set, Moore set 2, 1954 Newman, 1953 Emmet and small
range of postage dues, STC £161.
£ 20
ISRAEL
546 1949 First Anniversary of Israeli Postage Stamps
miniature sheet unmounted mint, very fine, SG MS 16a Cat
£225.
£ 55

547 1952 Menorah & Emblems 1000pr black and blue in
a top right corner marginal imprint block of 4 unmounted
mint, no tabs, shows sheet number and plate 38, SG 64a
Cat £144 as singles.
£ 45
548 Jewish National Fund: KKL; Native printed book
containing a lovely clean 1950s collection of all different
labels mint in 'sets' and ranges, setenant pairs, setenant
vertical strips of 7 (3 diff), setenant block of 30, many
prominent figures, approx. 222 different, attractive mint
collection.
£ 200
549 Postal Orders: 1980-81 Two different 1 Shekel
postal orders in orange and green or orange and purple both
with counterfoil unused cancelled by issuing post office,
fine. (2).
£ 20
ITALY - STATES
550 Roman States: 1852 6b black on greenish grey a nice
4 margin example on an undated wrapper tied good
diamond lined grid cancel in black with large BAVENNA
single line cancel to Imola. Few minor tones or wrinkles,
stamp is very fine, Cat $210.
£ 40

551 Roman States: 1864 2b black on green a nice 4
margin example on an Entire Letter Rome to Fuligno tied
good diamond barred cancel in black with FOLIGNO
receiving b/s in red & transit CDS, mainly fine. Nice item,
cat $210.
£ 40
JAMAICA
552 1860-1952 An old time valuable collection from
early Heads by different printings to 1952 Scout Jamboree
mint and used better throughout including 1860 1d & 4d
used, 1870 to 6d (2), 1883 to 4d, 1903 Arms used
including 4 STREET LETTER BOX CDS cancels, 1906
4d mint, 1912 vals to 1s used, 1919-21 set to 2s used,
1921 to 1s used, 1932 to 6d m & u, 1935 SJ set m, 1938
set to 10s mint, later GVI ptgs 1949-51 9 values to £1
mint, 1948 RSW set m, 1949 UPU set in plate blocks of 6
mint/ U/M, some mixed condition otherwise a very useful
lot with good catalogue value.
£ 200

553 1912-1920 Complete set of 10 plus extra shades for
low values to 1s, nice example of 5s green and red on

yellow hinged mint, very fine and fresh, SG 58/67 Cat
£100+.
£ 38

554 1915 Jamaica War Stamp League - Red Cross labels
produced by Lewis Ashenheim (a Kingston solicitor) to
support the Red Cross and collect Funds for the purchase
of Aircraft for the Royal Flying Corps and relief of Polish
Jews. Three different labels biplane above Red Cross
printed in red (1st Dec), Jamaica added in black (1916 15
Jan) & Half Penny added in black (1916 11th Mar). All
postally used. (3).
£ 120
555 1943 WWII Censor airmail covers both bearing 1s
pictorial defin tied MANDEVILLE CDS cancels and with
censor 2548, both to same address in UK.
£ 16
556 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on
leaves from a huge QV-QEII collection with useful little
nuggets here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns
includes QV Judicial revenue 1s used, GV to 2s used, 1938
to 10s used, 1948 RSW set used, 1956 £1 top value in
used block of 4 (cat £92), plenty of commems used to
modern etc.
£ 75
557 Postal Orders: 1991-2005 Three postal orders 10c,
20c & $300, all unused w ith counterfoil issued at
LIGUANEA, KINGSTON, etc, fine. (3).
£ 55
JAPAN
558 1876-2004 Mint and used collection in a well filled
binder on leaves including 1915 Coronation set used, 1938
Nikko National Parl M/S mint (tones, cat £70), 1939 Red
X set m, 1947 Railway M/S m, 1948 Philatelic Week 5y
mint (Cat £95), 1949 Yoshino-Kumano 16y mint blk of 4
(cat £40), 1949 Athletic setenant blk of 4 m (Cat £33),
1949 UPU set m, 1951 80th Anniv. M/S m, 1952 UPU set
m, Red Cross set m, 1954 Lottery M/S m, hereon huge
amount of commems to 2004 mint or used, good cat value.
£ 250

559 1939 ASO National Parks Miniature sheet very fine
unmounted mint, SG MS 354 Cat £140 mint.
£ 55
560 1940 Kirishima National Parks Miniature sheet, tiny
thumb print on gum otherwise very fine unmounted mint,
SG MS 372 Cat £300 mint.
£ 120
561 1949 Postal Week 8y violet in original sheetlet of 5
with three stamps mint, two unmounted mint, usual bends
and wrinkles, SG 556 Cat £700.
£ 195
562 1952 Bandai-Asahi National Parks Miniature imperf
sheet, unmounted mint, SG MS 694 Cat £150.
£ 60
563 1952 Investiture of Crown Prince Akihito Miniature
imperf sheet, unused no gum as issued, SG MS 698 Cat
£120.
£ 48
564 A selection of eleven covers and postcards. Includes
1976 Japanese Ships first day cover and four early 6 sen
postcards.
£ 20
565 Postal Orders: 2007 Seven different postal orders
with counterfoil with date cancels unused for 50y, 100y,
200y, 300y, 400y, 500y & 1000y cancelled by issuing post
office, fine. (7).
£ 70
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JORDAN
566 Occupation of Palestine: 1948 Palestine overprint set
on Jordan 1m brown to £P1 mainly hinged mint and mostly
very fresh, nice set, SG P1/P16 Cat £290.
£ 100
KENYA
567 Postal Orders: 2003 Two postal orders 10sh & 100sh
two unused with counterfoil issued at NAIROBI, fine. (2).
£ 18
KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
568 1907-08 EDVII New Currency set of 9 hinged mint
to 75c, mostly sound, few gum tones or hinges, clean
lookers, SG 34/42 Cat £110.
£ 40

569 1931 (20 Mar) 15c vermilion GV Postal stationery
envelope in grey uprated with 15c & 30c defins tied neat
NAIROBI CDS cancel addr to UK with airmail etiquette,
few wrinkles otherwise very pretty cover.
£ 18
570 1935-37 Complete GV set to £1 very fine hinged
mint, lovely fresh set, SG 110-123 Cat £475.
£ 210
571 1935-37 Complete set of 13 values to 10s all
unmounted mint, fresh SG 110/122 Cat £195.
£ 95
572 1938-54 Basic complete set of 20 values to £1 all
unmounted mint, top values SG 148b, 149a & 149b, £1
P.12½, fresh SG range 131/150b Cat £300.
£ 150
573 Collection of mint and used duplicated QEII with
useful pickings including 1954 set m (2 sets, Cat £280),
1960 set m (Cat £70), then used range of similar issues.
£ 85
KUWAIT
574 1939 GVI Five values 2a vermilion to 12a lake (short
corner) mainly fine used, SG 39/44 & 46.
£ 45
LATVIA
575 1809 Prestamp Entire Letter (faults edges damaged,
but folds neatly to present well) bearing three red crayon
charge marks in 18, 8 with LIBAU tow line black H/S addr
to Schediam Holland, no backstamps, nice early letter.
Explaining that Napoleon decreed transport of goods from
Russia is forbidden. Interesting early letter in Dutch.
£ 150

576 1924 (11 Aug) Airmail plain envelope sent
LATWIJA / LEEPAJA to KLAIPEDA bearing 10r & 20r
triangle airmail perf triangles each tied CDS cancels and
violet cachet Oro pastu Siusta / Klaipedos p.t. istagia and
KLAIPEDA C arrival backstamp. Very fine.
£ 80
577 1924 (2 Jul) Airmail plain registered envelope sent
airmail express RIGA to Prague bearing 10r & 20r triangle
airmail imperf & 10r perf triangle each tied RIGA CDS
cancels and Mit Luftpost befordert. / Konisgsberg (Pr.) 1
cachet in red, and other airmail h/s's, labels on the obverse,
very pretty.
£ 100
578 1924 (22 Jul) Plain airmail 4s postal stationery
postcard RIGA to Prague bearing uprated 10r & 20r
triangle airmail imperf each tied RIGA - IZSTADE / A
CDS cancels and Mit Luftpost befordert. / Konisgsberg

(Pr.) 1 cachet in red, Flugpost and regd h/s / etiquette, very
fine and attractive.
£ 125

579 1925 (29 Sept) Picture postcard of a fair lady in
black and white sent airmail express RIGA to Danzig
bearing 10r & 20r triangle airmail perf each tied RIGA
CDS cancels and Mit Luftpost befordert. / Konisgsberg
(Pr.) 1 cachet in red, Danzig arrival CDS alongside. Pretty.
£ 40
580 Postal Orders: 1929-35 Money Orders each with
adhesives tied CDS cancels from DOBELE, LAUVA,
JELGAVA, GLUDA, PLAVINAS, WALMEERA,
REMTE, REZEKNE, SKIBE etc, with negative postal
seals in violet or black alongside. Some tones or faults but
useful group. (11).
£ 55
LEEWARD IS.
581 1902 EDVII Complete set of 9 to 5s hinged mint,
some toning on the gum, 5s toned, nice cheap set, SG
20/28 Cat £120.
£ 25

582 1905-11 EDVII Part set to 1s green and carmine
hinged mint, some toning, 1s is nice, SG ranges 29/42.
(10).
£ 26
583 1937 Coronation 1d scarlet in a complete sheet of 60
unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 92 Cat £48.
£ 24
584 1954 1c grey in a complete sheet of 100 unmounted
mint showing loop flaw R2/2, split perfs down the middle
three stamp, otherwise fine, SG 127, 127a. Cat £140.
£ 50
585 1954 3c yellow-orange and black in a complete sheet
of 100 unmounted mint showing value tablet flaws R7/8,
8/4, 9/2 & 10/2, very fine, SG 129 Cat £250
£ 100
586 1954 4c rose-red in a complete sheet of 100
unmounted mint showing Loop Flaw R2/2, and minor
cheek flaws R8/8 & 10/5, value tablet flaws R7/8, 8/4, 9/2
& 10/2, couple of soils in top margin otherwise fine, SG
130 Cat £195.
£ 65
587 1954 ½c brown in a complete sheet of 100 cancelled
to order at ST JOHNS 1956, showing six different plate
flaws incl loop, serif on U, Double L, ideal for specialist,
SG 126 var.
£ 25
588 1954 ½c brown in a complete sheet of 100 cancelled
to order at ST JOHNS 1956, showing five different plate
flaws incl loop, serif on U, ideal for specialist, SG 126 var.
£ 25
LESOTHO
589 Postal Orders: 1996 Three different postal orders
with counterfoils incl M2, 90s & 40s values used at
MASERU w ith left va l u e p a ne l s u r charged for
commission, very attractive (3).
£ 30
LIBYA
590 Ghadames: 1949 Cross of Agadem Perf and imperf
complete set of 10 to 100f hinged mint on album pages,
imperf set are bottom marginal. Fine SG 1/10 Cat £115+.
£ 45
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LIECHTENSTEIN
591 1930 Airmail 1fr red side marginal mounted mint
example, good cat value.
£ 30

592 1930 Airmails set of five to 45rp in attractive blocks
of 4 unmounted / hinged mint, two 35rp values are stuck to
the album page but otherwise nice examples, high cat value
in excess of £1000.
£ 200
593 1930 Airmails set of six to 1fr hinged mint, some
have adherence on reverse and a few are marginal
examples, fresh lookers.
£ 100
594 1931 (1 Jul) Attractive registered airmail cover
VADUZ to UK bearing airs 15r, 20r, 25r, 35r, 45r & 1fr
tied local CDS cancels and Basel Flugpost transit CDS and
two regd / airmail etiquettes, arrival backstamp, pretty
cover and combination.
£ 60
595 1931 (10 Jun) 1fr Zeppelin adhs tied to PPC (surface
rub) by red VADUZ Zeppelin special cancel from
Lausanne addr to Geneva for special flight Vaduz to
Friedreichschafen. Expertised Sieger on obverse nice
example.
£ 75
596 1931 (10 Jun) 2fr Zeppelin adhs tied to plain
envelope by red VADUZ Zeppelin special cancel from
Lausanne addr to Geneva for special flight Vaduz to
Friedreichschafen. Expertised Sieger on reverse some light
tone spotting otherwise nice example.
£ 85
597 1984-90 Year Packs with unmounted mint sets for
each run of years, SG Cat £63.
£ 18
598 2009 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets for the year unmounted mint, fine, SG 1499/1525,
cat £144.
£ 48
599 2010 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets from Modern Architecture to Xmas unmounted
mint, includes Expo 2010 sheet, fine, SG 1534/1572, cat
£145.
£ 48
600 2011 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets for the year unmounted mint, includes Endangered
Species M/S (cat £31), Chinese New Year sheet (cat £27),
Children M/S (cat £25), fine, SG 1573/MS1600, cat £220.
£ 72
601 2012 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets for the year unmounted mint, includes Famous
Figures M/S (cat £32), Chinese New Year sheet (cat £27),
Stamp Centenary M/S (cat £26), Libia M/S (cat £22), fine,
SG 1601/MS1633, cat £270.
£ 90

604 2016 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets for the year unmounted mint, Trees, Painters, Fruit
M/S, Motor Bikes, Xmas, Without Us M/S (cat £22),
C hi ne s e N e w Y e a r M / S , ( c a t £ 2 9 ) , f i ne , S G
1751/MS1790, cat £248.
£ 82
605 2017 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
the sets unmounted mint, includes Fruit sheet (cat £29),
Golden Wedding M/S (cat £23), fine, SG 1791/1815, cat
£165.
£ 55
LITHUANIA
606 1919-1939 Useful collection in a stockbook with
good representations of most issues perf and imperf
including 1919 second and third issues to 60s used,
varieties on 1919 auksinas defins with red omitted,
misplaced arms, 1920 2nd Anniv set of 11 mint (Cat £49),
1921 to 100a m & u, 1921 air set 7 m, 1922 De Jure set m,
1922 surcharge good range, 1924 War Orphans overprints
mint, 1926 War Invalids surcharges, 1938 Fund set m,
1938 Scouts ovpt set m, 1939 Basketball set m, etc STC
£750+.
£ 250

607 1922-39 Three covers 1939 Kaunas to Belgium with
60c, 1922 Kaunas to London with pair SG 96 and 1935
Judokrante to South Africa.
£ 18
608 1939 Printed Tiesa - Nemirtinga illustrated registered
cover to UK bearing 1939 X 10 overprint set of 4 vals plus
10c arms defin all tied KAUNAS Centr. 22 XI 39 CDS
cancels, redirected to London from Welshpool Mont.
Attractive.
£ 40
609 Collection of mainly fine used sets and ranges on
stockpages noted 1918 Pastas 10s, 15s & 30s (cat £93),
1919 Pastas frame 14 values to 60s, 1920 2nd Anniv.
imperfs, 1920 Nat. Assembly, 1921 defins, 1921 both Air
sets mint or used, 1922 Air set 3 m, 1922 De Jure set used,
1922 surcharges, 1924 Charity mint (6 diff vals), 1927
Mourning set m, 1938 Scouts ovpt mint (3), etc, useful
range.
£ 125
LUXEMBOURG
610 1931 Two Airmail covers one a first flight 10th April
(vertical fold) bearing airmail set of 4 tied VILLE 10.4.31
C D S c a n c e l s a nd g r e e n P O S T E A E R I E N N E
LUXEMBOURG 10 AVRIL 1931 cachet alongside,
second airmail cover with set of 4 and 50c blue. (2).
£ 75

611 1939 20th Year of reign of Grand Duchess Charlotte
miniature sheet unmounted mint, very fine, SG MS 395a
Cat £90.
£ 36

602 2014 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
MACAU
the sets for the year unmounted mint, Winged Altar M/S
612 1983-1989 Year packs containing unmounted mint
(cat £33), Amphibians set, Flowers set, Cars set, Treasures,
Chinese New Year M/S, fine, SG 1672/MS1709, cat £287. year sets (not including miniature sheets), noted 1986
Stamp Exhib set (cat £112), fine. Enormous cat value in
£ 95
excess of £1130. (7).
£ 400
603 2015 Year Pack special Post Office folder with all
613 1989 Paintings by George Vitalievich sheetlet of 16
the sets for the year unmounted mint, Flora, Nature
unmounted mint, nice thematic sheet, SG 690/693 Cat £60.
Reserves, St Florin, Reptiles, Commercial Vehicles, Alps,
£ 20
F r u i t M / S , C hi ne s e N e w Y e a r M / S , f i n e , S G
1710/MS1750, cat £242.
£ 88
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614 1989 Snakes of Macau sheetlet of 16 unmounted
mint, nice thematic sheet, SG 694/697 Cat £80.
£ 25
615 1989-1997 Assembly of unmounted mint sets in a
large stockbook, noted 1990 Traditional Occupations set,
150th Anniv. Penny Black M/S (Cat £44), 1990 Games
M/S (Cat £60), Compass Roses M/S (Cat £75), 1991
Occupations set, Shells setenant blk of 4, Opera set,
Flowers set, Paintings M/S (Cat £45), 1992 Friendship
M/S, etc, useful assembly STC £770+.
£ 250
616 1990 Compass Roses set of 4 and miniature sheet
unmounted mint, Cat £99. SG 733/6, MS 737.
£ 35
617 Useful assembly of unmounted mint sets and ranges
on a stockpage including 1953 Flowers set (Cat £125),
1954 Stamp Cent., 1956 Map set (Cat £148), 1958
Medicine, 1975 Bridge set 2, Revolution set, 1988 Grand
Prix, 1989 Expo M/S (cat £75), etc, useful assembly STC
£680+.
£ 200

627 Straits Settlements: Collection on Imperial printed
leaves mixed mint & used including 1867 1½c on ½a blue
& 3c on 1a brown both unused (Cat £340 mint), 8c on 2a
yellow used, 32c on 2a yellow used, 1867-72 to 96c used,
1883-91 to 96c used, 1883 2c on 8c orange used (Cat
£90), 1884 2c on 5c blue unused (Cat £170 mint), EDVII
to $1 (colour faults), 1906 EDVII to $5, etc, (148).
£ 100
MALAYSIA
628 Postal Orders: 1984-2008 Seven different postal
orders with or without counterfoils incl 1984 $1.50
overprinted value $1.50 Lima Sen from MUADZAM
SHAH, 1999 RM30, 40 & 100 issued at Sarawak, and
2003-2008 RM 2, 4 & 5 issued in Perak. Fine. (7).
£ 70

629 Registered Postal Stationery envelopes size G & H2
both 40s + 15s blue unused, sound. (2).
£ 12

MALAWI
618 Postal Orders: 2007 Nineteen different postal orders
with counterfoils incl 10t, 30t, 40t, 50t, 60t, 70t, 80t, 90t,
K1, K1.50, K2, K3-5, K10, K20, K50, K100 & K500 all
fine issued at the Philatelic Bureau at Blantyre, very
attractive (19).
£ 150

MALTA
630 1931 (2 Oct) Large plain registered cover to London
bearing 3s black and blue and ½d green tied together by
large violet AIR MAIL / MALTA CDS, airmail label has
been crossed out and GPO Valletta No.983 label affixed.
Tears on left side and other faults but nice 3s½d rate.
£ 150

MALAYA
619 Japanese Occupation: 1943 50c violet in an attractive
half sheet of 70 with marginal imprints on left, some gum
toning and paper faults, otherwise, SG J305 Cat £350.
£ 35

631 1938-43 GVI Complete set of 21 unmounted mint to
10s, very fresh, SG 217/231 cat £75.
£ 38

MALAYAN STATES
620 Collection jumbled on leaves mint and used including
Singapore 1971 Festivals M/S mint (tones), Malayan
states, FMS Tigers mint & used, etc, 100s.
£ 36

633 1948-53 Self Government GVI Complete set of 21
unmounted mint to 10s, very fresh, SG 234/248 cat £90.
£ 40

621 Collection on Imperial printed leaves for different
states mixed mint & used including Johore 2c rose (3),
surchs to 3c on $1, 1904 surcharges 50c on $3 & $1 on $2
mint (tones, cat £95), 1904 surch set 3 mint (Cat £119),
Selangor 1891 Tiger set 4 m, FMS to $2, etc, (159).
£ 160

635 1956-58 QEII Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to
£1, very fresh, SG 266/82 cat £130.
£ 52

622 Kedah: 1919 Surcharge set of two; 50c on $2 & $1
on $3 both hinged mint, fresh, SG 24/5. Cat £90. £ 36
623 Kedah: 1921-32 Wmk MSCA 12 values complete 1c
brown to $1 for Sheaf & Plough issue hinged mint
(tropicalised gum) each with Specimen overprint in black,
nice lookers. SG 26s/37s & 52s, 54/6s & 58s/59s. (22).
£ 250
624 Negri Sembilan: 1949 GVI $5 green and brown fine
used CDS cancels, SG 62.
£ 44
625 Perak: 1940 Top Values Sultan $1 & $2 CDS used
examples, incomplete CDS cancels, SG 119/120 Royal
Silver Wedding set of two fine used, SG 1/2.
£ 40

632 1948 Self - Govt overprint 2d scarlet fine used with
good CDS showing flag on Citadel variety, sound, SG
238b Cat £110.
£ 35

634 1949 Royal Silver Wedding £1 indigo high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 250. Cat £38.
£ 20

MARTINIQUE
636 1850 (26 Mar) A scarcely seen early Entire Letter
from St Pierre to Brives France bearing manuscript charge
m a r k s , a ni c e c a ncel of departing ST PI E R R E
MARTINIQUE / 26 / MARS / 1850 CDS in black on
reverse, sent via England with London transit, then
COLONIES / & ART 13 boxed handstamp in red on
obverse and Calais transit alongside. Brives arrival
backstamp, mainly very fine, intr seldom offered. £ 75
MAURITIUS
637 1937 Coronation 20c bright blue hinged mint
showing Line by Sceptre variety, sound, SG 251b, cat £90.
£ 36

626 Selangor: 1941 Set of 2 $1 & $2 fine used CDS
cancels, SG 86/7.
£ 22
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638 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV 1863 to 1s
used, 1876 surcharges, 1878 surcharges used, 1910 to
R2.50 mint, 1913 to 50c m, 1938 to R1 mint, 1953 to R10
m & u, then a run of defins and commems to 1990, useful
lot for sorting out.
£ 48
639 QV-QEII Useful mint and used collection on large
stockpages better throughout including 1858 (6d vermilion)
unused, 1859 6d dull purple m, 1860 9d purple f.u., 1863
to 5s used, 1878 surchs range to 2r50 m & u, 1879 to 2r50
m & u, 1904 to 1r m & u, 1938 to 1r m & u, 1950 set
mint, 1953 set mint, 1880s-90s defins, surcharges, Arms
issues incl few Specimen ovpts etc, useful lot.
£ 200
MEXICO
640 1929 Airmails - The Anniversary of the Death of
Emilio Carranza complete set of 6 in corner marginal mint
/ unmounted mint blocks of 4, mainly fine.
£ 30

641 1932-1934 Five airmail covers to London from the
same correspondence including 1932 SERVICIO AEREO
/ MEXICO D.F CDS, 1930 photo postcard of Wasp twin
engined signed on reverse by the test pilot, each with a
range of airmail defins, some in combinations. attr group,
(5).
£ 30
642 1933 (17 March) Airmail cover PUERTO MEXICO
to London bearing 50c pictorial tied CDS and R.A.C. No.2
/ R. M CDS cancel alongside two Correo Aereo or
Servicio h/s in violet. Two nice transit backstamps. This
postmark was applied in Mexico and reads, Ruta Aerea
Contratada / Republica Mexicana No.2. These were
number to 1 to 9, very seldom seen.
£ 60
643 1940 Centenary of First Adhesive Postage Stamps set
of 10 unmounted mint, fine, SG 643/652. Cat £132.
£ 44
644 Postal Orders: 1906 Servicio Internacional Giros
Postales entre Mexico Money order uprated from $20 with
1c & 2c tied Giros Postales violet oval cancels, rare early
money order.
£ 45
MONTSERRAT
645 1938-48 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to
£1 black, very fresh, SG 101a/12 cat £110.
£ 55

646 1948 GVI £1 black very fine used nice CDS cancel,
SG 112.
£ 80
MOROCCO
647 1921-1955 Seven covers with various stamps to
various destinations includes 1921 Casablanca reg cover to
Montpellier France, 1955 Casablanca to Gibraltar with
receiving machine cancel and 1935 Casablanca cover with
1f50 and 40c to Cahors France.
£ 25
MOROCCO AGENCIES
648 1916 King George V 10c red overprint on typed
British Post Office Casablanca cover to England. £ 10

sent via Gibraltar with neat DEC 27 Gibraltar the travel key
of the Mediterranean slogan cancel on reverse. fine.
£ 25

650 1937 Cover from Rabat to Paris France with various
KGV and KEVIII stamps with British Post Office Rabat
cancel. 1937 Cover from Casablanca to London with pair
SG 448 1 franc overprints, with British Post Office in
Casablanca cds.
£ 20
651 1948 (July 29): Olympic Games 1p.20 c. on 1s.
brown, a fine mint large part original gum example
showing superb variety ""Double Surcharge"". Fresh and
very fine, but somewhat toned otherwise an extremely
scarce stamp. Cert. BPA (2019) SG Cat £1500. £ 550
652 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 176/7.
£8
653 1950-51 complete set of 9 very fine used nice CDS
cancels, SG 280/8.
£ 30
654 French Curr. 1935 Silver Jubilee set on cover to UK
tied BRITISH POST OFFICE CASABLANCA 22 DEC
35 CDS cancels, fine. SG 212/215.
£ 25
NATAL
655 1891 Queen Victoria 2½d ultramarine on Durban
cover to England. Plus 1908 cover from Greytown with
two King Edward VII ½d green to Wales. Note toning on
covers.
£ 15
NAURU
656 1935 Silver Jubilee set on regd cover to USA
(redirected) tied NAURU CENTRAL PACIFIC 10 JY 39
CDS and sent via MELBOURNE with transit and arrival
backstamps, fine.
£ 25
NETHERLANDS
657 1852-1992 Attractive Importa printed album with a
well filled collection of fine used mainly complete year
runs from 1930 to 1989 including defin sets, booklet panes,
miniature sheets etc, then earlier to middle values some
part sets etc, nice clean lot for expansion huge cat value,
100s.
£ 150

658 1927 Interrupted perf (3 holes) 7½c violet fine used
decent 1929 CDS example, very fine and scarce, NVPH
R32 Cat €4000+.
£ 1000
659 AND COLONIES - FIRST DAY COVERS - Large
accumulation of many 100s in a large BOX with 1960s to
1980s some duplicated dozens in bundles, also Surinam,
Indies etc, very colourful lot 100s.
£ 100
NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
660 1873-1948 Collection mint & used in a fine DAVO
luxury hingeless album and slipcase, noted Curacao 1889
set mint / unused, 1891 25c on 30c used, 1895 surch set 2
used, 1915 to 2½g red m & u, 1927 Marine Insurance set
used, 1928 to 35c, 1934 Air 10c on 20c f.u., 1936 to 2g50
m & u, 1941 to 1½g mint, 1940s long sets mint, Antilles
1950 to 10g mainly used (10g faults cat £110), 1951
Welfare set used, nice collection for expansion. £ 125

649 1935 Silver Jubilee set on cover to USA tied
BRITISH POST OFFICE TANGIER 26 DE 35 CDS and
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661 ARUBA: 1991-2000 Mainly complete unmounted
mint collection of defin and commem sets and miniature
sheets in a fine DAVO luxury hingeless album and
slipcase, useful face and attractive lot, high original cost
and STC £450+.
£ 150
662 Indies: Japanese Occupation 1943 Sumatra low
values in panes or sheets unmounted mint incl 1c olive
complete sheet of 100 and sheet 90 (190 cat £475), 2c
green (sheet of 70, cat £175), 3c turquoise two blocks of
15, & 10 (cat £62), mainly fine. (total cat £712, SG 15/17.
£ 75
663 Indies: Old time original collection unpicked as
found on well filled printed pages ex Ideal album, noted
1864 10c red used unused (no margins cat £550 mint),
1868 10c fine used, sound (cat £300), 1870 good range to
2g50 used (cat £60+), 1892 to 50c red, 1915 Red X set 3
mint, 1931 Leper's set m, 1933 23 different values to 2g.50
mint (cat £170), etc, useful lot to fill those gaps. £ 125
664 Neth. Indies: 1931 (Sep-Oct) Attractive range of six
covers from various flights and nice range of stamp
combinations noted 1931 (18 Sep) two from Medan to UK,
26 Sept; Djambi to London, 28th Sept; TANDJONG to
London, 1st Oct; Batavia to London, large env (faults and
split open) Makasser regd to London, intr group. (6).
£ 80

Auckland and Wellington, minor faults otherwise fine. (2).
£ 20
NEWFOUNDLAND
673 1931 First flight cover Newfoundland to Hampden
this was experimental flight to test feasibility of airmail
services, stated to be number 1 of 1337 on this flight. With
receiving cancels on reverse. Interesting and Historical
item.
£ 25

674 Postage Due: 1939-49 Basic set of 6 mounted mint,
SG D1/6. Cat £48.
£ 16
NIGER COAST PROT.
675 Old Calabar: 1893 (22 Nov) German Reich Eagle
issue 10Pf postal stationery reply card postmarked with a
superb sock on the nose OLD CALABAR RIVER
22.11.93, sent via Liverpool back to Berlin, and PAID
LIVERPOOL BR. PACKET 24 DEC 93 2D red cancel,
well struck and transit OC 11 L 1893 circular cancel in red
on reverse, card is written relating to exhausted stocks of
stamps and waiting for the new values after receiving a
remittance, a superb and rare card
£ 250
NIGERIA
676 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d green and indigo fine used
part CDS showing kite and vertical log variety, one blunt
corner perf, otherwise fine, SG 31k. Cat £110.
£ 42

NEW GUINEA
665 1925-27 Native Village set to 2s brown-lake all
unmounted mint with evenly toned gum, mainly fine, SG
125/133 Cat £115.
£ 35

677 1936 Defin set to £1 black and orange hinged mint,
mainly fine, top three values very fine, SG 34/45. Cat
£225.
£ 110

666 Officials: 1925-31 OS overprint on Native Village
set of 9 hinged mint, SG O22/30 Cat £75.
£ 30

NORTH BORNEO
678 1939 Set to $1 (minus 25c) mainly fine used CDS
cancels for 12 different values incl 50c & $1, SG 303/312,
314/5.
£ 52

667 Postmarks: Range on Bird of Paradise issues
including part Paquebot boxed (3), POST OFFICE
SALAMAUA, part Telephone slogan, nice group (7).
£ 18
6 6 8 W e s t N e w G u i ne a : C o m p l e t e s e t o f U N
Administration UNTEA overprints unmounted mint, fine,
SG range 1/37. (19). Cat £75.
£ 25
NEW ZEALAND
669 18640195 Mint & used collection in 22 ring binder
with good range of mainstream with some better noted QV
6d brown perf on 1867 paper, QV heads to 1s, pictorial
defins to 1s, EDVII to 1s, early officials to 1s, GV 2s blue
f.u., 1920 Victory set m & u, 1931 Stamp Duty to £1 used.
4s mint, 1931 Smiling Boy 1d used, 1935 to 3s, Life
Insurance sets m & u, good range of QEII etc, 100s, useful
cat value.
£ 125

670 Antarctic Expeditions: 1908 King Edward VII Land
1d rose-carmine hinged mint, usual rough perfs otherwise
fine, SG A1 Cat £475.
£ 150
671 Antarctic Expeditions: 1911 Victoria Land 1d
carmine tied on paper by a First Day 9 Feb British
Antarctic CDS cancel, fine, SG A3 Cat £120.
£ 60
672 Postal Orders: 1980-84 Two examples of 10c both
without counterfoils one uprated to 20c cancelled at

679 1947 Crown Colony overprint set of 15 unmounted
mint, fine and fresh SG 335/49. Cat £95.
£ 48
680 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, sound, SG 350/1, cat £32 mint.
£ 16
681 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 350/1.
£ 16
682 1961 QEII Set of 16 unmounted mint, includes both
12c shades, fine and fresh SG 391/405. Cat £160.
£ 80
683 Mint collection on stockpages with better pickings
including 1883 50c violet mint (Cat £225), 4c pink, 8c
green part og (Cat £160), 1886 ½c magenta mint (Cat
£120), 3c on 4c pink misplaced surch m (Cat £130), 18867 values to 10c, 1891 6c on 8c, 1894 pictorials to 24c,
1939 set to 50c (Cat £325), 1945 BMA set (appears U/M,
cat £250), 1947 set (cat £95), 1948 RSW set $10 appears
U/M, 1950 set (Cat £140), then a used range with some
better, high cat values £1400+.
£ 280
684 Postage Due: 1939 10c blue fine used CDS cancel,
SG D89.
£ 185
685 Postage Due: 1939 6c violet fine used CDS cancel,
SG D87.
£ 65
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NORTHERN NIGERIA
686 1912 GV Ten different values 3d to £1 mint each
overprinted SPECIMEN in black, mainly fine, £1 purple
and black on purple is very fine, SG 43s/52s.
£ 110
NORTHERN RHODESIA
687 1925-29 Complete GV set of 17 to 20s all brownish
streaky gum and hinged mint, otherwise mainly fine, top
three values very sound, SG 1/17 Cat £800.
£ 240

688 1938-52 GVI Fine used top values 2/6 to 20s
complete, mainly fine, top three values very sound, SG
41/45 Cat £158.
£ 62
689 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 20s brown-lake high
value unmounted mint, fine, SG 49. Cat £110.
£ 55
690 1953 QEII defin set of 14 to 20s unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 61/74 Cat £80.
£ 40
NORWAY
691 Collection of mainly used on various leaves with
useful earlier noted 1867 4s & 8s, 1872 set of 6 to 7sk (Cat
£415), many later to 1940s, some mixed but pickings.
£ 125
NYASALAND
692 1908 EDVII 10s green and red on green very fine
and fresh hinged mint, SG 80 Cat £200.
£ 100

702 Postage D ue: 1950 4d purple fine used part
..GSTONIA CDS of 1964, SG D4.
£ 24
703 Used assembly on stockpages incl 1895 No wmk 3s
black and yellow (Cat £65), 1897 to 2/6 (fiscal cancel),
1897 1d on 3s (2, cat £44), GV to £1 (fiscal use), 1938 to
2s, 1945 to 5s, 1964 to £1 etc, useful pickings and cat
value.
£ 100
ORANGE FREE STATE
704 Postal Orders: 1898 10s used without counterfoil
cancelled various violet General Post Office datestamps,
fold and minor faults otherwise scarce.
£ 25

705 Postal Orders: 1898 5s, 10s & £1 all used without
counterfoils cancelled various violet banking datestamps,
creases and minor faults otherwise scarce. (3).
£ 75
706 Postal Orders: 1898 5s, 10s & £1 all used without
counterfoils cancelled various violet General Post Office
datestamps, creases and minor faults otherwise scarce. (3).
£ 75
PAKISTAN
707 Bahawalpur: 1948 new colours 2r black and carmine
Amir portrait in an unusual Cancelled to order complete
sheet of 50 with Thomas De La Rue imprint and plate No.
1. The sheet cancelled with undated dumb double ring
CDS's, felt pen marks at top right otherwise unusual, SG
36 Cat £24 each as genuine used, (£1200).
£ 120

693 1908 EDVII 2/6 brownish black and carmine-red on
blue very fine and fresh hinged mint, SG 78 Cat £75.
£ 38

708 Officials: 1951 P.12 10r magenta fine used part CDS
cancel, SG O26a Cat £85.
£ 22

694 1908 EDVII 4s carmine and black hinged mint with
a few tone spots on the gum, nice appearance, SG 79 Cat
£110.
£ 38

PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
709 Postal Orders: 1993 50 Toea postal order complete
unused with counterfoil cancelled UKARUMPA 19 NOV
CDS cancels, fine.
£ 20

695 1913 GV 4s carmine and black hinged mint with tone
spots on the gum, nice appearance, SG 95 Cat £50.
£ 18
696 1938-44 GVI Complete basic set of 18 values to £1
hinged mint, the keyplates are toned gum otherwise nice
frontal appearance, SG 130/143 Cat £200.
£ 75
697 1938-44 GVI Keyplates 2s, 2/6, 5s both papers, 10s
& £1 hinged mint mostly are toned gum otherwise nice
frontal appearance, SG 139/142, 143 Cat £266.
£ 95
698 1946 Victory set of 2 in complete sheets of 60 for 1d
green & 2d red-orange unmounted mint, both split down
the middle, SG 158/9. Cat £30.
£ 15
699 British Central Africa: 1891-95 Attractive group of
mainly unused or part original gum BCA overprints from
1d to 10s (13 different incl 2s, 2/6, 4s, 5s & 10s), Cat
£760+ for mint. SG range 1/13.
£ 80
700 British Central Africa: 1895 6d black and blue hinged
mint with some remains but very fresh, SG 24 Cat £95.
£ 36
701 British Central Africa: 1897 6d black and green
mounted mint with hinge remains but very fresh, SG 46
Cat £60.
£ 20

PHILIPPINE IS.
710 1945 Victory overprint 10p slate-black hinged mint,
mainly fine, SG 620.
£ 32

711 1945 Victory overprint 20p red-brown hinged mint,
mainly fine, SG 621.
£ 32
712 Early to modern mint and fine used collection on
large leaves with a good range of earlies noted 1889
provisionals mint, 1897 surcharges set mint, 1898 set mint
/ used, 1899-1901 to 50c orange used, 1903-04 vals to 50c
used, Japanese Occupation 1943-44 set mint / used, 1945
Victory ovpt set to 1p mint, hereon many commems to
1996, useful assembly of OB departmental overprints,
other Jap. Occ. etc.
£ 300
POLAND
713 1918-1980 Extensive collection in three Britannia
home printed pages in display pockets neatly arranged used
and cto collection well filled with dozens of thematics and
sets, miniature sheets etc, attractive lot for expansion.
£ 100

714 1928 Cover from Warsaw to Leipzig with 50g with
machine cancel. 1928 Cover from Bydgoszcz to
Netherlands with pair SG 202.
£ 15
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715 1938 Fifth Philatelic Exhib. Miniature sheet both perf
& imperf mounted mint, fine, SG MS 335a. Cat £280.
£ 85
716 1938 Proposed Polish Stratosphere Flight miniature
sheet mounted mint, fine, SG MS 335b. Cat £120.
£ 40
PORTUGAL
717 1947 Regional Costumes Miniature sheet hinged
mint with slight crease along the top, otherwise fine, SG
MS 1009a Cat £325.
£ 75

718 1963 Scouts Miniature sheet showing watermark
inverted unmounted mint imperf, very fine, SG MS 231a.
Cat £110.
£ 40
719 1995 £5 on 50c Europhilex Miniature sheet
surcharge in black unmounted mint, only 8000 sheets were
issued, SG MS 891 var. Retail £350+.
£ 175
REUNION
720 1949 CFA Surcharge range of sets and many
different issues both mint or unmounted mint, noted
Marianne set of 11 mainly U/M, (cat £59), Pictorial high
values 5f on 20f to 10f on 25f, 1956 Sports set, other
issues to 1970s, useful cat and fine condition. STC £150+.
£ 50

721 Collection of mainly mint issues, sets and ranges in
three club books with useful collection for 1949-1970s,
many defin and commems with CFA overprints airs to 500
on 1000f m, Red Cross, Space triptyche, Marianne defins,
etc, huge cat value & nice lot. (c195).
£ 60
RHODESIA
722 1907 Postcard with 1d red with Kalk Bay cds to
Cape Town, SG 77. 1911 Postcard with ½d green from
Bulawayo SG 100. 1909 Letter card with Rusape cancel to
Pinetoen Natal. With Mariamhill Pinetown and Salisbury
cds on reverse.
£ 20

723 1910-13 Double Heads attractive mainly fine used
assembly of shades many all different including ½d green
(5), 1d red (4), 2d slate (2), 2½d ultr. (4), 3d (3), 6d (3), 1s
(2). Some minor faults otherwise sound and fine (23). STC
£380+.
£ 75
724 QV to QEII Collection mint and used in a printed
loose-leaf binder and nice mainstream ranges of mainly
QEII 1960s-70s commem sets, some earlier incl Double
Heads, QV defins etc, odd useful.
£ 30
RUANDA- URUNDI
725 1918 Belgian Red Cross stamps surcharge two top
values fine used 5f +5f & 10f + 10f both nice CDS cancels,
SG 30/1, cat £148.
£ 48

726 1922 German Overprint set of eight 1916 values to
5f tied to a large registered cover from USUMBURA 16
VI 22 CDS cancels used to Brussels 1f has torn corner

otherwise mainly fine album page sized cover. SG 15/22.
£ 25

727 Attractive collection of unused postal stationery cards
overprints and some surcharges incl further overprints
TAXE POSTALE INCOMPLETE, postal stationery
Postcards with different views and soldiers entering
Tabora, Occupation Camp, Post Office at Rutshuru, Bridge
of Fortune, Fort at Le Bom, Reply card, etc, interesting lot.
(14).
£ 140
RUMANIA
728 1932-36 Three sets mint for 1932 OETR (SG
1258/61), 1936 Scouts (SG 1330/6), 1937 Sports (SG
1332/3), STC £92.
£ 18

729 1941 Marin & Mota fine used imperf miniature sheet
cancelled special 13th January postmark in a small official
folder, very fine and attractive, SG MS 1487a Cat £150.
£ 55
RUSSIA
730 1937 No wmk 10k deep blue Factory Worker in a
complete sheet of 100 with top marginal imprints, folded
and split perfs otherwise fine, SG 727f, Cat £75+.
£ 25

731 1939 No wmk 15k blue-green in a sheet of 100 with
top marginal imprints, folded and split partly half way
through otherwise fine, SG 847c, Cat £50+.
£ 16
732 1939 No wmk 30k blue Airman in a complete sheet
of 100 with top marginal imprints, folded and few split
perfs otherwise fine, SG 847d, Cat £100+.
£ 35
733 1941 No wmk 50k grey-brown on buff Farm Girl in
a complete sheet of 100 with top marginal imprints, folded
and few split perfs otherwise fine, SG 727m, Cat £150+.
£ 50
734 1948-53 No wmk 25k bluish grey in a sheet of 100
with top marginal imprints, a few small perf splits
otherwise fine, SG 1361k ka, Cat £50+.
£ 16
735 1953 No wmk 1r red Spassky Tower in a sheet of
100 with a few small perf splits otherwise fine, SG 1329a,
Cat £175+.
£ 55
736 1977 Small album containing five Soviet Space
covers with pre-printed autographs. Illustrated covers by
cosmonaut Alexi Leonov.
£ 20
737 Accumulation of mint and used in a folder with better
earlier in mint panes or blocks, Wrangels incl 20,000 on 7r
in gutter blk, surcharges, Consular issues (taken as is),
White Russia, imperfs blocks, Laisbi ovpts, 1990-1991
U/M sets on Hagners, etc, interesting group.
£ 85
SAINT HELENA
738 1880 P.14 1s yellow-green Type B in a fine used
PAIR neatly cancelled dotted squares, nice multiple, SG
30.
£ 12

739 1880 P.14 1s yellow-green Type B in a fine used
strip of three neatly cancelled dotted squares, few tones
otherwise nice multiple, SG 30.
£ 18
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740 1903 EDVII set of six hinged mint, some heavy
mounted but fresh appearance, SG 55/60 Cat £110.
£ 34

754 1932 The Opening of San Marino Electric Railway,
Rimini 5l purple-brown hinged mint top value with very
fine fresh appearance, lovely example.
£ 40

741 1912-22 Two mint sets or part set comprises 191216 set of 10 to 3s hinged mint (few light tones, cat £150),
1922 eight values ½d to 1s hinged mint, few light tones cat
£40+, nice group, SG 72/81, 97/106. (20).
£ 38

SARAWAK
755 1948 Royal Silver Wedding $5 brown high value
unmounted mint, fine, SG 166. Cat £48.
£ 24

742 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s violet-blue high
value unmounted mint, fine, SG 149. Cat £28.
£ 14
743 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 with 10s
unmounted mint, sound, SG 143/4, cat £28 mint. £ 14
744 1953-59 Q EII Complete set of 13 very fine
unmounted mint, SG 153/165 Cat £85.
£ 35
745 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1884 defins to 6d
grey & 1s yellow-green, 1890 to 10d, 1903 set to 8d, 1912
to 1s, 1927 5s, 1d with cleft rock variety (Cat £75), 1938
set (Cat £140), 1948 RSW, etc. STC £550 nice little lot.
£ 110
SAINT KITTS
746 1903 EDVII Columbus and Spring definitive set of
10 to 5s hinged mint, odd tone otherwise fine, SG 1/10, cat
£150.
£ 48

747 1938-50 GVI Complete set of 12 very fine
unmounted mint, SG 68a/77f Cat £85.
£ 42
SAINT LUCIA
748 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 144/5.
£8
SAINT VINCENT
749 1808 (22 Sept) Entire Letter (very fine) to Saint
Vincent from London with interesting write up and
manuscript Paid 6/- and large PAID / OCT 6 / 1808 in red
applied in the US, contents relate to Mr Armstrong of
Grenada purchasing an estate for £17,000, (Archibald
Armstrong was the owner of the estate, then inherited by
his son an awardee of compensation for the enslaved
people on the Woodford sugar estate.
£ 100

756 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two fine lightly
mounted mint, fine SG 165/6, cat £48.
£ 16
757 Postal Orders: 1999 Eight different postal orders
without counterfoils incl RM1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 & 50 issued
at Sarawak or Sibu. Fine. (8).
£ 80
SEYCHELLES
758 1938-49 GVI Complete set of 25 values to 5r
unmounted mint, fresh SG 135/49 Cat £550.
£ 275

759 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 152/3.
£ 13
760 1952 Top Value 10r green Sailfish very fine used
CDS cancel, SG 172.
£ 20
761 Mint assembly on stockpages incl Queen Victoria
defins to 96c (Cat £70), 1897 to 1r incl 36, surcharges,
then GVI good range of singles to R1 black, 1948 RSW set
(2), 1952 vals to R10, 1962 to R10, later to R20, then a
used range early to modern, good lot and cat value.
£ 60
SIERRA LEONE
762 1896 £1 purple on red very fine hinged mint top
value with SPECIMEN overprint in black, very fresh and
sound, SG 53s.
£ 150

763 1903 £1 purple on red very fine hinged mint top
value with SPECIMEN overprint in black, very fresh and
sound, SG 85s.
£ 110
764 1905 EDVII Wmk MCCA £1 purple on red very fine
hinged mint top value, fresh and sound, SG 98 Cat £300.
£ 150

750 1899 Complete QV set of 9 to 5s hinged mint,
mainly fine, SG 67/75 Cat £150.
£ 60

765 1907 King Edward VII 1d red on cover to England
unpostmarked cancelled by postman. Note flap torn and
folds.
£ 12

751 1902 5s green and blue a superb top value, appears
unmounted mint but tiny trace of hinge, fine and fresh, SG
84 Cat £80.
£ 38

766 1907-12 Twelve values set to 5s hinged mint, some
are toned gum or tropicalised gum, 2s & 5s are sound with
hinge remains, SG 99/110 Cat £175.
£ 45

752 1902 Set of 8 ½d to 2s hinged mint, mostly very fine
and fresh, 2½d has torn corner (cat £5), otherwise sound,
SG 76/83 Cat £92.
£ 36

767 1912-21 Wmk MCCA 10s carmine and blue-green
on green hinged mint example, very fine and fresh, SG
127a Cat £140.
£ 60

753 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV to 1s m &
u, 1899 to 5d, 1907-09 to 3d, 1913 to 1s, 1938 to £1 mint,
then a large run of commems to 1979 incl vals to $10 etc,
useful lot for sorting out.
£ 75

768 1921-27 Wmk MSCA fifteen values set to 5s hinged
mint, some are toned gum or tropicalised gum, 1s to 5s are
sound with hinge remains, SG 131/145 Cat £85.
£ 28

SAN MARINO

770 1938-44 GVI Hinged mint set of 16 to £1, hinge
remains, SG 188/200 Cat £140.
£ 28

769 1938-44 GVI Complete set of 16 unmounted mint to
£1 deep blue, very fresh, SG 188/200 cat £140.
£ 70
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771 1956-61 QEII Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to
£1, very fresh, SG 210/222 cat £70.
£ 28
772 Revenue: 1884 3d lilac and brown in a tropicalised
mint pane of 53 with margins on both sides. Seldom seen
in such format, Barefoot 2.
£ 75
SINGAPORE
773 1948-1955 Mint collection on a few leaves includes
1948 GVI P.14 set mint (Cat £180), 1948 RSW set mint
(Cat £110), 1949 UPU, 1955-59 set to $5 mint (Cat £130),
fine little lot.
£ 135

774 1971-79 Small binder with thirty eight first day
covers includes Satellite Earth Station with block of four
30c, Children's Art and Postal Codes.
£ 15
775 Mint and used collection on leaves with useful
content jumbled on leaves includes 1948 P.14 $5
unmounted mint (cat £110 mint), P.17½ x 18 $2 green and
scarlet unmounted mint (cat £90), 1948 RSW set used (cat
£50), set U/M (toned cat £110), 1955 $1 & $2 u/m,
1968$2, $5 & $10 mint (cat £55), Festival M/S used, plus
good range of modern used commems, good cat value
£400+.
£ 100
776 Postal Orders: 1995-96 Three used postal orders $1
& $2 without counterfoil, & $10 with counterfoil unused
cancelled Chinatown Point, Bukit Batok Central, Towner.
(3).
£ 15
SLOVAKIA
777 Postal Orders: 1942-44 Four Postal forms three are
preprinted with values 1k or 50h in blue with labels affixed
and cancelled incl Orechove, Gebely, Trnava, Dolnie
H amry and one 50h uprated with red 50h printed
alongside, some faults but hard to find.
£ 40
SLOVENIA
778 Postal Orders: 1921 SHS Taxed 33.60 Din. Postal
Order issued at Mozirje with few rough edges but nice
Ljubljani SHS cancel in red, scarce.
£ 30
SOLOMON IS.
779 1908-11 EDVII Small Canoe complete set of 11
hinged mint with with some gum tones otherwise nice
appearance, SG 8/17 Cat £200.
£ 65

784 A useful collection 1908 to modern jumbled on
leaves mint and used with better content including 1956 to
2s, 1961 to £1 mint, 1966 to $2 on £1 mint, 1968 to $2,
then a run of defins and commems to 1988, useful lot for
sorting out.
£ 40
785 Collection on stockpages 1907 to modern with better
mint & used incl 1907 ½d blue pair m, 1908 set to 6d m,
1914 to 2s m, 1922 to 2/6 m, 1939 set m (2 sets, Cat
£180), 1956 set m (Cat £100), then many duplicated to 2/6
m, 1965 set m (Cat £50), ), then fine used section from QV
with useful singles, 1954 set f.u. (2 sets, cat £100), then
many commem sets into the 1980s, values to $10, etc,
useful assembly.
£ 125
SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
786 1903 QV ½a yellow green CDS used with tones
showing BRIT SH for BRITISH variety, few minor faults
but clear variety, SG 1a Cat £275.
£ 45

787 1904 2r dull and bright purple, 3r green and black,
both hinged mint with minor gum faults or light tones, SG
42/3 Cat £130.
£ 26
788 1938 Key values Map 1r green and 2r purple both
fine used corner CDS or oval regd, SG 101/2.
£ 75
SOUTH AFRICA
789 1900 Boer War field post office cover with Queen
Victoria 1d lilac to England with receiving cds on reverse.
Pencil mark on front. SG 174.
£ 18

790 1906 King Edward VII ½d green with Cape Colony
Ocean Post cancel with 1d underpaid cachet on postcard to
Wales. 1936 Jo'burg to Natal cancel on Jipex overprint
stamps. With Postmaster 'Official Free' oval mark. 1936 ½
green on cover to England with two Empire Exhibition
stickers.
£ 20
791 1932 Typed envelope with two 1/- yellow first air
post Durban to London. Jo'burg cds on reverse, note has
two folds and crush marks.
£ 18
792 1949 Inauguration of Voortrekker Monument pair of
1d, 1½d and 3d on registered Pretoria cover to Cape
Town.
£ 15

793 Postal Orders: 1985-1998 Fourteen postal orders
R0,01 to R50 issued at various towns with counterfoils
780 1914-20 Both 5s green and red on yellow or orangecancelled BRUMA, PARKLANDS, CAPE TOWN,
buff both hinged mint examples, fine, SG 36/36a Cat £103. PRETORIA, etc, useful group. (14).
£ 65
£ 38
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
781 1914-23 GV Defin complete set of 14 to £1 purple
794 1927-30 SWA overprint on £1 pale olive-green and
& black on red hinged mint, original gum, mainly very
red fresh hinged mint, superb, SG 57 Cat £95.
£ 36
fine, SG 22/38 Cat £425.
£ 160
795
Postal
Orders:
1993-1997
Eleven
postal
orders
10c
782 1925 WMK MCSA 10s green and red on emerald
to R1 printed in magenta and black, all unused with
fine hinged mint top value, very fresh, SG 52 Cat £140.
counterfoil issued at OKAHANDJA, WINDHOEK,
£ 55
OTAVI, etc, fine. (11).
£ 55
783 1956-63 Complete sheets of 60 unmounted mint for
1d, 1½d, 2d & 9d (sheet 50), mainly fine, SG 83/4, 85, 90a
Cat £198
£ 65
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SOUTHERN RHODESIA
796 Mint assembly on stockpage incl 1935 Silver Jubilee
set, 1938 set of 21 to 20s (Cat £250), 1948 RSW set (Cat
£120), Postage dues set of 4 (Cat £29). All fine. Cat £400.
£ 80

797 Mint assembly on stockpages incl 1932 Waterfalls 2d
blk of 4 (Cat £60), 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 1/6 U/M,
1940 Jubilee set, 1953 set (cat £90), 1964 set 14 (2 sets,
cat £76), etc, nice little lot.
£ 60
SPAIN
798 1856-1874 Group of stamped mail (one prestamp),
including entire letters, covers, wrappers noted 1874 5c &
10c letter re a flooded factory, 1856 Jaca to France, 1860s
Barcelona to Paris with blue PP & 5c charge mark in black
(3 other similar), 1866 with 4c red imperf (2 items one
with double ring 2 CDS), etc. Very mixed but intr group,
(13).
£ 125

799 1857 (11 Jun) Entire Letter Plymouth (GB) to Spain
with nice PLYMOUTH e dated arc and red crayon '8'
chargemark, with red PP & PAID CDS or circle, AMB.
Calais transit CDS and 4R h/s in black applied in Spain,
few folds or marks with age, otherwise fine.
£ 25
800 1924 (25 Feb) Superb airmail cover from Larache to
Madrid bearing attractive combination incl 50c air imperf
pair (only 300 imperfs were issued, Edifil 296s), plus 25c
blue air blk of 4, Morocco Zone blk of 4 15c orange & 20c
single all tied CORREO AERO LARACHE 25.FEB.24
cancels addr to Madrid, lovely cover with high cat value.
£ 175
801 1924 (28 Feb) Superb airmail cover from Larache to
Madrid bearing attractive combination incl 50c air imperf
single (only 300 imperfs were issued, Edifil 296s), plus
25c blue air blk of 4, Morocco Zone 2c strip of 4, 30c &
20c single all tied CO RREO AERO LARACH E
28.FEB.24 cancels addr to Madrid, lovely cover with good
cat value.
£ 85
802 1930 11th Int. Railway Conference Airs set of 6
hinged mint with fine appearance, SG 547/552 cat £194.
£ 65
803 1930 The 11th International Railway Congress,
Madrid - 10p light blue fine used top value with very fine
fresh appearance, lovely example.
£ 250
804 1937 Typed envelope posted in Spanish war zone
with 40c + 25c opened by Spanish Government to London,
flap torn.
£ 18
805 A selection of approx. one hundred modern covers
and postcards. Nice amount of modern stamps and various
cancels including Barcelona, Granada and Madrid.
£ 20
806 AND COLONIES - Jumbled assembly mint and
used including some better Morocco from earlier
overprints, Tangier, Civil War Malaga overprints (8) mint,
locals incl Barcelona, Charity labels, etc, intr assembly.
£ 28

807 Mellila: (Spanish Enclave in Morocco) attractive
collection of Military stamps, for 1893 Arms (4), 1894
arms, 1894 Major states (6 diff), Marine (7), 1894
Cavalerie (8), 1st Infantry Corps (8), 2ns Infantry Corps
(8), 3rd Infantry (6), Foteresse Infantry (5), plus block of
9, Imperf block of 8 etc, interesting material as opinion is
divided over whether these were bogus or actually used by
the military in this Spanish enclave (Indeed Morocco still
claims authority over the three enclaves of Mellila, Ceuta
& Perijil). 70 items.
£ 175
SUDAN
808 Collection on Imperial printed leaves mainly mint
including 1897 5p & 10p used (Cat £89), 1898 Arab
Postman set mint (cat £150), 1902 set to 10p mainly mint
(Cat £130), 1921 set of 7 mainly mint (Cat £35), 1927 vals
to 20p mint, 1931-37 Airmail set m, 1935 General Gordon
set to 20p black mint (Cat £55), officials to 10pa m & u,
Army service etc, (98).
£ 160

809 Postal Orders: 1990s Four postal orders LS5 (2),
LS10, 500m without counterfoils cancelled KHARTOUM,
TASHER, ABUSAL CDS's, hard to find, (4).
£ 30
810 Postal Orders: 550mils red and black (2) & L1s
postal orders with counterfoils cancelled Arabic violet
CDS's, hard to find, (3).
£ 25
811 Postal Orders: 550mils red and black postal orders
with counterfoils cancelled Arabic violet CDS's, hard to
find, (3).
£ 25
SWAZILAND
812 1933 GV Defin set of 10 mounted mint, some gum
faults or tones, hinge remains etc, 6d unused, nice looking
set, SG 11/20 Cat £180.
£ 45

813 1938 (23 May) Long cover bearing set of 11 to 10s
tied by MBABANE CDS cancels sent registered to
Pretoria, nice philatelic cover.
£ 35
814 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, 10s bottom margin plate 1a example, very fine, SG
46/7.
£ 22
815 Mint collection on stockpages with better pickings
including 1938 to 2/6, 1948 RSW set of 2, 1956 set to £1
(Cat £110), 1961 surcharge set (Cat £60), then a run of
used defins etc, useful assembly.
£ 55
SWEDEN
816 1897-1937 Four covers includes 1897 Uppsala to
Stockholm postal stationery cover. 1901 2 ore postal
stationery on locally used cover. 1913 Stockholm to
Germany postcard with 1914 Baltic Exhibition Malmo
sticker. 1937 reg cover from Lund to England with SG 139
£ 20

817 1924 50th Anniversary of Universal Postal Union 2k
red hinged mint key value with very fine fresh appearance,
lovely example.
£ 60
818 1924 50th Anniversary of Universal Postal Union 5k
blue hinged mint top value with very fine fresh appearance,
lovely example.
£ 125
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819 1936 (17 Mar) British Airways printed first flight
cover London to Malmo bearing GB 2½d (phot.) tied
Foreign Section wavy line with SG typed arr and Opening
of the airmail service by British Airways between England
and Scandinavia. Very fine.
£ 12
820 A selection of approx. 40 covers and postcards,
includes 1938 mourning cover with 5 ore to England, 1945
Prince Carl fdc, 1957 SAS polar short-cut and 1945
censored cover from Lund.
£ 22
SWITZERLAND
821 1923 Basic air set complete range of 13 values to 2f
all fine used CDS, mainly very fine, SG 316/328a, Cat
£572.
£ 180

822 1926-1968 Pro-juventute collection mainly fine used
sets on leaves, good range of years, STC c £500. £ 18
823 1936-1946 Miniature sheets assembly of better issues
mounted mint including 1936 Nat. Defence Fund (Cat
£65), 1938 Aaru Exhib. (Cat £46), 1943 Swiss Cantonals
(both, cat £145), 1945 War Relief Fund (Cat £170),
Centenary Basel Stamp issue (Cat £85), useful group (8).
Cat £520.
£ 135
824 1940 National Fete & Red Cross Fund Miniature
sheet imperf unmounted mint, tiny bend in bottom right
corner otherwise fresh, SG MS 404a Cat £400.
£ 100
825 1960's-80's Album containing approx. one hundred
postcards and covers from Switzerland. A number are first
day covers includes 1965 ascension of Del Cervino and
1969 famous portraits.
£ 35
826 1985-1988 & 1991, 1993-95 Unmounted mint year
packs with all stamps from the year incl projuventute, M/S,
thematics etc, fine, STC £280. (9).
£ 85
827 1995 Unmounted mint year pack with all stamps
from the year incl Basler Miniature sheet, projuventute etc,
fine, SG 1293-1313, J333/336 Cat £81.
£ 26
828 1996 Unmounted mint year pack with all stamps
from the year incl self-adhesive, projuventute etc, fine, SG
1314-1339, J337/40 Cat £90.
£ 30
829 1997 Unmounted mint year pack with all stamps
from the year incl setenant strip etc, fine, SG 1340-1367
Cat £81.
£ 26
830 COVERS Mainly wartime collection in a cover
album mainly to Official depts of Justice or Police from
different worldwide destinations, some to the same
correspondence censor and postmarks obliterated with
dumb cancels by censor, airmail from Swiss Consulate in
diff countries, incl from South Africa, European countries,
GB with censor tapes, intr lot, c60 covers.
£ 50
TAHITI
831 Postage Dues: 1893 Scarce unused no gum range of
four values imperf with good to large margins each
overprint TAHITI for 5c (small paper tear), 10c, 15c &
30c, Cat £475 each (£1900), SG D23/5, D27.
£ 180

TAIWAN
832 1966 Ancient Chinese Paintings set of four
unmounted mint, couple of gum bends otherwise very fine,
SG 577/580 Cat £154.
£ 35

833 1966 Ancient Chinese Paintings set of four
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 577/580 Cat £154.
£ 48
834 1970-71 Occupation of the Twelve Months Hanging
Scrolls unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 775/786.
£ 30
TANGANYIKA
835 1922 Wmk Sideways £1 yellow-orange Giraffe top
value mounted mint, horizontal crease but does not detract,
otherwise nice looker, SG 88 Cat £475.
£ 125

836 1922-25 Giraffe low values set 5c to 75c and Wmk
Upright 5s scarlet, 1925 Changed colours set of 4 all
hinged mint, some toned gum otherwise fine, SG 74/82,
86a, 89/92 Cat £138.
£ 46
837 1922-4 Giraffe Upright watermark 1s, 2s & 5s,
Sideways wmk 3s black all mounted mint, nice lookers,
SG 85, 83a, 84a, 86a Cat £122.
£ 48
838 1923 Wmk Upright £1 yellow-orange Giraffe top
value mounted mint, nice looker, SG 88a Cat £425.
£ 175
TANZANIA
839 Postal Orders: 1996-2006 Ten postal orders 5sh,
10sh, 40sh, 50sh, 80sh, 100sh, 1000sh, 200sh & 500sh all
u nu s e d w i t h c o u nt e r f o i l i s s u e d a t BU K O BA ,
SHINYANGA, plus Uganda 2004 500sh, fine. (11).
£ 75
THAILAND
840 1919 (17 Feb) Bangkok - Chantaburi Experimental
Flight cover bearing surcharges 2s on 1att (2) & 3s on 3att
pair tied by boxed (TRANSLATED TEXT) Krungtep
17.11.2462 - 8.30AM and bottom left with arrival cachet
By Air - Chantaburi 18.11 2462 1.26AM. Very fine and
scarce. AAMC #1.
£ 200

841 1919 (17 Feb) Bangkok - Chantaburi Experimental
Flight cover bearing surcharge 15s on 28s tied by boxed
(TRANSLATED TEXT) Krungtep 17.11.2462 - 8.30AM
and top left with arrival cachet By Air - Chantaburi 18.11
2462 1.26AM. Very fine and scarce. AAMC #1. £ 150
842 1929 (5 Dec) Bangkok to Amsterdam scarce First
Flight 10s on 15s red airmail postal stationery card Printed
for KLM by Waterlow) uprated with 5s on 15s red defin
and 50s adhs sent registered to UK with nice bilingual
5.12.29 15.30 BANGKOK GPO CDS and manuscript
Bangkok - Amsterdam with regd etiquette alongside. Less
than 50 pieces carried, hinged on reverse otherwise
extremely scarce.
£ 500
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843 1930 (31 Dec) Bangkok to Hanoi Goodwill Flight scarce printed airmail cover with 10s, 15s & 50s airmails
sent registered to Hanoi (then crossed out for return to
Bangkok) with nice bilingual 30.12.30 BANGKOK GPO
CDS and tied large red bilingual BANGKOK - HANOI
GOODWILL FLIGHT / December 31 1930 boxed cachet.
At the invitation of the Indo-China Government three
military aeroplanes left Don Muang Aerodrome on the
morning of 31st Dec for Hanoi under the leadership of
Major-General Phya Chalerm Akas, the Director general of
Aeronautics. They left Hanoi on 6th Jan 1931 and arrived
at Don Muang on the same day. Only 142 pieces carried.
£ 150
844 1931 (24 Aug) Bangkok to Nakon Panom - two
printed airmail regd covers for first flight and return flight
both signed by the pilot bearing 10s airmail pair tied local
cancels and both cacheted in red or green FIRST FLIGHT
INAUGURATION / CONTRACT AIR MAIL / 24-81931. Both signed and piloted by Captain K ern
Chamroenpruks, lovely items. (2).
£ 80
TRANSJORDAN
845 1927 New Currency 200m violet in right margin
block of 4 unmounted mint, fine, SG 169 Cat £68.
£ 30

846 Postal Orders: 1952 250mils and 300mils postal
orders in red and black complete with counterfoil unused
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan Postal Order, few
wrinkles otherwise scarce. (2).
£ 100
TRANSVAAL
847 1895 Introduction of Penny Postage Sheet of 60 split
into two panes of 36 & 24 showing The Press imprint
along the bottom, unmounted mint, usual bends otherwise
nice album piece. SG 215c Cat £165.
£ 55

848 1900 VRI overprint on 10s pale chestnut heavy
mounted mint and light tone showing no stop after V
variety, SG 236a Cat £170.
£ 36
849 1901 Censored OHMS letter front only from Jo'burg
to Dusseldorf Germany. Boer war period cover with three
SG 227 with Johannesburg cds with opened under martial
law sticker.
£ 16
850 1912-13 Four covers with various low value King
Edward VII stamps to Norway, Brazil and England.
£ 20
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
851 1896-1906 5s green and brown hinged mint with
hinge remains and slightly disturbed gum, very fresh
appearance, SG 122 cat £60.
£ 24

852 1901 5s lilac and mauve very fine hinged mint with
excellent colour very fresh appearance, SG 132 cat £75.
£ 30
853 1906 5s deep purple and mauve very fine hinged
mint showing vertical line from edge of watermark, with
excellent colour very fresh appearance, SG 132a cat £85.
£ 34

854 1935-37 New Currency set of 9 hinged mint, mainly
fine and fresh, SG 230/238. Cat £70.
£ 28
855 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 fine used,
sound, SG 259/60, cat £48.
£ 18
856 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, sound, SG 259/60, cat £30 mint.
£ 15
857 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 259/60.
£ 15
TURKEY
858 1930 Opening of Ankara-Sivas Railway Surcharge
set of 22 hinged mint, all nice examples, SG 19099/1120
Cat £275.
£ 90

859 Accumulation in album and stockbook and on
various leaves jumbled assembly from early issues to
modern defins and commems, mint & used, 1908 2pi black
m & u, 1900s defins duplicated mainly used (dozens, ideal
for postmarks), 1914 pictorial issue duplicated, 1915
Crescent overprints, old time leaves with early collections,
etc, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 60
860 Obligatory Tax: 1946 25th Anniv. of Welfare Org.
250k Miniature sheet unused showing gross misplacement
of the rose background, SG MS 1368.
£ 20
TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
861 1900-04 Complete Badge set of 9 to 3s lake hinged
mint, some light tones otherwise nice appearance, SG
101/109 Cat £130.
£ 42

862 1928 GV Complete set of 11 to 10s purple on blue
hinged mint, some gum tones otherwise nice appearance,
SG 176/186 Cat £80.
£ 26
863 1938-45 Complete set of 14 to 10s mainly nice CDS
used copies, SG 194/205.
£ 25
864 1938-45 GVI set plus extra shades for 2½d, 2s & 5s
all hinged mint mainly very fine, good cat value £260+
(18). SG 194/205.
£ 48
865 A useful collection QV to modern jumbled on leaves
mint and used with better content including QV 1867 to 1s
m, 1909 1s, 1928 to 1s m & u, 1938 to 2s, 1967 to 10s m,
then a run of defins and commems to 1985, useful lot for
sorting out.
£ 32
UNITED NATIONS
866 1997-2000 Prestige Booklets x 8 different for
France, Italy, USA, Japan, UN 50, Terracotta Warriors,
Australia, Spain etc. Attractive. (8).
£ 24

867 1997-2000 Prestige Booklets x 9 different for
France, Italy, USA, Japan, UN 50, Terracotta Warriors,
Australia, Spain etc. Attractive. (9).
£ 26
868 Attractive collection of mainly mint and unmounted
mint 1951 to 1982 including many U/M blocks of 4, 1982
Flags series in sheetlets of 16 etc, ideal for expansion.
£ 48
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UNITED STATES
869 1831-1852 Nine entires from Frederick MD to
various states with paid and mileage marks
£ 40

882 1923-29 Perf 10 vertically Coil 2c carmine Type I &
better type II unused without gum, fine, Scott 599/599a.
Cat $115 mint.
£ 25

870 1835 (13 Feb) Entire Letter Baltimore to Netherlands
bearing 80c manuscript and FORWARDED BY / THEOD
VIETOE & DUCKWITZ / NEW YORK oval h/s in red
with SCHIEDAM 17 APR receiving backstamp with
PAYS D'OUTREMER / PAR LE HAVRE boxed in black
on obverse, nice account of Gin selling from Holland to
USA.
£ 30

883 1923-29 Perf 10 vertically Coil 2c carmine Type II
in a very fine mounted mint PAIR, very fine, Scott 599a.
Cat $240.
£ 70

871 1861-62 30c orange a nice fine used example quite
well centred with very neat barred cancel in black, short
top right corner otherwise very fine, Scott 71.
£ 50

885 1928 Type II 2c carmine unmounted mint (NH),
fresh example with one blunt corner perf and one weak
perf, from a side marginal single complete with 1985 PF
Certificate, fine and sound, Scott 634a Cat $650. £ 200

872 1880 (15 Jun) Entire London to New York bearing
GB 2½d blue pl.19 and 1d venetian-red both perfinnned T
& Co. tied Gracechurch Street cancel from Truninger & Co
with New York opera glasses type arrival postmark NEW
YORK / JUN / 25, PAID ALL / FD / 80 cancel in black.
A re-enforced tear on reverse otherwise mainly fine.
£ 40
873 1880s to 1990s Postmarks, postal stationery cards
and FDCs in four large binders includes 1982 Birds FDCs
in one binder all on official FDCs, various used and unused
P/S cards and envelopes, colourful lot.
£ 28
874 1885 Fancy cork cancel (4 quarters) MOULTON to
PA bearing nice CDS of May 27 and cork cancel alongside
on 2c brown postal stationery cover, arrived June 1st, few
minor defects otherwise nice cover.
£ 15
875 1893 Columbus 50c slate-blue heavy mounted mint
part original gum with thins, nice frontal appearance, Scott
240 Cat $240 for unused.
£ 60
876 1898 Omaha 10c grey-violet mounted mint with
hinge remains and thinning, one pulled perf & one tone
spot otherwise very good centring and colour, fresh looker,
Scott 290. Cat $150.
£ 25
877 1918 Airmail set of 3 mint, sound, SG A546/A548
Cat £275.
£ 50

884 1923-29 Perf 10 Vertically Coil PAIRS unmounted
mint for 1c green, 1½c brown, 2c carmine, 3c violet, 4c
yellow-brown, 5c blue and 10c orange, Scott 597/603 Cat
$73.
£ 22

886 1929 Kans. overprint set of 11 unmounted mint, NH,
very fresh, Scott 658/668 Cat $962.
£ 300
887 1930-32 Joint line PAIRS - 1930 Perf 10 Vertically
1½c brown 4c yellow-brown, 1932 3c Washington & Perf
10 Horiz. 3c Washington. 5 pairs, Scott 686/7, 721/2 Cat
$136.
£ 42
888 1931 Rotary Press Complete set of 10 unmounted
mint (NH), usual gum bends all look fresh, Scott 692/701,
Cat $140.
£ 44
889 1933 Airmail 50c green Zeppelin unmounted mint
(NH), very fine, SG A732 Cat £100.
£ 40
890 1939 Rotary Press Coil Joint Line PAIRS set of 13
pairs unmounted mint (NH), for Presidents defins 1c green
to 10c brown, all fine, Scott 839/851 Cat $142.
£ 44
891 1939-1959 Album containing approx. 70 covers with
various stamps and cancels includes King George VI royal
train 1939 cover.
£ 25
892 A selection of nine pre stamp entires, includes
Claremont free cover, 1882 sent unpaid entire, 1842
Cumberland to Lancaster and 1847 legal document
addressed to County Court.
£ 40

878 1918 Airmail set of 3 mint / unmounted mint, 6c &
24c are unmounted, sound, SG A546/A548 Cat £275.
£ 85

893 Hunting Permit: 1946 $1 Redhead Ducks in a
unmounted mint block of 4, various gum bends diagonally
but does not detract from this attractive block, Scott RW13
Cat $200.
£ 60

879 1922-25 Almost complete set of 22 values out of 23
includes all the key singles including $2 & $5, all hinged
mint examples, just needs 30c Buffalo (cat $25 to
complete), odd gum bend otherwise fine, Scott 551/573
(excl 569). SG Cat £408.
£ 145

894 H unting Permit: 1947 $1 Snow Geese in a
unmounted mint block of 4, various gum bends diagonally
but does not detract from this attractive block, Scott RW14
Cat $240.
£ 75

880 1923-25 Perf 10 Horizontally vertical Coil PAIRS
unmounted mint for 1c green, 1½c brown, 2c carmine,
Scott 604/606 Cat $226.
£ 70
881 1923-26 Washington different printings mint
including 1923-25 Imperf set 3 1c, 1½c & 2c (NH), Perf
11 10 1c & 2c (Scott 578/9 cat $310, NH), 1923-26 Perf
10 1c to 10c set of 11 values all NH except 7c hinged,
fine, Scott 578/9, 581/591 Cat $387. (16).
£ 120

895 Hunting Permit: 1949 $1 Goldeneye Ducks in an
unmounted mint block of 4, various gum bends diagonally
but does not detract from this attractive block, Scott RW16
Cat $280.
£ 85
896 Hunting Permit: 1965 Three Canvasback Drakes in
an unmounted mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott
RW32 Cat $400.
£ 120
897 Hunting Permit: 1966 Whistling Swans in an
unmounted mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW33
Cat $400.
£ 120
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898 Hunting Permit: 1967 Old Squaw Ducks in an
unmounted mint block of 4, attractive block, Scott RW34
Cat $440.
£ 125
899 Money Orders 1894-1897 Three different money
orders including 1895 draft with original letter for School
Funds in Helena, Montana, 1897 Boise Idaho, 1894 East
Capitol Station. Intr.
£ 20
900 Officials: Treasury; Nice fine used range from 2c
brown to 90c brown includes 2c to 7c, 12c/15c, 30c/90c,
mainly fine. (8).
£ 32
901 Officials: War; 1873 12c rose mounted mint with
some gum disturbance but mainly large part original gum,
fine looker, Scott O89.
£ 75
902 Parcel Post: 1912-13 50c carmine-rose very fine
unmounted mint example, superb and well centred, Scott
Q10 Cat $625.
£ 200
903 Parcel Post: 1912-13 Range of six values mainly
mounted mint for 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 10c & 15c different
shades carmine or carmine-rose, mainly fine, Scott Q2/Q7
Cat $175.
£ 55
904 Post Offices in China: 1918 6c on 3c violet hinged
mint, mainly sound, Scott K3.
£ 18
905 Postage Dues: 1879 Proofs on India card 30c brown
and 50c brown, both well cut very fine, Scott J6P3 & J7P3.
Cat $64.
£ 30
906 Postage Dues: 1879 Set of 7 values mainly fine used
light cancels and sound, 3c is mint part o.g. (small surface
rub) & 30c is almost unused, small part o.g, mostly sound
lookers, Scott J1/7 Cat $700+.
£ 100
907 Postage Dues: 1884 Red-Brown Set of 7 values
mainly fine used light cancels and sound, 3c appears
unused small ink spot, 5c is unused, 10c neat crayon mark
other decent postal cancels, huge catalogue Value Scott
$1318. Sc. J15/21.
£ 325
908 Postage Dues: 1884 Set of 7 values mainly fine used
light cancels and sound, 3c is mint part o.g. (small surface
rub) & 30c is almost unused, small part o.g, mostly sound
lookers, Scott J1/7 Cat $700+.
£ 100
909 Postage Dues: 1891-93 Bright Claret Set of 7 values
mainly mint or unused for 1c mint, 2c unmounted mint
(NH cat $90), 3c unused, 30c mounted mint (cat $575), 5c,
10c & 50c are nice fine used, huge catalogue Value Scott
$976. Sc. J22/28.
£ 200
910 Postage Dues: 1894 30c pale rose a superb mounted
mint example with heavy hinge remains otherwise
extremely fine and fresh, Scott J36b Cat $450.
£ 115
911 Postage Dues: 1894 50c pale rose a superb bottom
imprint marginal single hinged mint with hinge remains
otherwise extremely fine and fresh, Scott J37a Cat $1600.
£ 425

913 Postage Dues: 1931 Rotary Press Set of 9 values ½c
to $1 unmounted mint (NH) fine range few with red offset
specks, very fine and fresh, Scott J79/87 Cat $80.
£ 26
914 Postal Agency in China: 1919 Complete set of lower
value surcharges from 2c on 1c green to 20c on 10c
orange-yellow all hinged mint, mainly very fine set, Scott
K1/K10 Cat $660+.
£ 220
915 Postal Agency in China: 1922 2c on 1c green superb
hinged mint, fine and fresh, Scott K17 Cat $110. Only
10,000 produced.
£ 36
916 Registration Stamp: 1914 (18 May) Cover Cranford
NJ to Syracuse NY sent registered with 2c red Panama
Canal and 10c blue registration stamp, both tied indistinct
black dumb cancels (lightly struck), mainly fine. Scott F1
Cat $85.
£ 28
917 Special Delivery: 1885 10c blue First Issue mounted
mint part original gum with slight adherence on reverse,
nice looker, Scott E1 Cat $550.
£ 110
918 Special Delivery: 1885 10c blue postally used with
2c green defin tied SYRACUSE cancels on a printed
Marshall Robinson Dealer in Dry Goods Carpets, Unadilla
NY. Faults incl vertical bend (not affecting 10c blue) and
bottom left corner / side cut away, Scott E1 Cat $225.
£ 48
919 Special Delivery: 1888 10c blue Second Issue
mounted mint large part original gum with hinge remain
and slight adherence on reverse, nice looker, Scott E2 Cat
$500.
£ 100
920 Special Delivery: 1893 Columbian Expo 10c orange
sound and fresh mounted mint large part original gum with
paper hinge remain otherwise very nice looker, Scott E3
Cat $300.
£ 95
921 Special Delivery: 1894 10c blue Line Under TEN
CENTS issue; sound and fresh mounted mint large part
original gum with hinge marks and thinning from removal
of hinges, otherwise very nice fresh looker, Scott E4 Cat
$900.
£ 175
922 Special Delivery: 1902 10c Ultramarine unmounted
mint example, centred left and gum bend otherwise fresh,
Scott E6 Cat $525.
£ 120
923 Special Delivery: 1914 P.10 10c Ultramarine
mounted mint example with vertical crease and patch gum,
part og., nice and fresh looker, Scott E9 Cat $190.
£ 34
VATICAN CITY
924 1948 Air Raphael & Tobias unmounted mint set of
2, very fine, SG 137/8 Cat £1070.
£ 250

925 1951 Air 800th Anniv. of Decree of Gratian
unmounted mint set of 2, very fine, SG 173/4 Cat £550.
£ 120

912 Postage Dues: 1930-31 Set of 10 values ½c to $5
unmounted mint (NH) fine range few with red offset
specks, very fine and fresh, Scott J69/78 Cat $1009.
£ 325
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YUGOSLAVIA
926 1918 War Charity Coronation set of two heavy
hinged mint with overprints in blue, sound with Petric 1997
certificate, SG 81/2 Cat £200.
£ 65

927 1918 War Invalid Fund 5h (+2h) green, 10h (+2h)
claret overprinted Bosna Hercegovina mint with 1999
Petric certificate, SG 19/20. Cat £360+.
£ 125
928 1919 CXC overprint in black on 50h Prussian blue
unmounted mint, key stamp, expertised on reverse, SG 37
Cat £100.
£ 40
929 1922 -24 8d on 15p chocolate error of surcharge 9d
for 8d variety unmounted mint side marginal examples,
expertising handstamp on stamp and in margin, very fine,
SG 186a Cat £425.
£ 135
930 1933 Overprint without bars complete set of 12 to
30d orange mint / unmounted mint, top two values pencil
signed, fine, SG 278/289 Cat £225.
£ 80
931 1949 Railway Centenary 10d purple miniature sheet
imperf and fine used 15.XII.49 CDS cancel, fine, SG MS
633b Cat £140.
£ 38
932 1952 Delegation book with nice mint sets around the
period including 1950 Chess set (cat £67), 1950-51
Definitive 12 values incl 30d brown, 50d violet (cat £50),
1951 air 9 diff values to 100d grey (cat £80) etc, useful lot
in good condition. STC £245+.
£ 62
933 Collection on stockpages with a useful mint /
unmounted mint group of sets incl 1939 King Petar set,
1938 Balkan Games, 1934 King Petar set, 1934 Sokol
Games both sets, 1933 PEN Club set, 1932 Rowing set,
1928 Charity overprint on surcharges incl 20d violet (Cat
£160), 1918 overprints in pairs etc, useful lot.
£ 100

ZULULAND
939 1893 (29 Nov) Overprinted 'ZULULAND' by De La
Rue: Natal 6d. dull purple, a used example on registered
cover to Nylstroom tied by ESHOWE / ZULULAND cds
(June 1) in black. Red ""Register"" at left and reverse with
'Durban / Natal' transit cds and Pretoria cds. A charming
and attractive correctly rated cover. Provenance: Collection
John Robson, RL, London, 7 May 1992. Harmers,
London, 25 Sept 1996, lot 118.
£ 325

940 1894 (4 June) Cover; Overprinted ZULULAND
1888/1893: 5d. dull purple and blue, used on 1894 cover
from Eshowe to Nylstroom, Transvaal at double rate, tied
by ESHOWE / ZULULAND cds (June 4) in black.
Reverse with ""Durban / Natal"" cds (June 6) and faint
Pretoria cds (June 9). A most attractive and scarce cover.
£ 350
941 Overprinted ZULULAND 1888/93: 5d. dull purple
& blue, a used horizontal strip of four tied to small piece
by ESHOWE / ZULUAND datestamps (May 25, 1896) in
black. A superb and scarce multiple SG Cat £480+.
£ 240
GREAT BRITAIN - PRE-STAMP
942 1772 (15 Oct) Entire Letter London to Francis
Charteris (son of 7th Earl of Wymss b.1748), Amisfield
near Haddington Fife with 2 manuscript chargemark, 15
OC bishop mark in black and TW in circle in black
receiver's mark handstamp , folds and tears otherwise both
good strikes. Francis Charteris inherited a vast fortune from
the estate, the letter relates to Lady Wymss and a receipt
for £500!.
£ 40

943 1785 (13 Dec) Entire Letter Arundel Street London
to Stowey near Bridgwater with 5 manuscript chargemark,
13 DE bishop mark in black handstamp, good strike.
£ 30

ZAMBIA
934 Postal Orders: 1991-2002 Three postal orders 2002
two unused with counterfoil issued at NDOLA for K3000
& K5000 plus K5 1991 issued at Broadway, fine. (3).
£ 18

944 1793 (21 Jun) Tatty Entire Letter Woolwich London
to Marlborough, bears double circle date mark over
stamped with Dockwra triangle mark S for Southwark but
incomplete, usual faults bends and folds, intr item.
£ 40

ZANZIBAR
935 1936 Complete set of 13 to 10s green and brown,
varying toned gum otherwise sound, SG 310/322, Cat
£110.
£ 28

945 1814 Entire Letter London to Cognac with single line
cancellation ANGLETERRE and scarce manuscript boxed
frame cancel two lines ""Returned for Postage"" , superb
and fine strike of this scarce handstamp.
£ 150

936 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 333/4.
£ 12

946 BOROUGH BRIDGE two line h/s in black on part
entire to the Master of the provincial Grand Lodge at York,
tear and folds but quite good strike from 1780s-90s.
£ 18

937 Collection of mint and used duplicated with useful
pickings including 1936 7s50 m (2, one U/M, Cat £96,
1936 Silver Jubilee set m (2, cat £70), 1949 RSW set m,
1957 set m (cat £45), 1961 set (2 sets, cat £90), then used
range of mainstream issues. Useful cat value.
£ 65
ZIMBABWE
938 Postal Orders: 2002-4 Six postal orders 2002 two
used without counterfoil uprated from $0.10 or $10 plus
2004 $50 & $100 unused with counterfoil issued at Harare
or Causeway, fine. (6).
£ 30

GREAT BRITAIN - QUEEN VICTORIA
947 1840 1d black (BE) two margins touching into at top
and bottom unused no gum and sound. SG Cat £12500 for
mint.
£ 125
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948 1840 1d black CK nearly two margin fine used
example with neat red MX cancel, cut into along other two
sides otherwise neat.
£ 40

962 1841 1d red-brown OB on blued paper neatly cut
with traces of margins neatly cancelled part town arc
postmark, Cat £825.
£ 40

949 1840 1d black (SD) no margins black MX cancel and
horizontal crease, nice spacefiller.
£ 25

963 1841 (23 Oct) MAIDSTONE Maltese Cross on
wrapper to London bearing 1d red-brown PI plate 11 (4
close to good margins) with fine full strike of Maidstone
MX & dated arc departure & CDS arrival backstamps.
£ 30

950 1840 2d blue FC Plate 2 a nice looking example with
three good margins and black MX, small blue burr on left
check letter frame. Sound.
£ 100
951 1840 2d blue (GE) two uneven margins, touching
into at SW corner, heavy strike of black MX cancel,
£ 40
952 1840 2d blue OK with three large margins and black
MX cancel, neatly cut and close to touching on fourth
margin. Nice sound example.
£ 100
953 1840 2d pale blue PAIR DE-DF massive margins on
three sides (showing lower portion of next row), and two
sock on the nose black Maltese Cross strike. diagonal
ironed out crease otherwise fine looker.
£ 280
954 1840 Mulready FRONT to Soho, very poor example
with with creases and tears on One Penny Black Letter
Sheet front only, cancelled red MX cross with part Life
Assurance advert on reverse. Average spacefiller. Cat
£825.
£ 40
955 1841 (1 Oct) WICK Maltese Cross on Entire Letter
(torn on front) bearing 1d red-brown NI plate 12 (4 close
to good margins) with distinctive Wick MX & boxed
WICK departure backstamp.
£ 30
956 1841 (17 Jan) Entire Letter Catton (Norwich) to
Bromley (Kent) bearing 1d black (JA) torn in places (NW
corner) with no margins cancelled by red MX, Catton /
Penny Post two line h/s in Italics and various transit and
arrival backstamps. Faults otherwise intr.
£ 60
957 1841 (17 July) CRAIL Maltese Cross on wrapper to
Edinburgh bearing 1d red-brown PJ from plate 9 (4 close
to large margins) with fine full strike of Crail MX & boxed
departure & arrival CDS backstamps.
£ 75
958 1841 1d red-brown a mixed part sheet reconstruction
with good assembly of different postmarks, no margin to
4 margins, includes pairs, strip of 3, black MX cancels,
No.6 in MX, good range of shades etc, interesting study
lot, approx 222 of 240. High cat value.
£ 150
959 1841 1d red-brown attractive fine used assembly in
a plate reconstruction book from no margins to mainly two
margin examples, many nice fine used, others less so, plus
small range of loose and 76 & a pair have black MX
cancels, loose range of 12 extras are all numeral cancels.
(90). Cat £3150.
£ 78
960 1841 1d red-brown attractive strip of 4 OF-OI with
uneven margins on two sides, cut into on the first stamp
and postmarked with barred Scottish type numerals in
black, good colour.
£ 38
961 1841 1d red-brown (DF) fine three margins with a
sock on the nose BELFAST Maltese Cross cancel, very
fine.
£ 30

964 1841 (24 Dec) ABOYNE Maltese Cross on Entire
Letter to Aberdeen bearing 1d red-brown KE tied full
strike of this distinctive cancel with boxed departure on
reverse dated 25th December. Recorded by Alcock &
Holland, also Rockoff & Jackson.
£ 100
965 1841 (28 Dec) GIRVAN Maltese Cross on Entire to
Ayr bearing 1d red-brown RC from plate 2 (4 large
margins, showing both 7 & 10 O'Clock ray flaws in top
NE corner) with good full strike of Girvan MX & boxed
departure and arrival backstamps.
£ 125
966 1841 2d blue BLOCK OF FOUR (AE-BF) an
attractive very well cut block of 4 each stamp with black
Maltese Cross cut very close on all sides with clear
margins across the top and left sides, touching into on right
side, nice multiple Cat £6000.
£ 1000
967 1841 2d blue NH two margin example neatly
cancelled with good strike of blue 1844 type numeral
cancel, cut into on left side otherwise sound, Cat £1000.
£ 85
968 1841 2d blue vertical PAIR SG-TG with three good
margins all round plus close to touching on left side, tied
'5' numeral cancels and left frame showing roller transfer,
few tones otherwise fine, SG Spec. ES14m.
£ 60
969 1841 (6 Aug) PERTH Maltese Cross on Entire to
Edinburgh bearing 1d red-brown BA from plate 8 (3 large
margins) with good full strike of second type MX with
curved ends to the arms of the inner cross Perth MX &
boxed departure and CDS arrival backstamps. Plus second
Wrapper 1844 (20 Feb) bearing 1d DG (plate 42 or 43)
with full strike of third type in use around May 1844 just
before numeral obliterators were introduced. This is the
earliest of the 6 recorded third type MX cancel. (2).
£ 150
970 1841 (7 Aug) Large piece with 1d red-brown
unevenly cut tied Ironbridge MX and Ironbridge dated arc
alongside, addr locally to Shrewsbury. Stated to be plate 8.
£ 25
971 1842 (30 Jan) DUNFERMLINE Maltese Cross on
Entire to Edinburgh bearing 1d red-brown JG plate 15 (4
good to large margins) tied by MX cancel with heavy thick
outer line similar to Arbroath & Stirling, with CDS
backstamp.
£ 32
972 1842 (5 May) Mulready 1d black Letter sheet Stereo
A16 sent London to Banbury with black MX on the
obverse, invoice inside from Samuel Hanson Importers of
Foreign Fruits. Torn on the front and patched up on
reverse, vertical filing fold otherwise mainly sound.
£ 100
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973 1843 (17 Nov) DUNBAR Maltese Cross on Entire
to Wemyss Castle, Kirkaldy bearing 1d red-brown QC
plate 30 (4 close to large margins) showing 10 & 1
O'Clock flaws tied by large centre MX cancel with boxed
Dumfries departure & arrival & CDS backstamps.
£ 35
974 1844 (26 March) GALASHIELS Maltese Cross on
Entire Letter to Edinburgh bearing 1d red-brown EK plate
35 (4 good to large margins) tied by late use of the
Galashiels MX with boxed departure & CDS arrival
backstamps.
£ 32
975 1844 (4 Jun) ANNAN Maltese Cross on Entire to
Hawick bearing 1d red-brown GI plate 40 (3 good to large
margins) tied by MX cancel showing large dot on the right
of the inner X (not recorded by Rockoff) with boxed
departure & arrival backstamps.
£ 100
976 1845-46 CO RUNNA P & O Postal service;
exceptionally rare 1846 Entire Letter (12 Oct) to London
with CORUNNA OC 12 / 1846 arc cancel in red (scarce)
and manuscript charge mark 2/2, and London arrival ND
8OC18 / 1846 backstamp in red, filing fold but a rare item
seldom seen. The P & O service to and from Corunna was
meant to provide a convenient service to Madrid. It opened
in April 1945 and used for a short period only a black
handstamp. The colour was changed to red in due course
which is less scarce.
£ 300
977 1847 Embossed 1s pale green fine used two good
margins, touching on each side, neat '8' London cancel,
very sound example, SG 54 Cat £1000.
£ 125
978 1849 (20 Aug) Attractive cover to France bearing a
superb 1841 2d blue strip of 5 LF-LL cancelled and tied
neat '8' numeral postmark and tied red PD oval, with
Boulogne arrival CDS alongside, the strip is unevenly cut
into in places but does not detract from this spectacular
franking. Cat £1750 on cover.
£ 350
979 1849 (3 Sep) Small Entire Letter bearing 1d black
BL tied by red MX cancel addr to Camberwell Green, plus
two cancels 8NT8 d/s and Y CDS on reverse, faults &
vertical filing fold, but four close to good margins.
£ 100
980 1856-58 1d rose-red mainly perf 14 unused without
gum, plus three pairs, a few have part original gum, off
p.16 or blued paper, mainly fine appearance, STC £1050+
(21).
£ 48
981 1857 LC P.14 1d rose-red in an attractive block of 6
with incomplete numeral cancels, some quite heavy, very
sound, SG 40.
£ 35
982 1857 Sheet Reconstruction of 1d rose-red (shades) all
white paper latest issue complete AA to TL, many numeral
postmarks, many are fine used, good cat in excess of
£2800.
£ 280

983 1858-1901 Queen Victoria 1d red on cover from
Maidstone, 1900 Q.V. 1d lilac on cover, 1897 Q.V. two
½d vermilion on cover to Kings Cross with letter enclosed,
1901 1d postal stationery postcard from Brixton and 1888
1½d postcard to Spain. 1886 1d lilac from Langholm.
Edinburgh 131 cancel on Q.V. ½d postal stationery cover
to Brussels and four postcards.
£ 20
984 1858-64 Plate Sheet Reconstruction of 1d rose-red
(shades) all different mix of plate numbers complete AA to
TL, many numeral postmarks, many are fine used, some
mixed mainly sound, good cat in excess of £660. £ 75
985 1860-70 Original Correspondence mostly to India
bearing nice surface printed combinations and good range
of postmarks and transit or arrival backstamps, noted
Tunbridge Wells 6d & 3d combns (2), 1857 with 4d rose
pair and 1d star, 1s pl.4 & 1d pl.122, 6d lilac on three
covers then 1881 2½d blue on two covers to Canada, very
mixed condition but high cat value all the same. (9).
£ 225
986 1862 (1 Aug) Toned cover to India bearing scarce 9d
bistre (left edge straight) tied by TUNBRIDGE WELLS /
A 1862 cancel and a good array of transit and arrival
backstamps in red and black including AGRA, BOMBAY
& ALLYGURH, tatty flap and edges otherwise scarce
franking, SG 86 Cat £1200 on cover.
£ 220
987 1862 3d pale carmine-rose a mainly sound fine used
example with the incomplete barred cancel clear of profile,
SG 77 Cat £350.
£ 28
988 1862 9d bistre pl.2 a mainly sound used example
(short corner) with a sock on the nose 75 numeral cancel of
Smethick Birmingham, good colour, SG 86 cat £575.
£ 38
989 1867 2s brown an attractive used example with
indistinct top left cancel and heavy thinning otherwise nice
spacefiller, SG 121 Cat £4250.
£ 250
990 1867 2s deep blue nicely fine used STO CK
EXCHANGE part CDS, very nice looker, SG 119 Cat
£240.
£ 48
991 1867 2s dull blue nicely fine used '84' numeral
duplex, vertical crease otherwise nice looker, SG 118 Cat
£225.
£ 25
992 1867 2s pale blue nicely fine used part duplex cancel
and small part red cancel in SE corner, very nice looker,
SG 120 Cat £275.
£ 42
993 1867 Wmk Anchor: £5 Orange plate 1 a very fine
used example with crisp sock on the nose GLASGOW SP
12 / 94 CDS and slightly centred left and small blue crayon
line (very faint) otherwise excellent perfs very fine, good
colour and a lovely example of this iconic stamp, SG 137
Cat £4750.
£ 1650
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994 1867-80 3d rose set of plate numbers 4 to 10 all
sound used, key plate 4 has neat 159 numeral, mainly
sound, SG 103 Cat £790. (7).
£ 100
995 1867-80 3d rose set of plate numbers 4 to 10 all
sound used, key plate 4 has neat light incomplete diamond
cancel, plate 10 has incomplete cancel, pl6 & 7 CDS etc,
mainly sound, SG 103 Cat £790. (7).
£ 100
996 1870 (6 May) Mourning cover to India bearing 9d
straw plate 4 (left edge straight) tied by HASTINGS / B
cancel and a good array of transit and arrival backstamps
in red and black including AGRA, & ALLYGURH 1st
DELIVERY dated oval, small part SEA POST OFFICE in
black, mainly fine, SG 110 Cat £525 on cover.
£ 100
997 1874 Wmk MX - 5s Pale rose plate 2 a superb very
fine used example with sock on the nose EDINBURGH JY
10 / 82 CDS and only slightly centred left and very fine
perfs all round, a superb premium example, Cat £2625 incl
premium on SG prices, SG 127. Rarely seen so fine!
£ 1300
998 1874 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 2 mounted mint with
hinge remains and good part original gum showing
SPECIMEN handstamp in black, very fine for these, Cat
£1750 as Specimen, (£15,000 as mint).
£ 650
999 1874 Wmk MX 5s rose plate 2 well centred
example with a heavy R cancel but good perfs and very
sound for these, small soil otherwise fine, SG 127 Cat
£1500.
£ 150
1000 1875 Wrapper London to New York bearing 2½d
rosy-mauve plate 2 white paper tied EC 60 duplex type
sent via Cork by John Hecan & Co. Vertical filing fold
otherwise sound with red PID on reverse.
£ 36
1001 1876 6d grey pl.15 fine used by part numeral
cancel, mainly fine, SG 147.
£ 20
1002 1876 8d orange nicely sound used example on
paper tied full AYR / P / 27 numeral cancel, stamp is very
fine, SG 156 Cat £350.
£ 40
1003 1876 8d orange sound fine used good strike of 94
numeral cancel, sound, SG 156 Cat £350.
£ 38

1008 1883 3d on 3d lilac surcharge fine used with blue
registered CDS cancel, fine, SG 159 Cat £160.
£ 28
1009 1883 5d green fine used with part CDS cancel,
good colour & fine, SG 193 Cat £210.
£ 40
1010 1883 6d on 6d lilac surcharge fine used with
NORTH HILL CDS cancel, couple blunt perfs otherwise
fine, SG 162 Cat £150.
£ 28
1011 1883 9d dull green a nice looking fine used
example with SOUTHSEA B.O. CDS, colour has gone but
even and attractive spacefiller, SG 195 Cat £480. £ 40
1012 1884 1s dull green mounted mint part original gum
example, heavy toning in one corner mainly on reverse but
showing through, SG 196 Cat £1600 mint.
£ 80
1013 1884 4d dull green a nice looking fine used
example with part barred numeral, good colour, SG 192
Cat £210.
£ 25
1014 1884 6d dull green a nice looking fine used
example with thinning on reverse and small corner bend,
great colour and neat part hooded cancel, SG 194 Cat
£240.
£ 24
1015 1884 6d green on paper tied with a full strike of
Paddington P 6 numeral cancel with good strong strike and
good colour, SG 194 Cat £240.
£ 25
1016 1885 (12 Mar) Cover Newcastle Upon Tyne to
Madura, India bearing 5d green cancelled numeral duplex,
redirected twice in India and a multitude of backstamps for
transit including SEA / POST OFFICE / D (at Rosetta),
FIRST DEL / MADHURA, VEPERY, VEPERY *
MADRAS, etc. Roughly opened otherwise manly sound,
SG 193 Cat £350 on cover.
£ 75
1017 1887 2d grey-green and carmine very fine mint
example with ten unlisted varieties identified on a blown up
print including large line from Queen's mouth, broken nose,
heavy shading, etc, interesting. SG 200 var.
£ 60
1018 1887 5d Die I mounted mint example with large
part even toned gum, small rust mark on top right
otherwise sound, SG 207 Cat £800 mint.
£ 80

1019 1887 5d dull purple and blue very fine used Die I
1004 1878 Wmk MX: 10s greenish grey plate 1 a fine
example with part numeral duplex, very fine, SG 207 Cat
used part R (smudged) cancel slightly centred right with
£ 28
most perfs very fine, a lovely example, SG 128 Cat £3200. £120.
£ 750
1020 1887 5d dull purple and blue very fine used Die I
example with part numeral duplex, very fine, SG 207 Cat
1005 1880 (13 Apr) Torn cover Hawkhurst to Paris
£120.
£ 28
bearing nice combination of ½d Bantam plate 19 and 1d
venetian red x 2 tied 127 duplex and French arrival and
1021 1887 Basic set to 10d & 1900 set of 2 all mounted
transit cancel, faults but nice combn.
£ 20
mint, varying hinges on reverse but mostly fresh lookers,
SG range 197/210b Cat £425+. (13).
£ 80
1006 1880 (14 Oct) Pretty cover London to Broadway
bearing ½d rose-red pl.14 and 1d venetian-red both tied
1022 1887 Mint assembly of 16 values incl 1s green and
WC9 duplexes. Mainly fine.
£ 10
carmine, 10d, 9d, 6d, 5d, 4½d, 4d green and brown (2),
½d to 3d, all mounted mint, good cat value. (16). £ 75
1007 1880 1d lilac (16 Dots) in a superb top pane of 120
unmounted mint very fine, SG 172 Cat £330 for mint.
£ 150
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1023 1889 (8 May) Hoster cancel a full strike of
LONDON 14 bar cancel on cover tying 1d lilac addr to
Oundi with a nice backstamp on arrival.
£ 15

1034 1902 Basic set to 1s all mounted mint, varying
hinges on reverse but mostly fresh lookers, SG range
215/259 Cat £750+. (15).
£ 110

1024 1890 Post Office Jubilee penny postage cover 2nd
July 1890 with South Kensington cancel to Kent, no insert
card.
£ 65

1035 1902 ½d blue-green in a superb middle pane of 96
unmounted mint very fine, SG 215 Cat £192 for mint.
£ 65

1 0 2 6 1 8 9 1 £ 1 green tied to paper by SO UTH
WESTERN DISTRICT OFFICE CDS cancel and TAB /
GPO LONDON oval handstamp in black, vertical tear at
top left corner otherwise sound, SG 212 Cat £800.
£ 160

1036 1902-10 Mint assembly of 15 different values and
shades from ½d to 1s all mounted mint with hinge
remains,, mainly fresh lookers min cat £715.
£ 125

1027 1892 (23 Jun) Marlborough H ouse - Royal
household printed mourning cover to Hove bearing 1d lilac
tied hooded LONDON / A/ 23 JU 92 / V.R. cancel in
black, plus postcard of the building which was occupied by
the prince and princess of Wales at this time,
£ 30
1028 Assembly on leaves with better including 1841 1d
red-brown (c55) mainly numeral cancels, few MX, one
with part side imprint, plus pair and 1841 2d blue pair, plus
few surface printed, etc. Mixed but useful pickings.
£ 75
1029 Binder containing a useful mainly line-engraved
assembly on leaves or loose many nice covers and cards
including attractive range of better squared circle cancels,
Used Abroad incl C51 (St Thomas), C83 Rio De Janeiro
in combn with US 10c brown on paper, C38 on 1s green
pl.13, 1883 to 5s, 1870 ½d bantams incl two pairs & a
cover, 1841 1d red imperfs with Number in MX (2, 8, 9),
blue numeral on 1841 1d red imperf, 1847 Embossed set
3 cut to shape, EUPN Perfin on 2d blue, A83 cancel on 1d
red, F87 Smyrna, IR Official 1d lilac on OHMS cover, a
nice range of postmarks etc, interesting lot very mixed but
good cat and many useful pickings.
£ 375
1030 Mulready Reprint by Senf: Two Pence blue on
cream paper wrapper Stereo A25, ink name and Liverpool
on obverse, vertical fold otherwise mainly very fine.
£ 40
1031 QV line -engraved assembly with some arranged by
London postmarks for mainly 1d plates, also some surface
printed lower values to 6d, few 1841 imperfs, odd postal
history incl 1868 2d blue pl.12, then approx 45 1856 1d
stars in a small part reconstruction, mixed but intr range.
(c200+).
£ 120
GREAT BRITAIN - EDWARD VII
1032 1902 (1 Jan) 1d scarlet on a roughly opened cover
sent on the first day of issue in Bedford, slight tones and
horizontal crease otherwise clear datestamp.
£ 75

1033 1902 10s ultramarine fine used REGISTERED
GRACECHURCH oval cancel, toning along the perfs all
round and few spots otherwise good colour, SG 265 Cat
£500.
£ 50

GREAT BRITAIN - GEORGE V
1037 1911 (22 June) ½d green and 1d carmine-red both
on paper together in combination with LONDON SW /
JUN 22 straight lined machine mark for the First Day of
Issue, nice.
£ 125

1038 1911 First UK Aerial Post brown-red printed card
½d green Mackennal tied with Die 3 postmark SP 9 /
1911. Two tape marks along the front and some minor
faults otherwise sound.
£ 35
1039 1911 First UK Aerial Post olive green printed card
½d green Mackennal tied with Die 2 postmark SP 9 /
1911. Couple of minor faults otherwise sound.
£ 45
1040 1911 HOUSE OF COMMONS 40 numeral and
CDS on paper with pair of ½d green, few tones, nice
cancel. Whitney type 21/5.
£ 20
1041 1911-12 Mackennals fine used assembly on leaves
for different printings including 1d red x 2 no cross on
crown, shades etc (88).
£ 25
1042 1911-1912 Stockbook with a heavily duplicated
collection of mainly used, (some mint) values for Downey
Heads ½d green & 1d red, noted many watermark
varieties, different Dies, shades, printings, mostly
identified, SG 325Wi m, SG 334 used (3, cat £120), SG
335 (8 cat £320), SG 332Wi (6), SG 336Wi m, SG 336
mint (6 cat £180), SG 340a No Cross used (2, cat £55
each), SG 344wi (cat £225), and so much more, huge
quantity and cat value in excess of £2000 for listed alone.
£ 250
1043 1911-1924 Collection with large range of definitive
issues and many identified by watermark varieties, shades,
Dies, including 1911-12 ½d green, 1d red with different
printings, mint block of 4, block of 6, No Cross on Crown,
then 1912-24 all values mint & used with a huge assembly
of different types, from booklets, similar for 1924, control
singles mint & used etc, huge cat value.
£ 300
1044 1912 (1 Jul) PPC from London to Paris bearing 1d
carmine tied CDS and INTERNATIONAL RADIO
TELEGRAPHIC CONFERENCE / LONDON / 1912 oval
cachet in violet, handstamped for the first conference held
in London, hard to find.
£ 30
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1045 1912 (12 Jun) Plain brown cover from Sandend
(Yorkshire) to London bearing 1d pale carmine (SG 330a)
showing No Cross on Crown variety, very fine. Seldom
offered on cover and very scarce. Some bends and faults on
reverse but Cat £500 as used alone. SG 330a.
£ 750
1046 1912 (27 Ap) Greetings Postcard from Romford to
Ilford bearing ½d green (SG 340a) showing No Cross on
Crown variety, very fine. Seldom offered on cover.
£ 75
1047 1912 Profile Head 1d scarlet in an attractive imperf
right marginal watermarked block of 4 unmounted mint
each overprinted CANCELLED type 24, some gum bends
otherwise very fine, SG Spec. N16x Cat £360.
£ 180
1048 1912 (Sept) 1d scarlet booklet pane of 4 with
watermark reversed variety, trimmed top and bottom CDS
used 1o13 cancels, sound, SG 350 Wj Cat £112.
£ 22
1049 1912-24 1½d chestnut Block of 4 hinged mint with
top right stamp showing PENCF error, very fine positional
piece, SG 364a.
£ 75
1050 1912-24 1½d chestnut PAIR hinged mint with
small part margin rule on right side with PENCF error,
very fine, SG 364a.
£ 65
1051 1912-24 Basic set of 15 to 1s all mounted mint,
varying hinges on reverse but mostly fresh lookers, SG
range 351/95 Cat £250.
£ 50
1052 1912-24 Stockbook with a heavily duplicated
collection of mainly used, (some mint) values from ½d
green to 1s bistre, noted watermark varieties incl 2d orange
(reversed, 3. inverted, 3), shades, 8d (32 used copies), 9d
agate (50+), 9d olive (46), 10d turquoise (c29), 1s bistre
(40+) etc, 100s. High cat value in excess of £2700 for
listed alone.
£ 250

1058 1915 DLR 10s blue fine used 7 Aug 1918
LONDON rubber cancels in a superb block of 4, well
centred, trace of light tones otherwise nice multiple, Cat
£3500, SG 412.
£ 650
1059 1915 D LR 10s deep blue fine used 1918
incomplete rubber cancels in a superb block of 4, well
centred, nice multiple, Cat £4000, SG 411.
£ 850
1060 1915 DLR 2/6 deep yellow-brown block of 4
heavily used by killer parcel cancel, few pulled perfs, Cat
£1000, SG 405.
£ 100
1061 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue fine used block
of 4 with lightly struck incomplete CDS cancels, very fine
centring and fine multiple. SG 417 Cat £700.
£ 325
1062 1918 Bradbury 10s dull grey-blue sound fine used
in an extraordinary vertical right margin strip of 9 stamps
from the bottom right of the sheets cancelled GUERNSEY
CDS cancels from 3rd July 1919, few marginal soils from
postmarks otherwise a fine and scarce multiple. SG 417
Cat £1575.
£ 750
1063 1918 Bradbury 2/6 chocolate-brown in an attractive
fine used block of 4 cancelled CHIDDINGSTONE
CAUSEWAY 1929 CDS cancels, noted large ink smudge
across two left stamps during printing process. SG 414 Cat
£300.
£ 120
1064 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown in a superb very fine
used block of 4, light CDS cancels and well centred, very
nice multiple, Cat £340, SG 415a.
£ 140
1065 1918 Bradbury 2/6 pale brown sound fine used
showing Re-entry pl. 2/4L:, State 1 R 1/4 includes double
right hand frameline, nice clear major re-entry, Cat £400,
SG N65g, (415a var).
£ 150

1053 1913 (18 Mar) Cover Bedford to Southampton
bearing 1d scarlet (SG 350a) showing No Cross on Crown
variety, few minor faults otherwise seldom offered on
cover. Cat £60 as used alone. SG 350a.
£ 75

1066 1918 Bradbury 2/6 reddish brown fine used block
of 4 with lightly struck incomplete registered oval cancels,
two stamps have blue crayon line and couple pulled perfs
otherwise fine centring and fine multiple. SG 415 Cat
£300.
£ 65

1054 1913 (25 Jan) PPC Snewington to Liverpool
bearing ½d green (SG 346a) showing No Cross on Crown
variety, vertical creased in the postcard but stamp is sound.
Seldom offered on cover and very scarce. Cat £125 as used
alone. SG 346a.
£ 100

1067 1918 Bradbury 5s rose-red fine used block of 4
with GUERNSEY JY 22 19 CDS cancels, few pulled
perfs at the base otherwise fine multiple. SG 416 Cat £270.
£ 125

1055 1913 2d orange in a mint / umounted mint block of
4 showing watermark reversed variety, diagonal bend
otherwise sound, SG 368Wj. Cat £60+.
£ 25
1056 1913 Waterlow 2/6 Sepia-brown hinged mint with
very fine centring and small hinge remain on reverse, very
fresh, SG 400 Cat £300, accompanied by APS 1979
certificate.
£ 125
1057 1913-1934 Seahorses used assembly on leaves
including different printings 2/6 brown (23), 5s red (9), 10s
blue (3 + vert. pair), 1934 2/6 (3), 5s (3), 10s (2), plus
heavier used 2/6 (5), 5s red (6), 1934 2/6 (6), 5s red (4),
some mixed, useful with a few varieties incl guidelines etc.
High cat value. (66).
£ 340

1068 1920 (5 Oct) Weston cover typed London to
Brussels bearing postal stationery 1d red block of six
cancelled STOCKWELL SW9 d/r CDS cancels, sent
airmail with pale blue airmail etiquette (originally issued in
Aug 1920), Brussels receiving backstamp, fine.
£ 35
1069 1921 2d Orange Die II in an attractive block of 4
unmounted mint with one left stamp showing PO of
POSTAGE in the watermark, and top stamp only showing
small part of Simple Cypher, trimmed perfs from the
booklet as usual, nice positional item, SG 370, Spec N20ya
Cat £60+.
£ 30
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1070 1924 1½d red-brown on experimental paper in a
sound parcel used block of 6, few minor faults and
wrinkles otherwise fine, SG N35b Cat £720.
£ 150
1071 1924 1½ red-brown in a tete-beche pairs including
gutter margin mounted mint, with right hand stamp folded
perfs, fine looker and scarce, SG Spec N35aa Cat £550.
£ 225
1072 1924 1½ red-brown in a tete-beche pairs including
gutter margin CTO fine used mint, with gutter margin enenforced with a stamp hinge for 50% of the perfs, fine
looker and scarce, SG Spec N35aa Cat £850.
£ 250

1080 1924-25 Wembley interesting collection of covers,
cards and stamps mint & used many with postmark interest
noted 1925 two used sets, 1925 1d on paper tied First Day
slogan, 1925 Large CDS, 1924 (12 Aug) set 2 on regd
cover to S. Africa, 1925 on PPCs, two P/S items unused
etc, fascinating lot. (6 covers, 22 singles).
£ 125
1081 1924-25 Wembley sets, 1924 is mint, 1925 is
unmounted mint, good cat. SG 430/3. Cat £80.
£ 18
1082 1929 PUC £1 black sound parcel used, neat
LONDON OFFICE cancel, sound, SG 438 Cat £550.
£ 275

1073 1924 1d scarlet in a coil strip of 6 unmounted mint
showing watermark sideways variety, fine, SG Spec. N34c
Cat £240.
£ 100

1083 1929 PUC 1½d purple-brown fine used CDS
showing 1829 for 1929 variety, fine, SG Spec. Ncom7c.
£ 75

1074 1924 (25 Aug) Attractive airmail plain envelope to
Norway bearing British Empire Exhibition 1924 1d red
pair & 1½d brown plus 1½d red-brown booklet advert
block of 4 for two different adverts (GOSPO for all
household cleaning, Cable via Imperial Canada, Australia,
N Z) ) a l l five adhs tied by illust r a t e d E M P I R E
EXHIBITION / PALACE OF ENGINEERING double
ring CDS's and typed addr, sent North European / Air
Service, and BY AIRMAIL etiquette affixed in deep blue,
KRISTIANA arrival backstamps. Very pretty cover.
£ 125

1084 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 fine used each
showing watermark sideways variety, ½d has pulled perf
otherwise fine, SG 434b/436b Cat £195.
£ 65

1075 1924 (27 Sep) Attractive airmail plain envelope to
Budapest via Berlin bearing British Empire Exhibition
1924 1d red & 1½d brown plus GV 3d violet each tied by
EMPIRE EXHIBITION WEMBLEY PARK / 1924 d/r
CDS's and red manuscript Mit Luftpost and BY AIRMAIL
etiquette affixed in deep blue, arrival backstamp. Attractive
flight cover.
£ 80

1087 1931 (Dec) Return Christmas flight from England
to Australia by Kingsford Smith after a delayed start, three
airmail covers sent By First Direct air mail, bearing
combination of 10d & 2d or pair 10d & pair 6d tied
Grantham 21 Dec 31 CDS cancels all sent by the same
correspondence to Singapore, Penang or Australia,
wrinkles and bends contemporary with these.
£ 40

1076 1924 (31 Jul) Attractive airmail plain envelope to
Denmark bearing British Empire Exhibition 1924 1d red
pair & 1½d brown plus booklet advert pairs for two
different 1½d red-brown (Scarborough's Leading Hotels &
Wright's Coal Tar Soap) all four adhs tied by illustrated
EMPIRE EXHIBITION / PALACE OF ENGINEERING
double ring CDS's and typed addr, sent AIR MAIL London
- Copenhagen / Air Service, and BY AIRMAIL etiquette
affixed in deep blue, K O BEN H AVN / C arrival
backstamp. Very pretty cover.
£ 100

1088 1931-33 Imperial Airways four different illustrated
printed airmail first flight covers including 1931 (27 Feb)
London to Mawanza (Tanganyika), 1931 (19 Jan & 9 Dec)
London to Capetown first flight and Christmas Flight, few
contemporary wrinkles otherwise fine.
£ 40

1077 1924 ½d green in a coil strip of 6 unmounted mint
showing watermark sideways variety, fine, SG Spec. N33b
Cat £108.
£ 40

1090 1934 (29 May) Attractive Picture postcard Court
Messenger Mandingo manuscript By First Airmail
K irkw all - Inverness, bearing ½ d green x 3 tied
KIRKWALL 29 MY / 34 d/r CDS cancels and AIRMAIL
etiquette affixed in blue, arrival backstamp.
£ 24

1078 1924 Wembley 1d red tied to plain postcard but
good strike first day strike of WEMBLEY PARK wavy
line slogan sent locally. Very fine, Cat £350 for set of 2.
£ 75
1079 1924 Wembley set of 2 in unmounted mint blocks
of 4, 1½d has trimmed perfs on right side otherwise very
fine, SG 430/1. Cat £128 for U/M.
£ 38

1085 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 unmounted mint
each showing watermark sideways variety, 1d has very
trimmed perfs along the top otherwise fine, SG 434a/436b
Cat £310 U/M.
£ 100
1086 1929 PUC Low Values set of 3 unmounted mint
each showing watermark inverted variety, fine, SG
434a/436a Cat £85.
£ 30

1089 1933 King George V pair of 5d on airmail typed
cover to Germany with Express delivery cachet. Red Berlin
Luftpost cancel on front with four German cds on reverse.
£ 15

1091 1934 (8 May) Air Post Exhibition London winged
illustrated cancel on two ½d green plain envelopes tied and
one with four different coloured Air Post Exhibition labels
affixed alongside but not tied, second with one label
affixed but not tied, colourful items. (2).
£ 28
1092 1934 Photogravure Group of covers cancelled on
First Day of Issue incl 4d grey-green pair on front, 1d
scarlet, 1½d red-brown, 2d orange (2). (5 items). £ 25
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1093 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown hinged
mint, fine SG 450.
£ 30
1094 1934 Re-engraved set of 3 fine used in a superb
blocks of 4, nice multiples, Cat £760, SG 450/2. £ 200
1095 1935 (7 May) Group of covers cancelled on First
Day of Issue incl set on plain cover, 2½d single, 1½d
single and ½d & 1d pair. Mixed condition (5).
£ 20
1096 1935 King George v 1/- + 3d on air service typed
cover to New Zealand. With Air Mail Sydney cds on
reverse.
£ 12
1097 1936 (28 Jan) Two specially printed mourning
covers for the King's death each tied ½d (small tone spot)
or 3d Photo. defins by WINDSOR 28 JAN wavy line CDS
cancels, addressed to Arthur Winter in Preston, both
philatelic fine and intr. Retail £150 each.
£ 200
1098 A selection of thirty King George V covers and
postcards with various postmarks. Includes 1933 postcard
from Grange-Over-Sands, 1913 Glasgow to Belgium
postcard and 1915 Portsmouth machine cancel on 1d red.
a number have letters enclosed.
£ 22
1099 Booklets: 1912 2s booklet black on red cover with
part panes missing otherwise sound and complete with ½d
green Wmk Crown upright pane of 4 (2 missing) & pane
of 5 (one missing), plus 1d red Wmk Crown inverted full
pane of six, and part pane of 4 (2 missing), wmk upright
pane of 4 (2 missing), some trimmed perfs as usual, very
fresh and very fine, SG BB2 Cat £1900 complete.
£ 250
1100 Booklets: 1912 2s booklet black on red cover with
part panes missing otherwise sound and complete with ½d
green Wmk Simple Cypher inverted strip of 3, plus 1d red
Wmk simple cypher upright two part panes of 4 only,
some trimmed perfs as usual, very fresh and very fine, SG
BB3 Cat £1300 complete.
£ 130
1101 Booklets: 1934 5s black on buff No. 8, with some
part panes missing noted full panes ½d green & 1½d (2 full
panes), others are missing, some trimmed perfs as usual,
very fresh and very fine, SG BB35 Cat £2200 complete.
£ 220
1102 Collection on leaves for commemorative and some
definitive issues better throughout including 1924
Wembley reply cards 1½d brown unused, set for 1924/25
both mint incl line and comb perfs, 1929 PUC incl wmk
varieties, K29 control strips mint, 1934 Photo. defins m &
u, 1935 Silver Jubilee incl booklet panes, plus a small
group of EDVIII. Useful lot.
£ 125
1103 Control singles both mint and used incl ½d green
R21, 1d C12, 1½d A24, T22, 2d P20 mint, then used for
½d green (10 diff), 1d red (8 diff), 1½d red-brown (5 diff),
2½d G27, mainly fine. (34).
£ 40
1104 Mint assembly on leaves with better including
control singles and blocks noted 1911-12 1d scarlet in A.11
marginal blocks of 6 (3), 1929 PUC 1d pair L29, 1924 10d
single W35 I., 1s bistre W35 I., 5d X35 single I., 9d olive
V34, and most lower vals to 4d, etc, useful group.
£ 80

1105 Postage Due: 1914 ½d, 1d & 2d each in horizontal
gutter pair hinged on gutter only, stamps U/M, seldom
found, SG D1/2, D4.
£ 15
GREAT BRITAIN - EDWARD VIII
1106 1936 (1 Sep & 14 Sep) Two plain covers used on
the First Day for ½d, 1½d & 2½d, plus 1d pair tied 14
Sep. (2).
£ 15

1107 1936 EDVIII Control and cylinder blocks of 6,
booklet panes etc, mint assembly on stockpages includes a
good range for each values noted cylinder blocks of six for
½d green (19) plus vertical strips of 3 etc, 1d red (6), 1½d
brown (21), 2½d blue (7), then booklets panes incl 1½d
with adverts in blocks of 4 (4), range of coil strips with
blank labels, plus a similar range of Morocco Agencies
cylinder blks. Useful lot mainly unmounted mint. £ 300
1108 Booklets: 1936 2s booklet black on blue cover for
Trust & Bank Insurance Shares No. 370 with only one
pane of six 1d remaining, mainly sound, SG BC2 Cat £140
complete.
£ 20
1109 Booklets: 1936 3s booklet No. 331 black on red
cover with two part panes missing otherwise sound and
complete with 1½d red-brown (2 panes), 1d red pane of 4
(2 missing) & ½d green 3 of 6 remaining, very fine, SG SB
BC3 Cat £120 complete.
£ 20
1110 Postage Due: 1936-37 Complete set of 8 mint, 2/6
is unused otherwise mainly fine, Cat £160. SG D19/26.
£ 48
1111 Postage Due: 1937 3d violet in a bottom left
Control A37 block of 6 unmounted mint few minor gum
marks in margin, SG D22.
£ 10
1112 Postage Due: 1937 ½d emerald in a bottom left
Control A37 block of 6 unmounted mint with sideways
watermark showing 8 of dandy roll missing variety, clearly
missing in the margin, SG D19var. Cat £90 as stamps, £25
as single control. Unlisted.
£ 125
GREAT BRITAIN - GEORGE VI
1113 1902-10 Forty King Edward VII ½d greens on
postcards. Includes West Hartlepool, Bakewell and
Broughty Ferry.
£ 25

1114 1915 WESTON Postal Stationery in original 'used'
bundle of envelopes each affixed with postal stationery cut
outs of ½d green x 2 each tied with different dated
Stockwell Machine wavy line cancel, 32 examples. Stated
as Die 10.
£ 32
1115 1937-1951 Stockbook with a heavily duplicated
collection of mint & used, values for definitive issues
includes watermark varieties, mint blks of 4, pairs mint, SG
465wi m & u (cat £82), mint duplicated for 8d (c20), 9d
(c10), 10d (c14), 11d (18), 1939-48 Square High vals 2/6
brown mint (cat £95), 2/6 green (2), 5s red, £1 brown (2),
1941-42 light colours huge range of mint blks and singles,
wmk varieties, 1951 high values set mint, huge quantity
and cat value in excess of £800+ for listed alone. £ 180
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1116 1937-41 Definitives on plain covers cancelled on
First Day of Issue, ½d green, 1½d, 2d & 3d on one cover
(rated £50), 4d & 5d on one cover (Rated £80), 6d purple
(Rated £50), 7d & 8d on one cover (Rated £70), 1941 (21
Jul) 2½d pale blue (Rated £50), mainly sound. (11).
£ 100
1117 1939-48 10s dark blue U/M & £1 brown top
marginal single unmounted mint, both fine, SG 478 &
478c, Cat £285.
£ 95
1118 1939-48 set of 6 mounted mint, all with hinge
remains, fresh looking set, SG 476/478c Cat £425.
£ 100
1119 1946 Victory 3d violet complete sheet unmounted
mint Cylinder 4 no dot, showing Seven Berries variety
R12/5, some curling or splits of margin otherwise sound,
SG Spec. QCom9b, cat £50 mint.
£ 25
1120 1946 Victory 3d violet complete sheet unmounted
mint Cylinder 4 no dot, showing Seven Berries variety
R12/5, some curling or splitting into 4 panes otherwise
sound, SG Spec. QCom9b, cat £50 mint.
£ 25
1121 1948 (26 Apr) Registered long cover sent locally in
London bearing RSW set of 2 cancelled on First Day of
Issue by London EC cancels, Mainly sound.
£ 80
1122 1948 (26 April) 5½d bistre large registered postal
stationery envelope from London to Essex bearing Royal
Silver Wedding set of 2 tied First D ay of Issue
GRESHAM HOUSE CDS cancels, very fine. SG 493/4.
£ 100
1123 1948 BEA inauguration of experimental Helicopter
Mail Service 1st June 1949 typed cover, PeterboroughGreat Yarmouth.
£ 12
1124 1948 Olympic Games illustrated FDC with
Olympics Slogan and 28 July OLYMPIC GAMES
WEMBLEY MIDDX cancel, few light tones on the left
otherwise fine.
£ 28
1125 1948 Royal Silver Wedding block of 4 and a single
on paper from a registered packet, various creases some
affecting the stamps with LONDON rubber 1953 CDS, SG
494 Cat £200.
£ 30
1126 1949 (2 Apr) Registered letter bearing 2½d pale
blue w ith last stamp showing b for d variety, tied
SANDERSTEAD STH CROYDON STATION CDS, to
London, scarce on cover, SG Spec. Q14f. Cat £75 mint.
£ 100
1127 1951 Festival High Values set of 4 in used blocks
of 4 to £1. Mainly sound SG 509/512 Cat £100.
£ 25
1128 1952 Booklet panes (3) for 1d pale blue x 3 and
three labels for Minimum Inland Printed Paper Rate all
postally used, few minor faults bends, or trimmed / strait
edge otherwise fine trio.
£ 20
1129 A selection of thirty-five King George VI covers
and postcards with various postmarks. Includes 1941
Canadian Active service cover and 1915 field post office.
£ 22

1130 Booklet panes (2) for 4 x 1d scarlet wmk swys
mint (SG QB11a Cat £175), 2d orange Cyl H6 mint SG
QB29 Cat £250.
£ 80
1131 Booklets: 1940 5s black on buff No. 9, almost
completely empty, but mainly fine condition, nice
spacefiller, SG BD25 Cat £2000 complete.
£ 20
1132 Collection on leaves for commemorative and some
definitive issues better throughout including 1937
Coronation pearl in orb, 1937 set u/m, plus wmk varieties,
booklet panes (some with cylinder numbers), pale colours
incl cylinder blocks, watermark varieties, 1939-48 high
value set of 6 mint, 10s dark blue toned, set used incl 10s
steel blue shade, 1948 RSW set mint, set used, 1951 set to
£1 mint, P.O. Training bars on 1939 10s & £1, 1951 2/6 &
5s all CDS used. Useful lot.
£ 175
1133 Mint assembly on leaves with better including
control singles and blocks noted 1937 defins (c27) plus
cylinder blocks of 6 (10), 1940 Centenary in strips of 3, 3d
pair, pale colours etc, useful group.
£ 55
1134 Postage Due: 1937-38 Complete set of 8 mint, 4d
is unused otherwise mainly fine, Cat £190. SG D27/34.
£ 38
1135 Postage Due: 1951-52 Complete set of 5 mint, ½d
is unused otherwise mainly fine, Cat £75. SG D35/9.
£ 20
1136 Postal Orders: 1940s-1950s Without counterfoil
group of 87 examples most with faults noted 6d (13), 1s
(17), 1/6 (5), 2s (14), 2/6 (8), 3s (2), 3/6, 4s (2), 4/6, 5s
(17), 6s & 8s (2), good range different issuing offices.
(87).
£ 275
1137 Postal Orders: 1940s-1950s Without counterfoil
group of 87 examples most with faults noted 6d (4), 1s (9)
& 1/6 with a good range different issuing offices. (13).
£ 100
1138 Postal Orders: 1944-1957 With counterfoil group
of 13 examples most with small faults noted 6d (4), 1s (9)
& 1/6 with a good range different issuing offices. (13).
£ 100
GREAT BRITAIN - ELIZABETH II
1139 1952-1990s Stockbook with a heavily duplicated
collection of used values includes Castles 1952 onwards
with some better printings and CDS used copies to £1 incl
SG 536/9 set f.u., SG 536a/9a set f.u., then duplicated
DLR 2/6 to 10s, then BW onwards to £1 with many
duplicated, then 1988-1990s Castles dozens of used CDS
or parcel cancels to £5, etc some mixed condition but huge
qty and cat value in excess of STC £8800 (in 2009). Only
3% cat.
£ 265

1140 1952-59 Definitives on plain covers cancelled on
First Day of Issue, 1953 ½d, 1d & 2d, 1953 6 Jul. 5d, 8d
& 1s, 1953 (2 Nov) 4d, 1/3, 1/6, 1954 (18 Jan) 3d, 6d &
7d, 1954 (8 Feb) 9d, 10d, 11d. 1959 (9 Feb) 4½d, Rated
£150, mainly sound. (7).
£ 55
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1141 1953-1966 Commemorative collection a double
assembly for both mint and used sets with better throughout
including mint cylinder blocks, Phosphor better sets U/M,
shades, minor varieties, etc, many mint / U/M sets then a
used run of singles, very useful collection.
£ 130
1142 1953-19695 Collection on leaves including
Phosphor sets mint Lifeboat m & u, Red X set m & u,
Botanical set m, FDC, etc, useful range.
£ 45

1154 1988 Castles set of 4 to £5 in gutter marginal
blocks of 4, unmounted mint, £1 has small mark in margin
otherwise very fine.
£ 50
1155 1993 £10 Britannia unmounted mint. Fine.
£ 12

1156 1993 £10 Britannia unmounted mint marginal plate
2A with £10 in fluorescent ink. Fine.
£ 35

1143 1955 Waterlow set of 4 in vertical unmounted mint
pairs, 2/6 is bottom left corner marginal showing right
angle sheet marks, 10s is left marginal, few gum bends
otherwise fine, SG 536/9 Cat £500.
£ 100

1157 1993 Britannia £10 Plate 2A corner block of 4,
mounted in margin only, stamps U/M, very fine.
£ 60

1144 1956 2d light red-brown x 2 marginal blks of 4 fro
Cyl. 7 or 14 showing flaws dot over rose, shamrock &
Diadem. STC £75. SG Spec. S38r, S38j.
£ 20

1159 1993 Britannia used mainly CDS examples on
paper, a few with contemporary ink marks, wrinkles etc,
(10 examples). SG 1658 Cat £120.
£ 20

1145 1957 (19 Nov) Graphite set of 6 on philatelic plain
cover cancelled on First Day of Issue, fine, SG 561/566.
Cat £90/
£ 35

1160 2006 Smilers Sheet: 1856-2006 The Victoria Cross
sheet No.4, ltd edition 36 of 500. STC £500.
£ 85

1146 1958-1959 Stockbook with a heavily duplicated
collection of used values includes Wildings used stock
1958 ½d to 1/6, 2d light brown SG 537wi (3) used (Cat
£210), 1958-61 Graphite's incl 1½d green used (cat £60
each), etc some mixed condition but huge qty and high cat
value.
£ 45

1158 1993 Britannia £10 Plate 2A corner block of 4,
unmounted mint, very fine.
£ 75

1161 2007 Arnold Machin Press sheet limited edition,
face value £40.80.
£ 35
1162 FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in a heavy
carton with good qty of loose and in cover albums from
1960s to 1990s, mostly official typed or printed addr,
noted Postage Due etc. Useful retail.
£ 65

1147 1963-4 Cylinder blocks for 18 different with many 1163 First Day Covers accumulation of mainly loose or
in cover albums for 1960s to 1990s, usual typed or hand
better catalogued noted 1963 Red X 1/3d Cyl 1A 3B 1C no
addressed official covers, good quantity.
£ 50
dot phosphor with broken bands and narrow band left (4,
cat £720), 1964 1/6d Geographical 3 different STC £262,
1164
FIRST
DAY
COVERS
Cover
albums
with
some
1964 Botanical 1/3d STC £120. Useful group STC £1161.
better noted early 1971-1980s with better cancels rated up
£ 220
to £15 each for singles of a sets, 1960s bureau, various
1148 1965-1967 Unmounted mint collection of cylinder
1980s-1990s Bureau, few IOM etc, in two boxes, heavy
blocks of 6 for most commem sets for the period plus 1967
lot.
£ 65
Sterling Machins in Cylinder blocks of 6 to 1/9, useful lot
1165
Postage
Due:
1954-55
Complete
set
of
6
mainly
neatly arranged on black leaves in a springback album.
unmounted mint set to 2/6, 2d is unused otherwise mainly
£ 40
fine, Cat £250. SG D40/5.
£ 75
1149 1968 British Paintings 1/9d with a gross horizontal
1166 Postage Due: 1959-1994 Collection of mainly
misperf error, dramatic shift, mint / unmounted mint. SG
unmounted mint sets for 1959-63 set 13 to £1, 1968 set,
774 var.
£ 35
1970 set to £5, 1982 set to £5, 1994 set to £5, mainly fine,
1150 1969 Prince Charles Investiture Welsh overprint in
Cat £190.
£ 65
red on Castles 5s red left marginal mint, these were
1167 Postage Dues: 1959-63 Complete set of 13 to £1 in
privately produced and disregarded by the Post Office as
fine hinged mint pairs, attractive set, very fresh, SG
an unofficial ovpt invalidates any stamp. Scarce, rarely
D56/68, Cat £130.
£ 28
seen.
£ 30
1151 1970 (24 Mar) Mount Pleasant Inland Section T
postmark on unstamped envelope to Staffs., green boxed
DI TO PAY 8d Posted Unpaid and crossed out, superb
MPIS strike.
£8

1168 Postal Orders: 1960s-1970 With counterfoil group
of 41 examples most with small faults noted 6d (5), 1s
(10), 1/6 (2), 2s (7), 2/6 (9), 3/6, 4/6 (2), 5s (5) with a
good range different issuing offices. (41).
£ 225

1152 1976 500th anniversary of British printing set of
four PHQ cards 29 Sep 1976 used.
£ 10

1169 Postal Orders: 1960s-1970 Without counterfoil
group of approx 125 examples most with small faults
noted 1s (24), 1/6 (2), 2s (13), 2/6 (6), 3s (9), 3/6, 4s (14),
4/6 (3), 5s (14), 6s (11), 7s, 8s (3), 9s (3), 10s (3), 12s (2),
14s, 15s (3), 16s (2), 18s (2), £1 (2), £4, £5 (3) with a
good range different issuing offices. (c125).
£ 375

1153 1982 DAMAGED BY FIRE IN PILLAR BOX Handstamp in violet on a burnt letter in original plastic
covering. Intr.
£ 20
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1170 Postal Orders: 1970s £2 (3), £10 (2) each unused
with counterfoils handstamped SCHOOL SPECIMEN in
black, fine. (5).
£ 30
1171 Postal Orders: 1970s With or without counterfoil
group of approx 50 examples most with small faults noted
5p (3), 10p (7), 17½p, 20p (5), 25p (5), 30p (3), 45p, 50p
(3), 55p (2), 60p (2), 65p, £1 (4), £2 (2), £8, £10 (2), dual
currency (8), with a good range different issuing offices.
(c50).
£ 150
1172 Postal Orders: 1971 Dual Currency 3s / 15p & 15s
/ 75p both unused with counterfoils overprinted SCHOOL
SPECIMEN in black, fine.
£ 25
1173 Postal Orders: 1990s-2000s With or without
counterfoil group of approx 58 examples with values to
£20 mostly sound noted Foreign destinations cancelled in
St Lucia, Malta (2), Kuala Lumpur, India (3), 2007
Queen's Diamond Jubilee, Fife Council shopping voucher,
with a good range different issuing offices. (c58). £ 175
1174 Postal Orders: QEII Group of six School specimen
or Cancelled handstamps on complete with counterfoil
postal orders for dual currency 2s (10p), £2 (3) & £10 all
mainly fine unused. (6).
£ 65
1175 Postal Orders: QEII Group of six School specimen
overprints on complete with counterfoil postal orders all
dual currency 1s (5p), 11s (55p), 16s (80p), 17s (85p), 18s
(90p), 19s (95p) all mainly fine unused. (6).
£ 80
1176 Postal Orders: QEII Group of ten School specimen
handstamps on complete with counterfoil postal orders for
£2 (4) & £10 (6) all mainly fine unused. (10).
£ 100
1177 Postal Orders: TH E PO ST MARK ETIN G
S U R V E I L L A N C E U N I T £ 5 & £ 5 . 4 0 m a g e nt a
promotional postal orders issued in the 1990s for nominal
payment of participating in medical interviews believed to
be given to doctors to give to patients, unused with pin feed
margins and no counterfoil the £5.40 is believed to be only
printed for this purpose hence very scarce. Rarely found.
(2).
£ 75
1178 Smilers Sheet: 1939-45 Route to Victory British
Legion sheet. STC £75.
£ 15
1179 Wilding Cylinder Blocks for 1/6d (Multi Crowns,
3), 1s (3, multi crowns), 2d (6, Edward Crown), 1½d cyl
14 dot, perf (Edward Crown), 13 different STC £210.
£ 40
1180 Wilding Cylinder Blocks for 12 panes incl 1d
graphite with flaw spot on d mint, 1½d perf AP (2E) MC
Cream U/M, 2½d perf le (t) MC Cream U/M, 3d perf AP
(2E), MC Cream. 12 different STC £332.
£ 70
GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED COLLNS
1181 184-1970 Collection in a Sovereign printed album
(broken spine) and slipcase with a good solid range of
mainstream defins and commems incl line-engraved
(sparse), some 1d plate runs, 1880s to 1s, EDVII to 2/6,
GV few seahorses mixed, 1934 re-engraved set used, QEII
Phosphor better sets unmounted mint, 100s.
£ 150

1182 1840-1970 Useful collection in a luxury hingeless
DAVO album and slipcase, better throughout including
Officials: Govt Parcels 9d green used, Office of Works
EDVII 1d scarlet mint (cat £575), Board of Education
EDVII 2½d ultr. fine used (Cat £450), Inland Rev. 1889 1s
dull green mint (cat £900), then QV 1841 1d red-brown
mint / unused (3, cat £1800+ as is), 1854 Embossed 6d
used (Cat £1000), 1867 9d straw CDS used (cat £300),
10d red-brown g.u. (cat £600), 1870 3d rose pl.6 mint og
(cat £550), 1884 Wmk Crowns £1 brown-lilac fine used
but small tear and faults (Cat £2800), EDVII 2/6-10s used,
1939 10s dark blue mint plus many other mainstream
defins and commems m & u, ideal for expansion, 100s,
enormous cat value.
£ 1500
1183 1840-1989 A useful used collection in a well filled
SG loose-leaf printed album, QV incl 1840 1d black (2,
both spacefillers), line engraved basic values, surface
printed with many different very mixed condition to 2s
blue, 1883 2/6 (2), 5s rose, 1880 Indigo set, 1887 to 1s,
EDVII to 5s, GV most basic issues to 5s, 1934 Reengraved set 3 used, then a huge range of GV/QEII used
for many different printings, phosphors, watermark
varieties etc, huge cat value.
£ 500
1184 1840-QEII Stockbook with a mainly used assembly
duplicated with some better noted 1840 (2-3 margins),
1841 2d blue (6), 1870s 4d red (12, incl Malta CDS), 1867
5s rose pl.1 used with faults, 1883 2/6 lilac (2), 5s carmine
(3), 1860s 10d red-brown, 9d straw, EDVII 2/6 (2), 5s &
10s (perfin), 1918 Bradbury 10s used, 1939 10s dark blue
vfu, etc, very mixed but high value, 100s.
£ 325
1185 1849-1950 Collection on leaves with mixed
condition but useful pickings incl 1840 1d black (2
spacefillers), 1849 2d blue no margins fine used, 1841 1
red-brown mint (ink spots), 1841 2d blue (2), 1854-56
small 1d reconstruction (47), 1854-68 2d perf plate
numbers (29), 1870 ½d pair mint pl.12, pl15 mint single,
1870 1½d used (6), 1854 6d cut square 203 margins (blue
ink stain), very mixed surface printed to 1s, 9d star, 8d
orange, 4d sage-green, 1880-1 1d venetian red part
reconstruction (c140), 1883 to 5s, 1884 lilac and greens to
1s mostly average greens, then ranges of seahorses to 10s,
GVI to £1 mint, Officials, postage dues etc, huge cat value.
£ 680
1186 1953-1991 Printed DAVO album with a quite well
filled mainstream collection mint and used early QEII from
Wildings, 1960s commems (no good phosphors), and solid
from 1970s-1991 ideal for expansion, 100s.
£ 120
1187 Accumulation in a carton with good solid ranges in
10 sided stockbooks from GVI defins and commems
heavily duplicated, 1960s commems mint / unmounted
mint 1953-60s, GVI Pales Colours incl watermark
varieties, 1935 SJ (100s), regionals, etc, 1000s. £ 110
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1188 ACCUMULATION in a well filled large shoebox
of worldwide material, loose, in packets, on stockcards,
covers, FDCs, etc, noted Wedgwood booklet, 1929 PUC
sideways and inv wmks, QEII Castles 1950s used sets,
1884 4d, 6d & 1s green used (better colours), 1858-64 1d
plates in a small stockbook, 1924-5 Wembley sets mint,
1918 Bradbury 2/6 block of 4 used, strip of 3, 5s pair,
1958-59 DLR mint Castle sets, 1951 high values set 4
mint, EDVII 1d rose-red large bag on paper, etc, very
good sorter, 1000s.
£ 260
1189 Balance of a useful collection in a Lighthouse
album and slipcase including 1841 2d blue pair, 1855 1d
P.14 SC vfu, 1858-64 1d plates run to 225 (looks dubious),
1860 E. L with 2d pair, 1883 2/6 & 5s, 1884 4d green f.u.,
officials incl Govt Parcels to 1s, then GV mint to 1s,
1924/25 Wembley sets mint, 1948 RSW set both m & u,
1951 High Values set 4 mint, plus P.O. Training Bars on
0s & £1 extra, then early QEII issues mint or used incl
wmk varieties, diff printings etc, high cat value. £ 450
1190 FOUR KINGS - Collection jumbled on leaves in a
binder with useful although mixed condition throughout
including EDVII 1902 vals to 2/6, 5s (2), Xmas cancels on
singles (4), mint ½d to 7d, Army Official ½d blue-green
blk of 4 cancelled CORK BARRACKS, 1d mint control
singles (6), 1911-12 Downey Heads with many inverted
wmks m & u, different printings, Dies, control in 1d mint
blks of 4 B11 perf, ½d green B12. control corner pair with
damaged B variety, reversed wmks, coil joins, 1912-24
Profile head incl 1d scarlet-vermilion used, wmk varieties,
few mint & used controls, etc, interesting lot.
£ 225
1191 Postage Due: 1914-69 Mainly used collection of
sets including 1914 set, 1924-31, 1936-7 set, 1937-8 set,
1955-57 set, etc, useful cat value.
£ 80
1192 QV to GVI in an album mint and used, couple of
prestamp fronts, 1840 1d black (no margins), line-engraved
perf and imperf ranges for 1d & 2d values, 1870 ½d &
1½d plates, 1856 set 3 to 1s, 1862 3d, 4d, 6d & 1s, 1865
to 1s incl 4d red with TAIBACH crisp CDS, 1867 to 9d
straw and 10d red-brown, 1867-83 5s, 1870s S.P to 6d incl
plate runs, 8d orange, 1880s to 1s orange-brown (both
plates), 1883 2/6 & 5s, 10s ultr. (poor), 1887 to 1s, 1902
EDVII incl 1s in pairs and strips (mostly poor greens), 2/6
& 5s, GV 1934 Photo. set mint, Seahorses 2/6 (6), 5s (4),
1934 10s, 1924-25 Wembley mint sets, 1937 set mint, also
range of officials etc, very mixed but huge cat value.
£ 650
1193 QV-QEII Collection on leaves including 1883 6d
on 6d CDS, 1880 2d & 5d indigo, 1883 2/6 lilac, 1884 5d
green, EDVII 7d grey mint blk of 6, 1902 5s carmine,
1918 Bradbury 10s used, 1925 Wembley set m, 1929 PUC
1½d K29 control blk of 6 mint, 1934 Photo. 10d mint blk
of 4, GVI cylinder blocks mint, etc.
£ 85
1194 Small assembly jumbled on leaves QV to QEII
including 1856 1s green (2), QEII Wilding booklet panes
mint all showing sideways watermark (STC £160), 1884
lilac and greens set used, greens are heavy used, 1s is good
colour CDS used, 1880s 4d sage-green (4), 4d grey-brown
(2), 1s orange-brown pl.13, 1880 6d on 6d f.u., 4d

vermilion plates 7-13, 1858 2d plates (10), postage dues to
£5 etc, high cat value, very mixed.
£ 150

1195 Small stockbook with useful assembly from QV
incl 1d imperf (4), 2d blue, 1856 2d blue, 1d reds perf
(c29), 1870 1½d on paper, ½d bantam (4), mixed surface
printed incl 1s orange-brown (heavy cancel), others vals to
1s green, 1883 2/6 used, 1887 to 1s used, a few 1d reds on
cover (5) etc.
£ 55
1196 Stockbook QV to QEII mint and used, very mixed
assembly of defins and commems in Compass stockbook
with odd better amongst the ordinary incl 1841 1d imperfs,
surface printed to 1s, 1880 5d indigo used, 1884 lilac and
greens incl good 5d green, 1883 2/6, etc, 100s. £ 125
1197 Useful assembly on Hagners and in a hingeless
Lindner album for 1940-1970 with most sets used to £1,
(no better phosphors), then QV surface printed and line
engraved (very mixed) noted values to 1s, 1951 £1 brown
blk of 4 used (2), 1881 2½d blue mainly plates 22/23 (c80
cat £2500), 1883 5s used (2)EDVII to 2/6, GV Seahorses
1918 to 10s, 1867-80 to 2s blue, 1s orange-brown (2), 4d
sage-green, etc, huge cat values, 100s.
£ 360
GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED P. HISTORY
1198 1940-1970 First Day Covers in a cover album with
useful throughout including 1940 Centenary set 6 on plain
cvr, 1948 Olympics slogan, 1949 UPU, 1951 Slogan from
opening day, 1951 low values new colours in combn with
Festival of Britain set, 1950 4d light ultr. on FDI (Rated
£40), 1960 Europa illus, 1961 POSB illus., 1962 NPY two
diff illus. (Rated £100), 1963 Red X, 1964 Lifeboat,
Botanical, Geographical etc, useful lot with high cat value
£550+.
£ 160

1199 A selection of twenty-three Field Post Office and
passed by censor covers and postcards. Includes 1959
British Military Hospital Berlin, 1917 on active service
damaged cover to Isle of Wight and 1942 KGVI cover to
Canada.
£ 20
1200 Three KGVI covers with return to sender cachets,
plus 1915 KGV 1d with Transferred to England and
Cannot be traced cachets plus Present Location Uncertain
and 1964 QEII premises demolished.
£ 20
1201 Useful group of covers and cards mainly QV to GV
periods noted QV 1s green on cvr to USA, 3d rose on cvr
to USA, QV 1884 2½d lilac on mourning cvr to USA,
1887 2½d on mourning cover to USA, 1850s-60s 1d stars
on cvr, 1866 dual combn 1d red plate & 4d verm. tied
London to Geneva, 1890 4d pair tied Manchester to Vera
Cruz from Liverpool, 1841 1d imperfs on cover incl pair
etc, very mixed but intr group. (30).
£ 135
GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
1202 Army: 1896-1901 1d lilac mint original gum with
hinges and toning showing OFFICIAI for OFFICIAL
variety, few blunt perfs along top otherwise sound, SG
O43a Cat £240.
£ 45

1203 Army: 1901 QV 6d purple on rose-red PAIR
superb WOOLWICH CDS cancels, very fine. SG O45.
Cat £120.
£ 40
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1204 Collection on Hagner page of used for different
departments including Inland Revenue; QV ½d (4 diff),
2½d (2), 6d grey pl.18, 1887 6d, Government Parcels; 1s
orange-brown pl.13 with hooded cancel (Cat £300), 9d dull
green with hooded cancel and colour not too bad (Cat
£1200), 1½d lilac (Cat £100), 1887 vals to 1s (both 1s
good colour cat £550), EDVII 9d & 1s (good colour Cat
£475), Office of Works; EDVII ½d used (Cat £180),
Admiralty etc, some mixed but huge cat value in excess of
£4600 (48).
£ 550
1205 Government Parcels: 1886 1½d lilac sound used
heavyish dumb cancel but neatly struck, sound, SG O61
Cat £100.
£ 20
1206 Government Parcels: 1886 6d dull green sound
used dumb cancel but neatly struck, colour has gone and
thinned otherwise sound, SG O62 Cat £1400.
£ 50
1207 Government Parcels: 1887-90 'set' of four sound
used examples 1½d, 6d, 9d & 1s dull green with excellent
colour, odd tone otherwise sound, SG O65/68 Cat £498.
£ 100
1208 Office of Works: 1896 1d lilac fine used neat CDS
cancel, mainly fine, SG O33, Cat £150.
£ 32
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
1209 1943-48 Plain First Day Covers for Views set on 5
covers and 1948 Liberation set on printed FDC, mainly
fine, Rated £110.
£ 35

1210 Accumulation in a carton with useful assembly of
various mint and used collections for Guernsey, Jersey &
Alderney, used year runs, mint defin sets to 10s or £1 for
different printings, Alderney in luxury Davo printed album,
Wartime issues incl Guernsey blue-banknote ½d & 1d
mint, some more modern etc, 100s.
£ 100
GREAT BRITAIN - ISLE OF MAN
1211 1979-2008 First Day Covers Collection - An
extensive a mainly complete collection neatly bundled into
packets for each year run with most issues represented,
approx 250+ First Day Covers, all official covers,
unaddressed with special cancels. Huge original cost.
£ 125

1212 1991-2001 Mainly complete unmounted mint
collection of sets and miniature sheet in a fine DAVO
luxury hingeless album and slipcase, useful face and
attractive lot, high original cost and retail £230+. £ 125
1213 Unmounted mint miniature sheets in a stockbook
including 1974-2013 mainly very fine with good cat value.
(c78).
£ 80
GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY
1214 1944 (12 Apr) Unaddressed printed envelope
bearing 2½d blue Arms tied first day of issue, mainly fine.
£ 15
GREAT BRITAIN - LUNDY
1215 1953 Illustrated QEII Coronation stamps on 2 6
1953 first day cover.
£ 12
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